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CHAPTER I . 
STATEI."lENT_ Al\TD JU.SriFIGNriON OF PROBLEM 
Statement _ of .. Problem 
Tne purpose of tni s study is to c.ompile and arrange in 
c.ontent areas an annotated bibliography of fiJ.ms and 
fi ..Lmsuip s sui table 1'or use· in the primary grades: •. 
Justif"i cation . of:_ Pro·blem· 
. . 1 
Devereaux. states-:: 
"Education: is a process 11vhich involves the use 
o:e ma:r:Ly: aids and devices~ . Inasmuch. as it dep end s so 
largely up on. the senses of sight: and hearing for its 
results, the audio-visuaJ. aids are very important ·.rt .. 
F·ilms and filmstrip s are media that caL do a better 
job of transmitting a given message and saving valuable 
time. 
~FredericK L. Devereaux , The Educational Talking _Picture, 
'rhe University o:r Chi c ae:so Press,. Chicago, 1933, p •. 1~8 ! 
Boston Univerait.r 
School o! EducatioA 
Libr~rY. 
REVIEW OF RES~~CH . 
Summary of Research Si1.oviing l£ffective 
Use o:f Films and. Eilmst.rips 
The. employing of audio-visual aid.s in teaching p rac:tic es 
and proc:edures in education is a rela-cively ne-...;J development. 
The :t'irst records of experimental research of instru.c-
t i onal f llms date Dact: t.o the period :rollo',;ing \'lorld itlar Jl: •. 
Th e onset of vlorld i'la.c II gave i mpetus to rurther study in 
t he effective use of this medium. 
During t hi s ear·ly p eriod research on t h e instru.ct.ional 
motion f ilm dealt with the comparison of its effective11e ss 
1·rith other tea chins me-c,hods. 
Rulon 1 summarized research up to 1933 . H:e concluded:; 
''Eo ssessing as 1 t does the ability to portray 
objects in motion, the motion picture occup ies a 
singular position among visual aids t.o inst. ruc ·cion, 
and a substantial p ortion of the experimental 
literature on visua l aid s p ertains to t he e !"fect.ive-
ness of the motion p ict ure as compared t.o v a r i ous 
other met h ods of p r esenting instructional men:. erial ~. 
T'ne best short swnmary i:lhich can be made of some-
\•rhat more than one hundred separate experiment s is 
that. -;;·r.hen p roperly produced and \Tisely used , the 
1. Phillip Rulon, The_ Sound Notion Picture in Science 
Teaching, H:.arvard .University Press, Cambridge, ];Iassachusett~ 
1933' p . 1 
motion: picture possesses distinct p edago gical values 
aver and above traditional tea ching methods on 
which t h e s ame a'Uounts of time and energy a re e:Arpende d . 
In . t h e larger par-e of the experiments reported , 
children· studying by me ans of the motion .picture 
have learned more than their colleagues vlho did not 
have t l1.e privil:ege of this aid~ 11" 
Ih the same year, Rctlonl f'ound that: the sound motion 
picture is not only e ff'e c "t.ive in p roducing l e a rning, but. 
t hat r e tention is h i gher.. Specifically he states:~ The 
technique employing films h as sho1tm a higher learning eff .ect 
on r etention test than up on inunediat.e tests. From t h e above 
1-.re can conclude tha t among t h e most i mportant mer i ts of the 
motion picture t ec f>.niques i s its abili t y to: ; 
1 • . crea t e lasting impressions , 
~.,provide clarity of presentation, and 
3:;~ fUrnish experimental clues by whicn -cne subjecl:. 
ruatter may be better understood , end l onger 
remembered. 
'j]he test given in connection' vlith this study sh owed 
that t h e retained gain of t he film group vra s 38 .• 5 per 
c·ent: great er than that. of the control group . 
1 I,_,_. d . . 123= 
· · - ul • ., p • .. 
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In a stu.dy describing the effective tea ching of a unitJ 
t:..h.rough t h e use of films, Waters 1 i r.ep orts the follO I'iing 
gains· made by the exp erimental' group over the controlled 
group :: 
a· 2 per c~.ent gain in factual informat.ion; 
a . 3: p er cent. gain in appreciation;; 
a 10 p er cent g_ain in retention; . 
a; 19 per cent gain in the tea ching of an enriched 
course o:r study ; : and 
a: 19 per c:ent gain · in :. thetea ch ing _ of hist-orical 
geography •. 
Dearborn and .Ahderson2 believe t hat t he sound films 
a-re directed at. the needs of the beg inning reader·.. They 
vlill tea ch a sight vocabulary . The crtild b oth sees and 
he:ars· t h e vmrds exposed~ . By associating the resp onses 
ma de to the sound of the vmrds "'ri th sight of them, he vrill 
learn to recognize them usually. \vi th much rep etition., 
1-i ,f •. A: • . Waters·, . Are_Motion~ Pl cturaa· of_ Wai'ue As~. Aid to 
the : Effective T.e.aching ~~= a:-_ lfui t _ in. Seventh Grac1e Social~_ 
Science, Uilpublished I-1aster''s Thesis, Boston University , 
1-934, :p . 70 
2 Walter· Dearborn and I.rving Anderson, "·Sound !•lotion 
Pic.;ture Technique for Teaching Beg inning Read~ng •• - , 
School and Society ((October, 1940 );, 52 :: 367.-36B -
5 
Gray'l:r-1 research study reveals that groups of primary 
grade children· merely by seeing a sound film, 11~-iexican· 
Children'\ three times vlithin a period of two days:, ac-
quired both English and spanish vocabulary meaning·. "Average 
English vocabulary gains of first, second and third-grade 
groups · were 67~ 2 per cent, 7 4·. 5 per cent , and 84·. 8 per cent 
respectively' on the aural tests' and 31.7 per cent, 50-..3 
per cent, and 75~6 per cent on the reading tests~ The 
average Spanish vocabulary gains 1vere 52.7 per cent, 61-.5 
per c·ent and 73 ~ 6 per e:ent respectively on the aural tests, 
and 25.6 per cent, 38 .• 6 )per cent and 57.9 per cent on the 
reading tests-. Gains due to second and third showings of 
t h e film varied frbm 3.6~ per cent to 20.9 per cent-. 1111 
Gray2 enumerated these reasons for including films in 
the reading program. 
1 ~ 'Vocabulary is developed because they hear the vmrd 
and see the meaning simultaneously. 
2-. The film enriches education by taking children 
to places they could not visit~ 
3. F·ilms provide motivation for the beginning reader. 
1. · I£ A-. Gray, "Sound Films for Reading Programs" '~ School 
Executive (rEebruary, 1941), 40:: 2~25= 
2Ibid. ' p ~ 2..5' 
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\'laltrip 1·: reports an enthusiastic reaction to the film-
reader material of Encyclopaedia Britannic a Films ilT El 
Paso, Texas, '.vhere the tea ching of reading is made more 
difficult by the Spanish-£peaking element. , Experimental 
x•esults after reading--film use shov.red that the interest. 
and the enthusiasm of the entire group vms increa sed , vli"l::.h 
even the slo1ve st learners acquiring nev-1 reading sk ill · •. 
Jenson2 and others shOI'f the effem:..iveness of the use 
of· film s in scienc e voc a·bulary gains 1·.rith pupils of lovr 
I • . Q. . . The st.udy sh ov1ed that children in fifth, sixt.h and 
seventh grades who had the benefits of f'i J.ms and. :t'ilmstrips 
scored important gains in vocaDulary over simil ar pupils 
1..fho did not have t h ese a dv an t a ges. Bef'ore t he experiment 
each· child 1 's I. Q. . anrl v-ocabulary test . scores ,l'lere knoi-'r.n 
for pur-pose of observing the different effects the :tilms 
had on children of high and lo vf L:. Q. • . 
Results sho1,r that ((11) science voc abulary gains scored 
by pupils generally are at least doubled . . (\2); Slm·.;er cnil--· 
d r en registered vocabulary- ga,ins similar to those of brigh.t:er 
f!E3ette '\'lal trip , 11 Dovmy Ducks Dearn to Read11 , Educational 
Screen· (l'fovember~ 1953):, 3.2:: 392-394 - .. 
2 - . 
Theodore Jenson, r;_. Romano, Diclc Gre..ver, 111Teaching 'lr'li th 
Films Increases Science Vocabulary", Nation}~ Schools 
((cTune, 1 956}:, 50: : 98-·1 <D2 
8 
In' the astronomy .cla ss, a ch ild vlith an I. Q. of 126 -
gained 18: v-rords on the study unit \"Ihile a child vri th an 
!". Q . of 94 gained 20 vTords. Tn c-ontrast, in the control 
group studying astronomy '\'li thout aid of films, a ch ild 
'\·Ti th an I. Q •. of 127< gained only five '\·rords and a child 
vlith an I. Q. of 94 gained seven vmrds. These represent 
t ypica l gai~s as registered by the experimenta l and control 
groups. Pupils retained more of their voc abulary f or a; 
longer period of!- time. . 1fore cla s-s activities and projects 
gre 1-r out ·- of t h e u_s-e of filma and still projectors. 
11 \•lestf:all 11s study shov•rs a - similar relEl.,tionship: in 
regard to value of film t:o lovr-abil'i ty pup il·s ·. ffi s study 
indicated that oral forms of v erbal accompaniments to 
e ducational motion p ictures v1ere esp ecially h elp ful to 
lov-1-abili ty pupils-. 1'1 hen oral exp lanations vmre offered, 
the lov-r- abili ty pup ils c ame nearer to keeping up rli th the 
av erage of t h e cla ss in understanding than when t he reading 
of titles vras required. When ret a rded pup ils are t hus. 
l i L·~ . H:. \IJ'estfall, ":Study of Verbal Accompaniments to 
Educational :r;Iotion-Pictures 11 , Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers C'ollege, Columbia University, l~:e\·1 York, 1934 
9 
enabled to compete more favorably v·li th t h eir cla ssmates, 
the mental hazard of inferiority feeling s is lessened and 
a;_ more f avorable p sych olog ical state ex ists for the· attack 
o:f r eading problems. 
Ea ds1 . discovered that sound films prepar ed for· u se 
in t he intermedia te and upper grades, "i'lhen shovm t o t he 
primary-grade children r .e sulted in their learning t he 
me anings of many technical v10rds r elating to p l ant and 
animal life that ordinarily vrere not . t ·aught until s everal 
years l a ter. The carry-over· of such vocabula ry lcnm·;ledge 
to reading situations , o.f course, depends upon·. hov; vle .ll 
p rep aratory and follov,r-u-p study activities .are integrated 
vTi th both formal and informal reading -. .. 
Arnsp i ger2 : stresses: : 
11T'rtroue;h the effective usa of instructional 
films, the teacher no longer f i nds it necessary to 
impose problems ·arbitrarily, no longer is he forced 
to create artificial situations "ivhich often lead to 
an adventitious activity, but r a ther, ·vre find children 
raising questions, proposing the problems and con-
ducting the research motivated by the film". 
l l Ir.~ - K • . Eads, "Research Tieading to the Production of Primary 
Grade Educ a t i onal Sound Films", Proceedings . of t h e _H :e vJ Yorlc 
Society for_ tb:e.c Study of Experimenta l _ Education, Ne"i·T Y.ork, 
1.938 
2
· V. C:. Arnsp i i}er, 11~roducing Films for Instruction in the 
Social Studies , Educational _ Screen (April', 1940)., 19:: 148 - --
150~ 
An example of Arnspiger ' 's viev~point is Livermon''s-t 
study \'Thich describes the development occurring uith a 
t'hird- g:rade group using the filmf 11 0'olonial Children 11 '~ . 
A miniature uarming, pan on exhibition started the class 
discussing methods of. heating homes present and past . 
Q,ue.stion-s regarding colonial life arose. Then a film 
dep ic.ting condi tiona during that time was shown~ •. 
After discussing the film, other areas of thought 
~·Jere op ened. up for reading investigation. Fu.l .... -cher 
subseq uent p lanned showings of the filB vli th dei'ini te 
objec ·i.:.ives in the minds of both teacher and pupils v-Tere 
used. . This pointed ou t f:or the clas sroom teacher the 
f oll ol'ling important:. f·eatures of ~ the sound !'ilm:: 
1· •. Provides materials which stimula-te children to do 
10 
cr.eati ve ,,rork even -vrhere teachers have not oth er-
vTise provided for this vrorlr: . 
2. Stimulates young sters to 1r'lork up to the limit of. 
1' Rut h Liv-ermon; 11 The U:se of the Sound Film 11 C·olonial 
Chil.dren11 in the Third Grade 11 'f Educational Screen 
(\April, 194o) ,, 1 9:: . . 150-151 
ability and provides materials wh i ch allolv the 
teacher to administer iJo the needs of individual 
differences~ 
Y. ~eads children to set up their o~m standards of 
achievement ·. 
1 1 
4 ·. Creates curiosity in genuine research and investi-
gat ion-. 
Ohurchill1 0onsiders an effective use of the film as 
a powerful motivating force for continued exploration~ 
This rras learned '\'Ti th t h e very first classroom film, 
"tqonders in Your Ovm Back Yard." The film gives a close 
up action of a so1v bug, spider, earth1vorm, millipede and 
snail~ The children were stimulated to bring ivildlife to 
the class for further observation-. 
In a comparison in use of several of film media, 
Good.man2 relates the value of the sound motion p icture, the 
silent motion picture, the silent film slide and the sound 
1:! ROb-ert Churchill, ''Science Comes to !life" ~; Educational 
Sc-reen ((,April, 1956 L 35: : 176,;;.177 
2David Gbodman, "The o·omparativeness of Pictorial Teaching 
Aids"~ .rournal of Experimental Research ((September, 1943), 
PP~ 20-27 
f'i m slide in presenting safety information. Iie found that. 
the sound motion picture \'las the least effective device. 
Bender1 · states "~:Iith the advent of the text-correlated 
film, these t1·m thing s should be understood: : A non-correlated 
film cannot be compared v;i th a booli-corr~,?lated film. One is 
complete in itself, the other is not. Pi~ correlated film 
cannot be judged by previeiving the filfrL alone. I .t can be 
evaluated only as a part of a larg er program •. 
- I") Rulon.::. and Ai"nsp i ger sho1·r that carefully selected and 
vTisely used films help to increa se factual learning . Rulon 
vmrking in t he field of Jr. !Ugh School science, investi-
gated the outcome of a · S:c:tence film used amons 286cr ninth-
grade students 1-vorking on units in biology, physiology 
an.d x·elated top ic.s. After applying carefully 1-vorked out 
objective measurin8 devices, he reported tha t the students 
enjoyed approximately a 20.5 per cent advantage in 
increa sed learning outc.omes directly attributable to the 
use of the sound motion picture film. , 
1 · Eric Bender, . 11 Who a Dern Ye" ' ~ Educational Screen, . 
((December , 1936): 26:: 549 
2 RuTan, ~ c:it., p · •. 98 
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At nearly the sa.rne time, Arnsp i ger t conducted a simi--
l a r kind of research among fifth and seventh-grade pup ils 
studying _natural · science and music. ffB found that film 
using group s ach ieved from 22 to 30 per c ent in learning in 
t h e fi eld of seventh-grade music •. Rulon reports 
advant ages in retention up to 38.5 per cent in J.r. HiGh 
School scienc·e. Arnsp i ger reports retention of 9 to 18 
per cent in the f ield of fifth-grade natural sci ence and 
14 to 32 per cent in the area of seventh-grade mu s ic. 
According to some studies, the effective use o:r :films 
depends directly upon the method of presentation. In a 
comparison of three methods o1' classroom use of f' ilms 
i·rith 264 g;rade ch ildren, \rfittich2 and Fo'lrlkes a"IJ.ow tha:tr. 
t h e method of using films has some bearing on the degree 
of lea~ning re~tlting from their use. The three metho ds 
are as~ follovvs: 
1 ~ .1-l:ethod I involved 11 ttle or no prepar ation folloived 
b y a fifty i tern test i mmediately a f t er vievTins :r11m. 
1. 1 Varney c:. Arnsp i ger, 1-'I.e a surinp; the _ Effeet:.i veness of 
Sound Pic.tures _As Teach inp; Aids,. Teachers College, 
C:olumbia Uhi versi·cy , Wevi York, 1933, p • . 8:2:' 
2~lalter lfittich and J.. G. ~o, ..  rlkes, Audio::-Visual Paths to 
Jlearning , Ha rper. and Brothers, Nev·T York, 1946, p . 135 
- ~ 
2. 1-'Iethod II included information~ to the content, 
vocabulary and phra se study, an.d t he. reading of 
questions VThi ch anticipated t h e major fields of 
information before t aking the test. 
3 •. In- addition to all of t h e phases of Net.h od II, 
14 
IA:ethod III used a · discussion of a set of quest. ions 
based on_ the film, s:avJ the film a second time a11.d 
then immediately took the s:ar..1e test a s .econd 
time. . The re:sults of the three methods sh ovred 
that those in 
":Method II lea rned 50 per cent mol"e t han 
- those vTith Ivlethod I. Iiwiethod III vms 100 
per cent superior to l·iethod I" t~ 
B'oth_ stat:e'l :.:~:~by anticipating the film cont ent, by 
buildi ng a readiness for t h e film, by directing observ.a -
tion-. and by intensive utilization, it is actuall y pos-sible 
t .o increase learning g_ains from a film a ·s much as 1 00 per 
cent. 
Instructional materi als i·lhich fit into t h e ch ild ' 's 
pattern of life are v ari ed and avail:able everyi'lhere. 
Tne materials a re i mportant because of the i nformation 
they g ive and also because t h e y open other av enues of 
exp ression through c:mnstruction, creative vrriting , drm·l-
ing , rea ding , rhytlLm s and s ongs. 
15 
Although t he p :r·evious studies deal primarily 'Iilith 
'films , many of the same benefits· appl y to the use oi' 
:fil mst r i ps . 
\'Ti ttich1 and Schuller st:ate tha t t he value of film-
strips a..l"ld slides in t each ins numerous· subjects, rangi ng 
from p rima ry grades- to c:ollege and adult level , has been 
studied both here and abroad for many year s . . Such sub-
j ects as e conomics, history, s:ocia l studies, spelline; , 
health , map· reading , element ary mechanics , nursins , and 
armed forc es training i'lere included. In g eneral , these 
concll,l:sions are apparently supported by t h e r esearch 
evidence:: 
1 • . F.iltnstrip s and slides are effec·tive means of 
connnunicating f a c.tua l i nforr.1ation and c ertaim' 
s l{ills. 1fm·rev er, a combination of· t he se media 
\'li t h s-ound films or othe r materials is usual ly 
superior to any one medium alone. 
2· • . T.he extent to 1-vhich filmstrip s or slides embody 
unique p ictor i a l cont ent of good quality has- a 
direct bearing on the ir effectivenes s i n tea ching • . 
l i Vlalter irli tticb an d C.harl e s Schuller, Audio . Visue.l ~Iaterials 
Tl1eir Natur§ flnfi trs e3. Harper an.d Brothers , lfeu York , 1957, 
pp -• . 336.:.33T 
FalC:oner 1 ; st at e s · and Ul"'ges use of :rilmstrip s i n t h e 
primar y and elementary e;r a des ·to: : 
1. Broaden pu p ils 1 · experience through illustration 
of situation, peop l e , animals, etc. outside of 
their everyday life. 
2 ~ . Provide stimulus fo r i magination and a focus for 
class discussion. 
3~ - Assist in development of meaningful voc abula ry • . 
4'~ Encourage s ood group attention, uhich is develop e d 
into s roup a ctivity •. 
Numerous studies sh o""I·T t h e v a lue of filmstrip s in the 
reaC.ing p ros ram • . Crossley' s2 stud y sh o-...r s- t he v a lue of 
lan t ern slides in p romoting t h e development of auditory 
and visua l discrimination of .... rord elements. As a result 
of h er work Crossley concluded: : 
"1 . . ~h:E~ · e;~perimental group 1-vas sup erior to t h e control 
group in all analyses of auditory discrimination. 
2. Tb.e re -vms no sta tistically signif icant diffePenc e s~ 
in ·visual discrimination • . 
1 Vera F.a lconer· , Fi.l mstriu s,_ UcGra-v1-H-ill Boolc C.o., Ne1r York , 
1948 , p . 46 . 
2Be atri ce A. Grossley, .An -Evaluation of t he Effect of 
I;ante:en Slides on Auditory and V.isua1Discriminatio~of 
vlord Elements~. Unpublished Ed . ·n. TJ.1.esi s, Bo ston Univers ity , 
1 ~48 ' pp . - 134-1 35 
y . , There vTere significant differences in learnins 
rate • . 
4. rt is possible to teach letter as bee;inninc s and 
endings at the s81Ile time •. 
5. There are no statistically important· differences 
in- sex" '~ . 
In a later study J:oyal 1 describes the effectiveness 
of p rojected illustrations and the u s e of :qranuaJ. for the 
development of '..rord recognition in third-grade reading · • . 
.Jo-yal~' 's finding s are as follo1vs : : 
11 ~ • • Both methods i·rere effactive in. the teaching of 
reading . aa evidenced by a gain · of six months in-_ 
a . three- month · t ;e a ching ·period . 
2 • . Th e total:. popui.at.ion made_ si@ificant_ e;ain-s in 
both_ \vord recognition ann me aning ,_'lith slide 
3·.~ .,. .• At all levels of intelligence, the s lide 
g_roup s consis-c.ently surp assed the manuaL sroups • . 
Greatest gains \ver.e . made by the pupil s lJi t h I. G{. ~ . 
o.f 90-110. 
1·: Sis-c.er Adelard- 1-1.  J:oyal, A Study_o.f the_Effect,iveness of 
Projected Illusti'm:. i ons 1'or _: t h e D.eveloument of .. _ \'Jord 
Recognition ·_ in Third-.Gra de __ Ree.ding , Unpublish e d Ed . D. 
Th esis, Boaton: University , 1- 954, p . 5J 
17 
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These children had more to learn than the above 
average group which consisted of the best readers, 
who therefore, had less opportunity for gains~ 
The pupils with I~ Q,~ 1 s beloi'l 90 made the least 
g_ains in both recognition and meaning. 
Lf. The slide method 1vas more effective for girls 
than for boys in both recognition and meaning. 
5~ Gains in the mastery of both colorful and 
abstract words were in favor of the slide techniques~ 
Greater gains were effected in the mastEry of 
colorful words~ 11 
1fc~Crac-ken 1 t .ells of using textfilm strips to accompany 
the basic reader in Grade I ·. He speaks of the need of 
slow learners for more vivid explanations, more sensory 
experience, and more complete illustrations. He also says-, 
11The textfilm provides just such lesson approaches~ We 
are inclined to assume that this ne1v addition to our 
reading program is in a great measure responsible for the 
fact that very few· of our ch ildren seem to be beloi·T normal 
in reading gro1vth. 11 
1 G:len McCracken, 11Better Reading Through Filmstrips 11 , 
Bee and Hear 1 the National Audio-Visual dOurnal ~:Wov·ember,-195(5"}, 6 :: 16-17-
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In a · later study, McCracken 1 tells of a p lanned use of 
filmstrips c:onducted in three first-grade classes in Nevr 
Castle, Pennsylv.ania • . Results during the first year shov1ed 
t hat all pupils scored at second-grade achievement level 
or better after eight months. The sec:ond year revealed even 
better results. Ih a different school, the use of filmstrips 
resulted in a still hic<ller sho~1ing. v ·alues claimed as a · 
result of study substantiate t hat these aids contribute 
materially to reading mastery. 
Polander2 and Fruman report the effective use of the 
VEC: c-urrent Events Filmstrips in the fourth, fifth and 
sixth srades at . the Park Elementary School in Eort Chester, 
Nenr York . The filmstrip arrives on Ivlonday morning vri t h a 
manual ofrelated activities. As a result of its use, 
pupils obtain a better understanding of current affairs , 
become a-vrare of civic resp onsibilities they vlill soon 
face, and have an understanding of problems of other 
nations, ~>-which has bec·ome necessary for the peace of the 
vmrld. 
1 · Glen l!fc·Crack en , "Th e Ne\v Castle Reading Experiment11 , 
The Elementary School . .Journal, (()larch, 199>4'); 54:: 385-~90-
2 
Frank Polander and J:"ack Fruman , 111'1111 Our Children Be 
Prepared", Audio-Visual Guide ((December, 1955)),. 22:: 31-:33. 
]h further supp ort of t h e v a lue of t h e Cur~ent Events 
Fllmstri~J , Bloss 1· rela tes a simila r experience ui t h East 
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Jr . Hi gh Sch ool, Aurora , Illin ois. Aft e r vi ev.;ing t he n e1·m, 
t here is a dictiona r y a ssignment of 1rord s used f l uently du r -
in5 t h e discu ssion . Thi s help s inc r ea se unders t an din G o f 
i'TOl ... ds. Gommittees are formed to 11.elp them pursue f urth er 
n evl interests. Th e enthusi a stic pa1>t icipation p rove tha t 
t hese youngsters rea d far beyond t h e comics e.h d s p or t 
pag e s o f the daily ne1·rspap ers. The y exerc i s e a mo:i."e c a re-
fu l selection of b oth r a dio a n d television progre~ s. Th e y 
c lai a an a c T.i ve and i n tell i g ent p l a c.e in a :f'&11ily chat 
on neviS of t he day • . 
Advocates of the f i lmstrip claimtha t t his t ype of 
visu al a id arous e s and sust a ins attention an d i nterest 
t h rou gh a s s ria l of pic~ures on one top ic, an d off e r s a 
simple technique for unusua l repetition t o p r ovide for 
t h orotlGh lea r n i ng an d long e r ret ention. 
Th e i mportance of c a reful s e~ection of f i lmst rips f or 
eff~:S c 'L, ive r e sults i n i mproving retention i s sugg e s ted i n 
t~lG s t uC.i e s in t h e areas of geometry an d s ocia l studi e s. 
1 Elizabeth Bloss, 11 \'latch a Filmstrip T:e a ch ", Educ ationa l 
Sc-re en _ (feb ruary, 1955), 34: : 73_ 
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Johnson1 found. that a combination of three motion-picture 
films and t h ree filmstrip s definitely improved retention 
and ab ility to apply geometric princi:ples and facts 
r .egarding circles. Neither fi lms nor filmstrip s a lone 
p roduced comparable results. The initia l learniYI-5 of 
facts and problem-solving skills in g eometry 1vas not 
increased by the use of films and filmstrip s, but J.ohnson 
suggests tha t this may have been due to the fact tha t the 
materials themselves -.,.rere similar in nature to those 
commonly found in textbool;;: s or drm·m on the bla c kboard by 
t h e teacher. 
Vandermeer2 similarly stresses the f a ct that the 
p ictures on a filmstrip must contribute somethinG uniqua 
if t he filmstrip is to be any more effective thaE vrords in 
t he lea rning situa tion. He compared results, in t erms of 
i mmediate f a c.tual learnins an d recall of information ov-er 
a · three-vre elc p eriocc, from tlSins a particul ar American History 
Fi1mstrip V>ri th another group . 
1 Donovan Johnson, "Are Films and Filmstrip s Effective in 
Tea ch ing G-e ometry? ", School . Science a.nd _) •!athematics _ 
(o-ct 0 ber' 1 950 r, pp. . 570;_5 7 4 
2 A~ ~·1 . Va ndermeer, 11 Relati ve Contributions to F.actual 
liea rning of t h e Pictorial and Verbal Elements of a Filmstrip '~ 
School_ Revie'i·r (~ebruary , 1950 )\ pp . 84- 89 
He. found n o significant superiority f or either group . In 
assessine; his finding he came to the conclusion that •.•.• 
11 i{hen the Dictorial element of the filmstrip is defie±ent. 
irr detail , definition, or clarity, it not only fails to 
contribute to the student 11S kno ,:rledge but may actually 
serve to inhi bit learning". 
A fi ttin3 conclusion· to the sur:unaries of research on 
the effective use of :films and filmstrip s is iq-itti ch ' s 1 ~ 
statement: : 
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11
'ltt i 's the resl.)onsib ili tv of the sc·h ool to uro---
- w ~ 
vide - increa sing opportunity for all the ch ildren 
to exp lore effectively the environment considered 
domain of the p rimary g rades: : namely, experiences 
vli th the h ome and family, the community , transpor-
tation, animals , seasonal chang es, and co!11Ln.uni ty 
help ers. Authentic experiences in t he se areas may 
be made availabl e to al l the children, as a livin0 
experience sha red in common, by means of a film 
or filmstrip 1;-rhich has been vrell p lanned, v.rell 
photographed, vrell organized into loe;ical and 
underst andable sequences of action; and viith t he 
f acility f or shoviins , discussinG anc reshoviing as 
often as is necessary. Then the child may come 
a"':·ray 1tTi th correct indelibly fixed im:9ressions of 
t he nev·r experience he has virtually l ivec111 ~ 
l vfittich , op • . cit.!' p . 11 
Summaries of various studies presented shovr hou 
eff ective and popul a r films and filmstrip s a re in t h e 
tea ching-learnine; proces s . Research shovrs t h e necessity 
for the audio -visual enricru~ent of t h e curriculum. Ohe 
cannot b e taugh t alone . This i ntegr ation and enrichment 
m~st c ause the learning experience to become a vital , 
sensory experience • . 
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cnt...u?TER II 
PLAN OF STUDY. 
In _ order to conduct the study, it \'las necessary to 
go to several sources an.d the se sources v·rere used in t his 
annot a ted bibliography :: The Ih T:f . 'Ylilson Film Gu_; de , The 
:rt. i'f. i•'lilson Filmstrip Guide, the Educ a torns_ Guide to Free 
Films~ the Educator's _Guide_to Free Slidefilms~ and the 
advice of 11r. Gaylen B. Kelly, Lecturer on Education at 
Boston University. 
Thirty-four sources vrere cont acted by l etters enclosed 
vlith p ostal c ards asking the producer ' 's permission to use 
t h e films and filmstrips in the annot ated biblio5raphy. 
Th e addresses of t h e v arious p roducers a re in the appendix. 
The type of letter and post a l card used in the inquir~ 
follo\•r" • . 
Audio-Visual Associates 
Box 243 
Bronxville, N:e1.·r York. 
Dear Sir: : 
909 South Rolfe Street 
Arlington 4, Vire;inia 
Jhne 30, 1 958 
I am preparing an annotated bibliography of films 
and filmstrips suitable for use in the primary grades •. 
This study is being done as part of the des ree 
program a t Boston University 'vhich is directed by Dr. 
Helen A. Murphy . I '.-TOUld appreciate your latest cata log 
of films and filmstrip s tha t are ii:r annotated form for 
the pri mary grades'. . 
"flill you kindly checlc yes or no on t h e enclosed 
post a l c ard to indicate your p ermission for using t he 
films and filmstrip s in my bibliography •. 
Thank you for considering the request •. 
Sincerely yours, 
Enclosure1 
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EOSTAL Cli . .~.1.D vJH I CH GR4NTED PERL•HSSION TO U3E 
FIU18 OR FIUiSTRIPS n,r ANNOTATED 
BI BLI OGRP..PHY:-
De a r i'll:'S . J ones: 
You may l i s t the films and filmst:rin s in 
y ou.r biblio'"'"raphy . 
Yes t-L-. 
Iro_· __ _ 
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The l ~ st of annotated films and filmstrips was 
c ompiled and arranged alphabetic e_lly in the follovring 
content areas : : aritr...metic, art , health and safety , language, 
music , science and social studies. 406: films and 113 sets 
of f ilmstrips are included. The writer previevved as many 
of t h e films and filmstrips aB \'las .possible. The infor-
mation . concerning the others vm s ob t a ined fro·m published 
sources •. 
P.ertinent e xpl anations to help the reader underst and 
hou to use t~'le annotated bibliography f .oll ow· •. 
1. Ea ch film is listed alphabetically according to 
content area and t he first p rincip al 1·rord of its 
title. 
2. The name of the producer follo -v; s the title in a 
code, such as .EBF or~. 
3~ • . All the films are sound.. All the filmstrips are 
silent except Hher e indic ated a s sound or v1ith record. 
4. The length of time required for projection follovlS 
the annotation. 
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This chart indicates approximate running time o:f 
:films specified in reels- -
Length in Reels f' 3: 11 1x 1x 1; i- 2 2 ~ -4/_ ·2 . . 
Approximate 
.J.,: 1':2..:;!,_ 1 at. Running Time 52 8' 11 ~ 16, 21 -2 
in Ivlinu t e s 
5. B82:v-T means the film O+." filmstri]r: is black and 
i'Thi te and .C means that the :film or filmstrip is 
in color. _ These abbreviations are follovJed by 
the length -_ of time. -
\fuetaer film or filmstrip is free or priced is 
given after color of film orfilmstrip , then its 
catalog number and use in other content a rea s 
are specified vrhen necessary~ 
7( • . !Yiost f ·ree films and filmstrips are available at 
least one month in advance. Hbvrever, it is 
ab-mys viise to state an alternate sho':ring date 
for the film or filmstrip you request, in the 
event that either one h a s been heavily booked . 
8~ In asking for free films and filmstrip s, be sure to 
state your official position, use official 
stationery, if possible; be sure that you ahtays 
ship the films or filmstrips back to the distri-
butor promptly~ 
9~ More detailed informat ion concerning purchase, 
rental-purchase, previevl or other desired infor-
mation will be supplied promptly upon request by 
the producer. 
An alphabetical arrangement of abbreviations and the 
producers for lifhich they stand follm'fs: 
.AIYIT,l-I.._Dent, Inc~ 
AlJ!C 
A.B.C 
AVA ' 
B 
a 
EBF 
M~~-~Dent, Incorporated 
American Iviusic Conference 
American Red Cross 
Association Films, Incorporated 
Audio Visual Associates 
Bailey F·ilms, Incorporated 
C:oronet Films 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc~ 
EGH: 
FA 
Gl? 
HFI'-1 
ICP. 
JH: 
]J!cGrm·r 
ML.IC 
l~IP 
P8' 
UA:H . 
USFS 
USPHB. 
USSBD 
liST 
YA. 
Eye Gate House, Incorporated 
Film Associates of California 
Gat.eway Productions, Incorporated 
Henry Ford Museum and G~eenfield Village 
Informat ive Classroom Picture PUblishers 
cTam. Handy 
McGravr-Hill Text Films 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
National Foundation for Infantile Paral ysis 
Popul ar Scienc e 
Society for Visual . Education· 
Uhited Air Lines 
United States Forest Service 
Bni t :ed States Public H:ealth Service 
Uhited States Saving s Bonds Division 
'Yloo-l:.Bureau Incorporated, The 
Young AiJJ.erica 
The entire li st of films and filmstrip s is presented 
in t he folloi·rin5 chapter~. 
0HAPTER III 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FIUvlS AND FIUISTRIPS 
ARIT.HHETTC. 
ADDITIO .. l IS EASY C. 
What is addition? Hblv is it done? Billy needs to 
0uy paints but he Hants to buy a baseball bat. H.B.s 
he enough money in his bank? This effective film 
l ·esson establishes the basic concep ts and demonstrates 
the method s of addition which .are all-important to a 
solid foundation for the study of mat hematics'. 
1 reel B&1f ~~55 C; $ 1 00 
ARITI-fi,1ETIC FOR BEGINNERS B 
Makes it possible to see the vrhole concep t of addition 
and subtraction by "l·ratching simple model f armyard 
animals come into the picture Vlhile number•s app ear in 
sub-titles to sho vr addition; an d by vratching the 
animals leave the pic ture vlhile the numbers sho-..,r sub--
traction. Tiie film is in t h r ee part s. 
21 minutes B&11. . $90. 
CALENDAR, THE:: DAYS, vfEEKS , HONTHS 
This film introduces the concep t of the calendar and 
shovrs the relationship of days to \·reel{s and ·vreeks to 
months. A boy learns hovl to read t he calenda.r to find 
out v·rhich day the circus is coming to to\m· •. 
1 reel B&i"f $55 C: ~~ 1 00 
DIVI-SION : IS EASY. c 
This film helps a class to understand division, to 
k..l"lo1'l 1vhy division is i nportant, an d to knov; '.·-rhat to 
learn in order to master this basic arithmetical 
process~ . 
1' reel BMv $55 c: ~ 1 oo 
LET 1 s c-ouNT 
This film \'Till fill the gap betv;een the hapha zax•d 
c-ounting of youne;stel"'S in the primary grades and their 
introduction to arithmetic. As t h ey 11atch Sally and 
J:be, they 111 see hovv useful cbunting can be. They 11T_ 
lea rn the difference bet~rreen ordinal and cardinal 
nu1nbers. 
1 reel B&\V. ~55 C $ 100 
LET 1 S l•!EASURE: INCHES, FEET .AND YA...1IDS C. 
Jimmy and his f a ther use a ruler to measure Jimmy • ~s 
hei[.mt, and they examine the :ruler toe ether , indicatinG 
t he units of length. From t he foot ruler; they proceed 
to a yardstick and the mea surement of longer lensths. 
Jimmy then p l a ys a 6Bllle-finding the length of famili a r 
ob j ects-and begins to learn how to estimate inches, 
feet and yards. 
1 r _eeT 
DET' S l•!EASUHE: OUNCES, POUNDS AND T.ONS c·. 
A pound of cotton and a p ound of iron bolts look 
different, but Tommy uses t.he sca le and finds t h a t 
e a ch vreis h s t he s ame. He finds· the -vray to build up 
a lJOtmd through adding ounces • . 
1 ; reel B&1rl ~55 c $1 oo-
L.ET 1 S MEASU?..E : PINTS, Q.UARTS A.ND GALLONS 
Ricl{y di scovers numerical relationships among t h e 
standc>.rd measures and learns tha t the shape of a 
mea sure does not affect the amount it i·Till hold~-
1 reel 
H .!UCING CHANGE FOR A DOLLAR C: 
The film stresses ((1) : the compar a tive v a lues of 
peP~~ies , nickels, d i mes , quarter, half-dollars; 
(.;2 )" some of t he vmys t hese v a lues a re commonly expressed; 
(3"): h01·r w.e can "make chane;e 11 through understanding 
these comparat ive val ues and expressions •. 
1 r eel B&W. ~~55 a ~~ 1 00 
I:TIJLTIPLICATIQl\r IS EASY~ c 
The film s.."'rloi'lS 1-·t..'ly t hi s pr·oc ess is i mportant to knm-; 
and sh o1·rs t he main step s in l earning ho w to multip ly. 
Tl1.e film sh ovrs boys and girls tha t multiplica tion, 
as a means of sol vine; r eal p roblems, can be fun'. 
1 reel B&\'l ~55 C ~· 1 00 
PARTS OF NI NE YA 
Develop s the meanins of t he number 9 in social and 
abstl"act situations , . shovline.; 9 in s eri a l relation to 
8 , 9 as three '" group s of . 3 e acn , and addit ion an d 
subtraction -f acts involved in 9· • . 
1 · reel B&Vl. $50 
PARTS OF:- THH-TGS YA 
Devel op s t lle meaning of one-half and one-fourth of 
sin5l e thine; s a s an early intT•oduction to fra c.tions , 
using a.11.i mation and live action. 
1 · reel B&W ~so· 
SUBTRACT ION IS EASY c 
BTlly faces the problem of deciding "fihether he 'Hill 
have enough money to buy a baseball after purchasing 
p aints and a bat. Students see mathemat ics in action---
and from this basic film learn b orro1-·!ing and other 
fundament a ls of subtra ction. 
1 reel B&vr ~55 c ~1 100 
TELLING THill BY THE CLOCK B 
34 
Sho,:rs the basic p rinciples of telling time and relation-
ship bet:1·reen days and hours, minutes and s e c-onds; and 
h ovl to determine minutes "bef ore the hour and minute s 
a:r-ter the hillur·. . Slo'H motion, stop motion, and 
animation hel p to c.larify these concep ts for young 
children •. 
11 minutes 
THE l·lli.ANING OF PLUS AND MINUS EBF 
Sho·vls hovr t h e \"lords "p lus" and 11iilinus 11 and their 
corresp onding sie;ns are associated 1.-rith a ctions; : "+"'' 
joins, vrhile '' ;.:.u separates. 
10 minutes B&"''l C50 Nb • . 753 c $1 00 Nb . 707 
THE NUEffiER SYSTElvi EBF 
Illustrates the lJrinciples of the numbe r system by 
organizing numbers of objects into group s of ten •. 
Sho>:s h o11 i·lri tten ree.ords of such g roup ing s c an be made 
b y n eans of t a llies or numerals and demonstrates the -
idea of pl a ce value. 
12 minutes B&W $50 Hb . 752 c: $1 00 Nb. 613.1: 
THE TEEN.NUMBERS YA 
By grouping and explaining the relationshi_,., s of the 
numbers 10-19, this film develops t he meaning of pla ce 
value as a foundat ion ·for understanding the nature of 
our decimal number system •. 
1 reel B&\!f $50 
WHAT . TDiE IS IT? c~ 
As Barbara plans and prepares for her approaching 
birthday party , she learns to tell time by the clock 
and by the calendar . . The film uses many f a scinating 
participation devices as it teaches hovr the ability 
to t ell time helps us vmrk together. 
1 reel B&W $55 C; $10:0 
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A :S C OF PUJ?PET HAKING 
Part I (.;2nd Edit ion) ' 
B. 
Demonstrates p rocedures in the making an d dre s sinc; of 
the simpl e st type of strinsle ss hand puppet~ . The film 
a.1.ous hOi·'i inexpens ive oaterials such as cardboa r d , 
cotton, an olO. sock, glue, thread , and vmt er color 
paints may be ·used simp l y and effectively. 
11 minutes B&~v 50 C. $, 100 
A B C' OF PUPPET MAKING: B 
F.art II (~nd Edition~) 
Shovrs how to make a puppet head vvith built-up fea tures 
throuc.h t he use of picture vlire and pap ier mache , and 
li:ovr ·to hold and manipulate a puppet skillfully . . Various 
puppet t ype s and characters are suggested. 'Ilhe p icture 
a lso sh ovlS t he building of a simple theatre and the 
oper a tion by children of several puppet cha r a cte rs in 
p r esenting a short p lay •. 
11 minutes B:&'\'/, $50 c; $ 1 00 
AP..T .. BEGINS AT HOME B 
mlis·· I'iln.r sh o-rts first gt..aa:e· students printing vrrappins 
paper by using veg etables and s pong es. T.110 b oys , one 
four an.C!. t h e other six years old , use liqui d starch a s 
a finger p a inting medium. Temp er a painting by the t1·ro 
b oy s shovrs a var•iety of individual approaches at these 
ti,m age levels. Th e painting of a mura l for their 
p l ayroom is shovm in conclusion~ 
6 · minutes 
37: 
A:..l:?.T I N OUR ~·TORLD B 
TJiis film is excellent·. for use in preparine; a trip to 
an art museum , for it vlill give a better understanding 
of- Hhat the arti st is tryins to say ; it serves tore-
mi nd the vie\·Jer t h a t comme::c ..... cia l a rt and i ndustrial 
desi5n in his ovm community make life more aes.t:t:re.tical.Ty 
p l 'e a sing ; and it may insp ire h im to try to c.onstruot, 
carve, paint , or model forms ib: nature, not by c:opyi ng 
them, but by expressinG h is: int'.erpretation of them •. 
1 o· minutes c: ~~ 1 00: 
A .. B.TIST AND NATURE B 
Thi-s film seelrs to s t i mulate orig inal t h inl.;;:ins and 
creativity on t he p art of the student, to help him 
become avrare of t he opportunities all around him 
for enjoying art, and to inspire him to s earch fo r 
e:,:p erienc es ·which Hill aid him in- understan:ding and 
using art . in everyds,y livine; ~ . 
10 minutes a; $1oo 
B:OvlLS 
Starting wi th rolling a ball of clay in t h e h ands t o 
mal;:e a ball, this film sh o1ers hov-r t h is ball can be 
vmrked in a v a riety of shapes : : a· tea cup , saucer , c:.. ... eam 
pitcher , sug a r b o vrl, and. several decorative 
bov;ls • . 
1 reel B&'ll ~50 
BOY CREATES TOY B 
A ai.Jr;;.y.e:a.r.. ol'd bby is shot,m coii'structing from~ scrap 
materials his ovm ·v ersion of an a irpl ane , 1-rhich he 
actually flies after being mot~ve.ted by watchine; a 
12-year-old friend fly a model plane · • . 
s~ minutes 
G:A:RE . OF: ART :. MATERIALS YA 
.Ml• all-animation film designed to promote graat:er in-
terest ~ in art materials and their handling and c:are. 
Discusses care and use of such c.ommon: tools as brushes, 
paints, chalk, crayons, scissors, clay, paste and glue ·~ .. 
1 r..eel B&W $50 
B. 
Collage· is uged to tell a ~d~imsical, animated, old--
time melodrama, in ~n~ich our cardboard hero, heroine, 
and villain enaat their suspensiv.e tale against 
exciting bac:kbrounds of beautifU.liy designed '\vall 
papers, textiles, and fabrics,:,. 
6 minutes 
QOLOR EBF 
In this film; children "\vill explore new l'londers of 
c:olor in nature, in pigments·; in yarn, <rlay, wood, 
and other art materials. AV.,oiding formal c-olor . 
harmonies, the film; stimulates interest in experi-
mentation, encourages crhiTdren to "i)ut c:olors 
together in your owrL way":-~ 
6 minutes e;. $5o No -. 83..7( 
COLOR ON A · STONE 
This is a demonstration of the processes in. c:olor 
lithography·. Tt ShO'\ITS the techniques Of transfer, 
visualization, registry, and all other elements 
needed for successful color lithography. The film 
c~ontains b.eautiful examples of some of the masters 
of lithography-Toulouse nautrec::, Renoir and aezanne. 
14' m1nutes 
CRSAT ING. C:ARTOONS B 
Clear and simple demonstrations in htunorous 
animation me.ke it p ossible for students to learn the 
elements of c a rtooning . Shovrs the use of the cir cle 
in creating the rough first dravring , hoi·T to draw ex- --
pressions by observat ion and simplification, ho "\·r to 
express a ction and movement, a11.d hoiv to simplify and 
exaggerate for effect and humor. 
10 minutes B&vl ,~so 
DESIGN B 
Off.er simple formula for basic desic n t hrough the use 
of ani mated dravlings. Shovrs ho\·r to make fl at surfa c es 
interesting and effective through the application of 
basic shapes, repeating shapes, stylization · and 
distortion . · 
10minutes c; $10o 
EXPLORING I N PAINT B. ' 
39 
An. introduction to non-obj e ctive painting expressing 
the freedom of approa ch and experimental sp irit basic 
to the real iza tion of t h is a rt form. The artist beg ins 
"~ili th a flat surface and a '..ride a ssortment of p i gments, 
materials , and tools; then builds layer upon l ayer , 
calling to service thick and t hin brushes , steel vmol , 
tin foil , medicine droppers , and sometimes pouring 
and mixing paints directly on the c anv a s •. 
11 ': minutes C: ~~ 100 
RINGER-PAINTING r-IETHODS C 
This film offers kindergarten and p rima r y grade tea chers 
many practic8.l suggestions for organizing and administer-
ing fing er-painting class. The v a rious styles and 
techniques used b y the children in the fi lm w·ill en-
courage your class to try this art i·mrk . 
3 r~el 
-4 
40 
EBF 
Demonstrates how the character of an object is revealed 
through its form. Young viev..rers , identifying themselves 
vrith the ch ildren in the film, v..rill enjoy t he 11 \Vhat Is 
It ?" :: game vli th forms that have a name. Exploring t he 
different shapes to be found among everyday objec,ts 
\vill create an avmreness of t h e imp or t ance of form in 
the structure of art • . 
6S n inutes Ct $50 No . 842 
HOLJ: DAY .ART_-
AC:tivities shoim-: in the film include the making of a 
3:;;;.Il mural and decorative 1vire tree ornaments for 
Christmas, an Easter egg tree, turlrey place cards for 
the Thanlrsgiving table, and i maginative valentines 
for February 14th·. " Children · i n the film range fro!ll 
four to eient years old. · 
5 minutes C:' $60 
HOll TO U.4KE POTATO PRINT.S B 
First graders open this film by reviev..ring the simple 
steps involved in malring potato p rints. A sixth grade 
student demontrates hoiv to cut a potato for printing 
a bo-oklet cover, using several arrangements . A fifth 
gl"ade student sho v;- s ho1·r to use v a rious tools for 
cuttin3 and different papers to achieve texture, form , 
and color. A . fourth g r ader introduces a v a riety of 
p rints made by using other vegetables •. 
12 minutes B&)v . $5o a: $1 12 
IST I DRA~'l !:liTH CRAYONS 
Hovr to use, h oi·r to care for, and hovr to store crayons, 
· and some of the many interesting effects one c an 
achieve through different crayon techniques mal-::e this 
dramatic fili:n a rich art lesson· •. 
1 r e e l B&1tl $55 c: $roo 
LET 1 S PAINT 1t.JITH \VATL"i. C.OLOR 
The c·orrect use of ':mter colors can present many 
problems . Children often sp ill their paints, misuse 
their colors, and ruin their paint brushes. Tnis 
film is intende d to help t h e average teacher of 
element·ary art overcome some of these p roblems and 
to encouras e her children to do creativ-e vrorl~: in 
1-·rater colors b oth at ... school and at home· •. 
1 reel B&VT $55 C $100 
IrrGHT - AND DARK EBF 
Strik ing c amera studies in light, shadow, and 
g r adations of color illustrate th.e meanin g of valu.es 
in art. Children are encouraged to find out, by 
experi mentation '•lith light: and dark objects, vrhat 
v a lue is, "trhat it does, and hovl it makes them feel. 
6 -minutes c~· $5o No. 839 
I1INE . EBF 
VariationB in the qualities of lines may be found in· 
nature-in lines on r ocks , on a tige_ ... , and in the trail 
m-ade by a snail. . C'ombining i ma ginative photogr aphy 
vrith animat ion , t h is film clarifies line movement and 
sugge sts to children the creative possibilities of 
materials such as thread, rope , and Hire as vrell a s 
paint , chalk and crayon • . 
6 ::.minutes c; ~~5o Ho -. . 841 
1-~AKE A HOUSE MODEL- B 
Sho>;IS ho1,v to build a scale model house \ ·Ti th simple 
materials almost anyone has. LigJ1t weight c a r dboard 
is the b asic material, cut '\'lith a sharp knife- or 
razor bla de and assembled vli th glue •. 
11 minutes B&1·l $5o a· $1 oo 
41 ' 
B 
Abstract movin g design is an exciting s ame for anyone 
old enough to use simple tools. Th is film shoHs 
vrha t can be done 1·rith these mat erials : : 1dre, thread, 
sheet aluminum, a dis carded tov:el rack, a sponge, 
colored toothpicl:s, and a p ine; pong ball. 
11 minutes Q;$112 
POSTER l~ING: : B. 
DESIGN AND TECHNIQUE 
Poster layout, lettering , tra cing , cutt ing , transfer, 
stenciling, and painting are manually demonstrated. 
The i mportance of correct teclLniques in the use of 
chisel-edge, stencil, · an d small brushes is shovm. 
10 minutes a; $ 1 o:o 
POSTER 1>1.AKING: · B 
PRINTING BY SIL..i\: SCREEN 
A. step-by-ste.p p resentation of the p rocess involved 
42. 
in silk screen printing . . Every deta il, from t h e design 
through the mounting of silk on the frame, tap ing , 
p reliminary line dravling, paint mixing, paint feeding, 
using the squeegee, dissolving paint, and the 
photographic. technique for lettering to produce three-
color posters is treated • . 
14 minutes 
SILK SCREEN. TEXTILE PRI!\TT Il:.JG B 
This demonstration begins with the selection of a 
design for a dress material , then proc eeds to sho;;.; hov1 
the desig :!.'l is translated into a silk screen stencil and 
printed on the textile • . Suggests use of this printing 
method for 6hristmas cards, place mats and other materials. 
11 minutes c $1 00 
SPACE B 
Dern-onstrates by use of animated dra'\vinss t:':le five 
most effective vrays of rep resenting space-si z e 
differences, v anishing points, color overlapp ing , 
and space by exaggeration . 
10 minutes C; $100 
TEXTURE EBE' 
The exploration of surfaces-h ard, roug.'l , soft, and 
smooth-provides a t an gible approach to understanding 
textura l qualities in art. Visual examples in the 
film vlill give youngsters a new apprecia tion of t h e 
textural effects vlhich can be achieved vd t h clay , 
metals , paper, linoleum, and oth er art materials . 
6 -minutes c 'll'5o No. 84o 
THE CIRCLE YA. 
Shovrs that t he C1IRCI!.E i 's one of the four basic forms 
from 1·rhich many objects are dra-vm , and gives some 
simple illustrations anc. patterns ~ . 
1 . reel 
THE RECTANGLE YA 
Explains tha t the RECTANGLE is · one of the four basic 
f orms from vrh ich many objects are dravm, and gives 
some simple illustrations and pattel"!lS. 
1 reel B'&1i $50 
THE SQUARE YA 
Shol"ls t hat the SQUA...ii:E is one of the four basic forms 
f 'r om vrhich many objects are dra1m:, and g ive s · some 
simple illust rations and patterns· • . 
1: reel 
THE TRIANGLE YA 
Explailirs that the TRIANGLE is one of t he four basic 
forms from which many objects a re dra"\·m, and g ives 
some simple illustrations and patterns. 
1 reel B&\tl . $50 
\'mAT · IS &."tT ? EBF 
A- v:tvid parade of all t h e elements featured in the 
Art InAction Series-c:olor , line, t exture, form, 
liGht and darlr-encouraGes children to discover t he 
basic elements in t he 11orld around them , to f ind ne vi 
rel ationships , to experiment vli t h a v a riety of 
mat erials, and t.o under·stand '•That the elements mean 
in terms of art •. 
6: minutes a; $50 No. 836~ 
HEfl..LTH ... olli"D SP-FETY 
A MO}W~L TAI~ ($ICYCLE SAFETY) EBF 
T'.c.is unusual· film from Ne\v Zealand conto.ins amusing 
and effective illustrations of both the safe and t he 
dangerous vrays to ride a bicycle. The demonstrations 
are performed by · a family of monkeys. 
9 minutes B&W $50 No. 850 
ALEX!-l}TDER LEJI .. HNS GOOD HEALTH c. 
45 
In· simple animation , lively Alexander delights chi..Ldren 
as he t eaches them. The night before the big ball game , 
Alexander eats too much_and sleeps too little. Unable 
to play vlith gis team the next day , he improves his 
habits- proper diet , rest, cleanliness, exercise- and 
later :pitches a 1vinning e;ame · •. 
1 reel B&\rl ~~55 C: $ 1 00 
BICYCLE Sfo2 ETY SKILLS C 
C.Liff, v;hose mastery of safety skills earns him an 
operator's license , shows his brother, v·Tho is still 
too young to ride in the street, the performance 
techni ques, traffic rules and procedures, and bicycle 
inspection pr actices that make safe cyclers today. 
1 reel B&Vl ~55 C $ 100 
C:.~~ OF HAIR AND NAILS EBF 
A fairy tale character sho1·rs youngsters ho1·r to clean 
and manicure fingernails, how to trim toenails, and 
n ovr to sh ampoo ru1.d. brush hair.. S:'1e lets them see some 
coiDI'.1on diseases of the hair and some animated cr avring s 
to shovr the structure of hair and nails. 
11 minutes B:&'Vl ~~50 NO. 530 
46 
CABE OF THE SKIN EBF 
Demonstrates t he good habits of sl:-;:in hygiene vlhich 
eve r y child should fo1~ . Por tray s three attractive 
children a s the;:r p repare for bed, shoi'fing the proper 
,,ray to vrash hands a.n d face, and to bathe. Animated 
dra~cdngs desc r ibe t h e structure of the sk in and explain 
vThy soap is necessa ry for cleanliness. 
11 minutes B&W $50 Nb. 426: 
CHOOSING CLOTHES FOR HEALTH 
In this film story, your c·lass vrill learn hoi'r to ch oose 
the right clothes, and 'li'Ihy p eople \·rear different ldnds 
of c-loth es. 
1 reel B&\'i $55 C $ 1 00 
CL&\NLINESS _1\!!D HEALTH C. 
Thi s is the story of David ... .. his visit to a do c t or ••. 
of the lessons i n cleanliness which the doctor i nnresses 
u pon him . The existence of dangerous tiny organi.sms 
a ll around us i s demonstrated , and the importance of 
cleanl iness to goo d health is soundly established. 
1 reel !' s B&Vl 11?55 C 'iP 100 
COHHO:i'r COLD EBF 
Illustrate s facts kno y,m about the common cold, i ts 
care , and secondar y i nfections t hat may g rovi out of it •. 
Tells the story of a boy vrho c ontra cts a cold and visits 
his doct or for t reatment an d advi c e . Reveals vrhy t.he 
common cold is serious and hovr it should be treated. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No~ 424 
DENT AIL HEALTH : : HOvl AND VlHY 
The film brings you an up-to-date report on- diet 
and its relation to the grov~h and decay of teeth, 
nevl sodium fluoride applic ations , and the latest 
on oral hygiene • . 
1 r .eel B&i'v (~55 C ~ 1 oo 
EAT FOR HEALTH ~ EBF 
Introduces a nevi approach in teaching children to eat 
a i·iell balanced diet • . Using the five fing ers of his 
hand as an al-vmys available check-off device, Halph 
learns to eat a balanced diet of bread and butter; 
milk and cheese; meat and eggs; vegetables ; and fruits •. 
11 minutes B&1'l $50 No. 809 C' $100 No. 808 
FIRE EXI T DRILL AT OUR SCHOOL a 
Youn5 audiences vvill see the impor•tance of responding 
quick l y , yet orderly, to the alarm bell, knOiving •:rhat 
to do if one is not in his room 11rhen the alarm sounds, 
and learning the difference betvreen the fire alarm 
bell and other school bells . They vrill discover 
specific skills so necessary to safe fire exit drj_lls. 
1 reel B&W $55 a ~~ 1 oo 
Fl.Jl\l' ON THE PLAYGROtJHD EBF 
This film is de signed to ~Jrovide children u i th a 
c.ommon experience 1·rhich l·lill make it easier foi' them 
to become articulate about their ovm p roblems. It 
portrays three ty1)es of constructive games p layed by 
a group of children during school recess. 
11 minutes B&¥1 $50 lifo . 299 
GOOD E..~T ING HABITS 
~men youngsters see h ovl Bill b ecomes ill because of 
improp er eating h.abi t s, they're sure to tal:::e a ne-vr 
interest in · the proper 'ltiay to eat. They'll see h o1·1 
important i t is t o eat slo1vly, chevl foods thorour;hly , 
avoid exce ss i ve sv1eet fo ods , and vihy they should eat 
itlhat is served to them at meal times-. , 
1 reel B&1·l $55 C $100 
HO\'v BILLY 1\EEPS CLEAN C 
Ho'.-r to vmsh hands, f a ce, neck, e·ars, and body; vrhen to 
1-msh; and ho1v l~eeping clean helps make a person b etter 
l:.ik e d and healthier are c:lea rly sh ovm. 
1 reel 
I :NEVER CATCH A COLD 
B&W $55 Q. $100 
('f 
1..1.· 
" I never c~atch a cold!"" George b o a sted •. but the 
teacher and the school -nurse knevr b etter. The film 
presents a good health program in a ction and teaches 
prevention and care of colds . 
1 reel B& itcf $45 C ~~ 90 
IT _1 S Ftm TO SWD1 . 
S-vlimming is fun , but even more fun ivhen: you lL'YlO i'l 
hm•i to sv-ri m vrell and safely·. This f ilm promotes 
interest to learn or develop s -vri mming sltills in 
ordei? to enjoy s1.;i mming to its fullest. It is well 
suited to all school age children . 
11 ~}- minutes . B&vv Free 
48 
JO~hlJ AVOIDS A COLD G .. 
This is the story of a boy who violated the rules of 
good health and caught a c ml d , and of a g i rl vho 
follo1;!ed t h e rules and ~voided one ·. The need for 
cooperation of tea cher, parents, and school health 
authorities to I'educe colds ~llnong school childr en 
is stressed • . 
JUJ)y· LEAPJ!S ABOUT l•ULK YA 
Judy visits her Uncle George ' 's f a rm and learns ho1·l 
co1·rs are miUced and cared for , and ho11 the mill: is 
taken from t he farm to the dairy plant and then to 
homes in the city • . 
1 reel B&U $50 
KITTY CLEANS UP 
T'ne story of a small g irl , Helen , and her pet cat • . 
Helen ai'ise s and bathes , dresse s and e at s her 
breal:fa st in preparation- f o r tal:in5 Kitty to the 
school P:et Shovr. The a ctions of t he c at closely 
parallel those of Kelen in \·7a sb:ing and eating •. 
1 . reel B&H $50 
LET ' S HAVE FE1dER COLDS C 
Children and their parents learnhere the imp ortance 
of avoidin5 contact 1:1i th people having colds, avoiding 
chilling or overheatin.s , and establishing goo d health 
that ·uill prevent colds. 
1 reel B&W. ~~55 C $1 00 
1 I 
49 
PLAY IN THE SNOW EBF 
· eaches g ood health habits an d enc.ourages Vlholesome 
social relationship s by depicting the a ctivities of 
three small children on several cold, '.Tinter days in 
a Nevl England tm.m. In these activities the children 
p ractice rules of safety and good sportsmanship. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 299 
ERIIviP..RY SAFETY: IN THE SCHOOL BUILDING c 
i.~rnen it is Bill 1 's turn to be the Safety Guide in his 
classroom, he uses a Stop sic n to call attention to 
any action . tha t is dec11e;erous and a Go sie:;n to po.int 
out the perfor.mroLce of good safety p ractices. TILe 
game makes lea :r•ning safety fun for the v-:rhole class 
and helps the children learn good practices in the 
school building. 
1 reel B&~v $55 c. $1 oo 
PRDLIL.'i.Y S_A....f'ETY: ON THE SCHOOL PLAYGROUND 
Pete· knovrs that the riglJ.t v:ray to do thi n g s is the s afe 
vray, and there is a right viay to m.Ying, to play on the 
traveling ring s, to see-sav1, to play ball, e..nd to 
slide. Children on the playground demonstrate good 
sar ety p r actices that apply vnLerever children play~ 
1 reel 
REST THAT BUILDS GOOD HEALTH c 
Eric and his schoolmates lear·n ho'vv t.o develop good 
rest ha-bits , ivhat happens to our bo dies I.Yhile ".·Te sleep, 
and v1hy proper amounts of rest are essential to our 
sro·vrth and v1ell-being . 
1 . reel B&W iJ?55 C. ~ 100 
SAFE USE OF TOOLS c. 
All chil dren need to l~no'\v hovv to use common tools 
safBly. Imives, sm·rs and 1'iles, as vrell as rake s, 
shovels and other gardening instl"'Uments, need not 
be dangerous in the hands of children i f they a re 
used vli th proper caut.:l..on~ 
-~ · reel B& W .. $22 • .SO c: $45 
SAFETY I H THE HOl•!E EBE 
Tells hO'il a little girl ''s neglig ence in putting aviay 
toys causes an accident -11hich temporarily cripples 
51 
her mother •. The incident leads . Susan and her brother 
to check their home ca refully for other dang er spots,. 
and v.rit.h their parents·' ' help they made it a safe pia ce. 
13: minutes B&liL $62~.50 No~ . 524 
SAF~TY . IN \'TINTER c. 
Youngsters learn from this film ho1; they c an h ave 
fun e.nd still be safe a t vrinter s p orts and ac·tivities. 
The imp ortance of being vieathervrise-iveaz•ing galosh es 
to 1ceep from fal l ing , being more alert i'rhen crossing 
streets, dressing for t h e season-is stx•essed, as 1r7ell 
as s afe sleddi ng, thr ovring sno\vballs in proper places 
and ice-skating c autiously • . 
1 reel B&\tl $55 C ~~ 100 
SAFETY ON: THE PLAYGROIDW. EBF 
'r his fiL"TI illustrates good habits of p l ayg round safety. 
Clever EL."limated dravJing s portray s a fe p r a ctices in 
c atch i n g and batting softballs, and playing on 'see saw-s , 
sli des, ana. svrins s~ . Em.phasizes consideration . fo r others. 
14 minutes B&W IIP62 ~50 C; ~ 125 No. 608 
Josten Uni.versi ty 
School of Education 
Libra:ty 
AFETY ON . THE WAY 'l'O SCHOOL 
This film reveals the safe 11ay of riding on the bus or 
in· a car, the skills needed to walk safely to school 
and also a ids in- the selection. of the safest route to 
school . 
1 reel 
S~~ETY TO AND FROM SCHOOL YA 
Describes the col"rect vray of cro ssing streets through 
a series of real and simulated traffic conditions. 
T1m young children practice t hese safety rules at 
school, then carry . them out correctly on their 1-my 
home . 
1 reel B&'Yl $50 
SAFETY \'liTH EVillYDAY TOOLS C. 
This film develops three safety rules: keep tools 
neatly, use the right tool and use tools correctly. 
It sho1·rs hov; these standards can be used at home and 
at school , and help s children safely use scissors, 
pocket knives-, lritchen utensils, and saws. 
1 reel B&'Vl $55 C' $100 
SAVE THOSE TEETH EBF 
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Emphasizes the importanc e of proper cleansipg in the 
care of teeth, and illustrates ho~ the teeth are 
affected by exc essive use of refined sugar . Identifies 
the kind of bacteria that change sugar to aci d in t he 
mouth . Prescribes rules to be f ollowed f or teeth care. 
11 minutes E&i'T ~~50 No. 429 
53 
SLEEP FOR HEALTH~ EBF 
Shovrs the child hovl a regular bedtime v.rh ich allovrs for 
sufficient sleep h elp s him at tain go als vThich h e him-
self des i res. Emphasizes the child ' 's o\m responsibi lity 
i n t h e forma tion of g ood habits , anc considers 
dreaming a no rmal part of · sleeping •. 
11 minutes 
SOHETniUG TO CHEER ABOUT .AMM--J:-Dent, Inc •. 
This film is staged partly at the ~·olo Grounds and 
partly in a denta l office. Its purpose is to sh ovv 
the importance of correct oral hygiene and the 
necessity for proper home c a re of the mouth, and 
regular visits to the dentist . It is reco~nended f or 
shovling to ch ildren from 7 to 15 years of age • . 
1 LJ: minu t.e s 
TEETH ARE TO KEEP EBE 
Stresses the e lements of teeth care, . a charminG ani mated 
cartoon style suit able for young children. ~~e story 
is centered about a p icnic, an d the preparation for 
it by v a riou s members of a family~ Strong motivation 
for proper c are of the teeth is built into the film. 
11 minutes c $1 oo N.o • 492 
THE FRll~ARY NUTRITION SERIES GP 
C.artoons featuring a moppet called \.'Jhaffor. Every 
time hi·s mother enc.ourages him to e a t any of· the· 
protective foods:, he asks 11 Whaffor?"· That is hovr he 
got his name. Very y oung children discover through 
i'l'na:ffor and his animal friends vrhy t h ey should e a t 
cereal s and v.rhole grains, eg gs, f'resh fruits and 
v eget ables and v1hy ·chey shoul d drinli: millr • . 
1 i r eel . c $100 
TOM!4Y ' S DAY YA 
'l'his unique multi-pur p ose film is built around a day 
in t h e life of' a seven-year-old boy that is typical 
in all respect.s except that he is losing one of his 
baby teeth·. . Heme s:cenes point out desirable practic es 
o.f health and family relationship s, and school scenes 
deal further vTith diet and dental care •. 
11,. reels-2 . 
TQl.'fi>lY. THE LION. 
B.&lv ~62 • .so 
YA 
The story of a p et lion cub v..rho is reared in a home, 
dealing with his health habits, his play 11ith human 
f riends·; his visits to sch ool and elsei•There, and his 
routine checkup by the v;e terinarian.. 
1 '~ reels 
vlATER WE DRI NX, THE c; 
This film depict. s -c.h e importance of proper drin..'l{ing 
habits for good h ealth and illustrates t.he many b ody 
functions vThich vrater serves. The audience, toe;ether 
u i th Jlm and Bill in the story , learns v1hy vrater is 
essential to our bodies and v!hy vm should drink only 
clean, pure 1tTat.er . 
1 reel B&\11 $55 C. 100 al so Science 
WE HAKE A FIHE EBF 
'.the film develops these concepts·: to make a f' ire 
bu~~ , it is necessary to have something to bun~, 
enough .heat to start and k e ep it burning , and enou s h 
air for the :ftlir.e~~ - Fire is a usell!i.til.L s-ervant.; : cr-ax~eless--· 
ness · can malre f:ire a · ~-erous enemy •. 
1 a: minute s B& W ~~45 N"b • . 995 
54 
1'lil'TKIE THE 1-lA'i Cffi:IAN. USPHS 
'i'hi s film in full color , is an animated cartoon aimed 
at motivating clJ.i l dren ·to s eek regular dental care. 
It is directed at the eisht-yea r l.evel, but it uses 
techniqu e s vrhich appeal to all audiences . 
10~ minutes B'&'"w. Free 
YOUR FRIEND, 'fHE DOCfOR 
This film helps chil d ren understa_n.d some of the func~ 
tiona of the doctor in their lives and motivates t h em 
55 
to 11be friend s'; v-vi th theii' doctor. Young audi ences vlill 
understand just vlhat the doc tor does and ;.v-hy it is 
i mportant to coopei'a te vTith him • . 
1 reel B&W $55 C ~ H>O 
LAl!GUAGE 
CREATIVE EXPRESSION 
ADVENTURES OF A BABY FOX EBF 
This filrrr tells the_ s:tort of' a baby fox as it :prov-rls 
through the· woods·. The plant:s and animals '\'lhich the 
baby fox: encounters are all identifiad, making the 
:f'ilm. usefUl in nature study and scienc_e,,. 
14 minutes B&W $62 ~50 N·o • 9.18-: 
ADVENTURES OF TW'O LITTLE GOATS c 
Setting out;;_ to explore the big :pasture:: f'or the first 
time, Nip and TUck, the twin kids, comeu:pon a sheep, 
cross a stream, ~ase a butterfly, and snif'f at a 
turtle. . 1qatching their antics, pupils are able to 
observe many thing s about g9ats-ho\·T they loolc, \'That 
they eat, and hovr they c.J.imb a.n<il jump. 
1 reel 
BilOW, vTilm, BLO'Vll 
An unusual story about t h e wind, as seen through the 
eyes of Wohl'lllld~. He; learns: that the wind . can::. turn 
vrindm1lls, lmock dovm trees and help kites to fly·~ ­
~rom this knowledge, tTohnny gains a bac-kground f'or 
underst'anding stories, :poems and songs about the -vrind~ -
1 reel 
BUSHY, THE SQUnrnEL 
One afternoon Stevie spies a squirrel vri th a beautiful 
D:mg_· tMr. . It sc-ampers quickly away, and Stevie and 
his father set of'f to find it -. . What Stevie d~scovers 
in~ the \'roods, hO'\'l he ~ina:lly · makes friends- vTith 
RUshy, arul the things he - learns, will stimulate reading •. 
1 reel B&\tl $55~ G; ~,1 00: 
DOLLS OF MANY LP.N DS EBF 
Using prize-"\,TinD.ine; dolls from an . international f a ir 
in Italy , an Italian cameraman crea ted a delightful 
imaginary jaunt around the lvorld from one national 
doll eJmibit to another. Colorful backgrounds 
rep r esenting t h e native environment of dolls in folk 
costumes create a life-lik e illusion. 
10 minutes a $100 No. 1499 
FLIPPER , THE SEAL c 
A group of children at the zoo \-mtch Flipper go 
t hrous h his antics, and one b o y e agerly decides to 
l eal"n more about seals. 
1 reel B&Vl $55 C: $ 100 
FLUFFY, THE OSTRICH c 
Fluffy becomes separated from his mother and father 
and, i;Thile seal"chine; for t hem , comes upon: a turtle , 
zebras, and a. gil"affe. . The story also teaches ch il-
dren much about :the habits and characte l"istics of 
ostriches· • . 
1 reel B&~l $55 C ~; 1 00 
HOPPY, THE BUNNY c 
Ohe morning, Hoppy meets his friends, the r a ccoon 
and t he o-vrl, and for the fi rst time hops out of the 
deep ,,roods and sees life on a farm. He meets chick ens, 
p igs and tame vlhite rabbits; then, a:r t e r being 
chased by a dog , Hbpp y returns home safe and sound. 
1 reel B&Vl $55 C. ~ 1 00 
i·IARY HAD A LI'l'TLE LMt'ffi c_ 
Re- enact ed 1tTi t ll real sto r ybook flavor . Throue;h 
charming live-act ion style , the delightful story 
unfolds to create a baclq~round f or r eadi ng , 
memorizing, singing and youthful art ac tivities. 
1 r e el 
MITT~~S , THE KITT~q c 
Creative expression is encouraged in this delightful 
s tory about a little girl and her kitten. \'lords such 
as nurs ing , drink , play, vrhi skers and climb are 
mat ched to scenes def ining their 1neaning and ch ildren 
are a i ded in verbal i zing their experiences ;,·ri th 
kittens and other animals. 
1 r eel 
ON THE ~vAY TO SCHOOL 
B&l'l ~55 C $ 100 
('1 
v 
This is a story of a boy 's adventures on the vmy t.o 
school-meetine; the milkman, watching a ge.rage being 
built, looking in on a nest of robins and vmtchine; 
a train go by . Ch ildren are encouraged to see the 
trip to school a s a time for observation and learning . 
1 r eel B&lrl $55 C $ 100 
ONE HAIIIT DAY c. 
One rainy day , ch ildren in a cla ss listen intently 
to e. st.ory about another rainy day . \'/hen t he story 
is ended , the children have learned ho,:r a s·t.oi."!!l begins 
vrith winds, clouds , t hundei" and lightning- \vhat the 
rain does f or soil , p l ants, cit i es, and people. 
1 reel 
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PEPPY, THE PUPPY C. 
This film is to encourage youngsters to rea d , vrri te, 
dravr and tell about intere stinG experiences vli th puppies 
and p ets. Vocabul a ry development is a ided through 
visual meaning, sp oken vmrd and printed i:lOrd u sed simul-
taneously and repeated at systema"Gic interva.l s . 
1 reel B&\1 ;~55 C. ~ 100 
POLLY, THE PARROT 
B.ill 1 1s p et, Polly , is a parrot. \rfatch ing Polly as 
she eat s and drinl{s, climbs and vmlks , and runs avmy 
from home , children vlill learn many things about the 
habits of parrots, ·where they come from, and the 
sounds they make. 
1 ree l B&~·r $55 C $100 
PRICKLY, 'I'HE PORCUPINE C 
Better than anything else in the 1tvorld, Prickly liked 
to eat salt. His search for it, one bright morning , 
led h i m out of the woods and to a fax'".m . Prickly 1 's 
subsequent encounters 1t-li th the farm children an d 
t h eir dog provide a basis for reading and story'&elling. 
1 reel B&I·J $55 a $ 1 oo 
SHAGGY, THE COYOTE Q: 
Shaggy ventured near a f a rm to find a chicken . . Th e 
f arrnei"1 's vlatchdoe; chased Shaggy avray , but he returned, 
even hungrier, and vms almost cauG].1.t in a trap • . 
Shaggy 's exciting adventure vrill lend itself to re-
t e l ling. 
1 reel B&vr $55 c $1 oo 
1lHREE L~TTLE ~IQS, THE c 
To stimulate interest in telling m"ld reading animal 
stories~ the well-lovGd children'~ cla ssic, is 
i maginatively retold in film -. . The elements of t he 
or i g inal sto:i."·y-all of vrhich a re retained-are 
enhanced by the use of real animals . 
1 reel B&\'f $55 C $ 100 
TOY TELEPHONE TRUCK, THE 
ClJ.ildrl9n:· in: the p rimary e;r a des vTatch enchantedly as 
t h ey see hovr a toy telephone t.ruck is made, delivered 
to a toy shop , sold to a p arent, an d p resented to a 
little b oy for h is birthday·. . Children learn how 
p eop le must v'lorl{ toget her to make and sell toys. 
1 ree l B&v'l ~55 c $1 oo 
VffiAT THE :B'ROST DOES c 
Young audienc e s share a l ittle b oy ' 's excitement a s 
he finds a pumpkin in his f a t.her' 's field, and a s :1e 
vm·t.ches eagerly for frost time to p ick it. Shm,rins 
signs of sea sonal changes and the effects of frost, 
t he film gLli des chil dren's observation of events, and 
provide s a stim"l,ilating point of departure for f"u :r·t her 
cla ss activities~ 
1 reel B&1'T $55 C. $ 1 00 also Science 
\'lOOLLY, THE LPJ.ffi a. 
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In a f anci f ul story, the lonely little lamb leaves his 
v a lley to sea rch f or a pla~nate . He finds none among 
the covTS, p i g s, tur rey s, an d dog tha t live on the farm, 
out returning home to t l"le v a lley, discovers just the 
p laymate he has b e en looking :for, a ne1-v baby l amb . 
1 ree l B&vl 955 c :~ 1 oo 
FABLES JU'l'D FAIRY TP.LES 
. ENCHA.NTED RIVER , THE a: 
Simon the honest vroodsman had his cho i ce of a silver 
axe or a golden axe. He chose neither, and asked only 
for his Oi·m p l ain axe . This simple story, acted 
a gainst idyllic settings, becomes an entrancing human 
tale i·rhose message vriLL i mpress audiences of all a e;es . 
1 ree l B&11 $55 C $ 100 
GOLDILOCKS lu""l"D THE THREE BEARS 
Sta rring three real bears , this much-loved children's 
sT .. o:cy is retold in a p resentation 1:Thich remains fe.i th-
ful to ·t.he incidents and characteristics of the 
original tale •. 
1 reel B&'vl $55 C $ 1 oo 
HAP~ AND. THE TORTOISE EBF 
Real animals play all the . roles: : a sly fox l ay s out 
the C'ourse for the race; a vrise old o\vl aats as judge; 
and the steady tortoise finally defe ats t he b oastful 
hare in an exciting finish. Other characters include 
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a squirrel, a goose , a slro.nk, a rooster, and a raccoon. 
11 minutes 
HANSEL 1\J~D GRETEL B. 
The \rloodcutter, Hansel and Gretel, the Green 1·li tch, 
and the forest creatures come to life in t his well-
};:no v-m Grimm 's folk t ale. Hansel and Gretel are 
coui ... teous, helpful , and industrious children vTho take 
ca re of 'their father' 's house in the forest . They 
learn tha t it c an be . dane;erous to t alk 1·ri th ::: strant_;ers 
or ac c ept food from t h em. 
11 minutes B&W 05o c ~~ 1oo 
HONEST iff00DSH.11 .. N, THE a 
I'his ::..s a Grecian-moral folk -tale of an honest '\·rooG.s-
man and his meet ins >,·Jith the god Iilercury. Translated 
by t he Coronet puppeteers, this fi lm becomes a rich 
e xperience f::c•om \vhich e.ll forms of cx•eative expression 
may be developeG.. 
1 reel B&Vl ~~55 C ~~ 100 
IITHG !1ID.AS .AND ·rHE GOLDEN TOUCH c 
The ancient fable of the.' Jt4!:g~. ::Whon c.:o:vet..ed · gold~ .. has 
been translated here into a delightful motion picture •. 
The objectionable features of the original story 
\·Thich prevented many teachers from· using it in the 
classroom have been avoided in this film pre sentation~ 
1 reel B&Vl ~~55 C $ 1 00 
LEGEND OF THE PIED PIPER, THE 
11 Keep your vmrd" is the theme audiences vril l find in 
this famoup fairy story of the master musiciru1 of 
Hamelin. Both classes and informal g roup s \·Till" enjoy 
this film f or its entertainment value as vrell as for 
the baclq;round understanding of the story which \·rill 
be important to t hem in l ater reading •. 
1 reel B&vr $55 $ 10o 
LITTLE RED HEN , THE c 
This film retells t h e famous fable of a little red 
hen in a charrning combination of art and live ac-e. ion· •. 
The technique is UJlique , but to the tea cher the value 
of the film lies in the common class experience it 
offers, t he voc abular·y development and the interest it 
excites in all languag e activities . 
1 reel B&'\i liii55 C i!? 100 
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LITTLE RED RIDI NG HO OD B 
I':Jl{ippine; through the '..roo ds to Gru.ndmother 1 ~ house , 
Red Riding Hbo d lingers t o p ick some flOi·Jers and is 
met by the ferocious vmlf. Learning h er destine.tion , 
he t ake s a short cut and sv.rpris e s Gran dma , Hho runs 
to g et help . The ·v1olf p retend s to be Grandmother . 
Re d Riding Ho o d is surprised to s e e t h a t Grandma has 
su.ch l a l ... g e eyes and ears , an d ElOUthl The vmo dcutter 
a 1rives in t he nick of time . 
11 · minutes~-·- B&\1 $50 c: $ 100 
W:TTLE RED RIDING- HOOD EBF 
The 1·rell-kno1·m children 1 s story clev erly p ictured 
\vi t h h and pu ppets. BeginniHg in Little Red Ridi ng 
Hood 's home, in a mo dern s etting o f telephone, gas 
r ang es, and p i anos, the film story develop s in its 
essentials t r ue t o t he :lramili a r f a iry t a le ·. . Red 
Riding Hood is innocent, t he ~orolf' is a villain, ·th e 
vrood-cutter a hero, and e;rcmdmother is a S\'Ieet old 
soul. 
10 minutes c $100 No~ . 3_62 
MOTHE~ GOOSE STORIES B 
Hother Goose step s ou t of her nursery rhyme book and , 
v.raving her mag i c vrana , brins s to life several of t h e 
best-~oved characters of Mother Goose Lru1d .. Quaintly 
clad Little Hiss I·1uffet , Old l~other Hubbard and h er 
dog , t h e Queen of Hea rts and HUm.pt.y Dllmpty ~ . 
11 minutes B&~'l $50 C ~? 100 
RAPUNZEh B. 
This is t h e Grimms 11 story of P..apunzel of t he golden 
tresses, i mprisone d in a to1.·1er b y a wick ed old vri tch 
1.-lno guar d s her jea lou sly ·. . One day Rapunzel ' s p ri s on 
i s di s cover-ed b y a h an d some younc; p rinc e , vlho dar e s ·t, o 
c limb t.he to·wer to visit t h e lovely mai den. Rapun zel 
and t h e p rinc e f a ll in love, but t h ey are di scovered 
b y the uicl\:ed vritch, i·vho bani shes t h em b oth to a :Car~ 
a v;ay l an d · •. 
11 minutes B&Vi $50 G $100 
R1JMPELST ILT SKIN c 
Her e · is a simple, intr•iguing story of t h e strange 
l it.tle man vTho lost h is temper.. Your au diences vrill 
e agerly f ollol"l t he adv entures of the fair Julian a 
and her t a sk of spinning stra\v into gold 
1 reel 
RUiviP ELSTILTSKI N . EBF 
Th is delightf'ul motion p icture v.ersion of a 'dell-
loved f a iry tale classic app eals particularly to ch il-
dren. Much susp ense is created in ~he story about a 
young queen, a G.vrarf, a ch ild, an d a ga r dene r ·. . Th e 
s impl y dra~ati z e~ epi so des a re full of adv entu r e and 
e xcit en ent •. 
8 minutes B&W ~50 No. 594 
SLEEPING BEAUTY EBF 
~1i s is the story of the beautiful p rinc e s s vmo, 
under t h e s pell of a wicked f a iry, p r i c k s h e r f ing e r 
vri t h a n eedle an d f a lls into a hundr ed-yea r s l e ep . 
Th e enti r e pal a ce r emains under t he spel l unt il a 
han d some pri n ce ai·rak ens ·c.h e p r i ncess. . They marry •. 
8minutes B&W $50 No. 595 
6A 
SLEEPING BEAUTY , THE G. 
The magical beauty and age-old charm of ·chis fairy-
t al e classic h ave been cauc;ht in this v ersiorr_of t n e 
lovely princess lrhose centUl"y-long sleep 1-ms ended 
by a k iss . Richly costumed a c tors recreate t he feel-
ing of mediev a l pag eantry. 
H1i; reelEr B&w Q r··-s '7.·5 a ~; 1 25 • · tjpO • -ti . 'i~ 
THE FOX AND ·rHE ROOS'l' lhli. EBF 
One of Aesop 1 8 Fable s vrhi ch points up the moral that 
even a clev er s chemer c an. be outv;i tted 1·v-hen g oo d 
friends hel p each other·. . Real animals play all the 
roles . Characters are a fox:, o -vll , r ooster , p o ssum , 
and a dog • . 
11 minutes B&\·r \~5o Ho • . 540 
THE GOLDEN AXE-: EBF 
This film p oi.nts up the moral tha t h onesty is t he 
best p olicy. A -..voo d sman loses his rusty axe . He 
:r-efuses to a ccep t a silver and gold one until he is 
a:ssured that he is v;elcome to them .. V'lhe:n his g reedy 
neishbor tries to fall into t he same good luck , 
uYLY}.app ine s s results •. 
8 minutes · B&vl $50 No •. 596) 
THE MONKEY Jmo- i'TOULD BE KIHG- EBF 
A simple f able of a I!lonkey i'.rho a cc epts the cro 1:m of 
t h e animal k ing dom anc then has to suffel" t ile 
consequences. Many animals a re c andidates for t h e 
retiring lion ' s cro;,m . Th e monk ey 'I-vins, but .. the fo x 
resents it and p lots veng e ance . 
10 minutes 
THE STORY OF KI NG HIDAS B. 
Kins Hi da s·· ye a rns to amas-s more and more rich es . One 
day , ,,Ihile I-lidas is counting his h~oard of gold pieces ~ 
ar genie suddenly appears and p romises him the 11 golden 
touch" •. From t hen on , ev eryt hing he touches turns to 
gold , 1tTh ich delie;hts h i m immensely unt i l h e finds 
t hat his f oo d , an d even h is belov ed littl e daughter, 
have a lso turned to rigid gold. Repentant, he begs 
t he g enie to t ake back t he "·golden tollch 11 , for he has 
l 'e arned t hat greed c an~ bring much unhappiness . 
11 ·minutes B&'il ~50 C $100 
THE UGLYDUCKLING EBF 
Highlights the adventures of a little s vran who is 
r ai sed ¥rith a brood of duckling s and rejected by a ll 
b ecause h e do e s n ot look lik e a duck . Final ly , a:ftei' 
many discouragihg experiences , t h e ugly duckling 
disc overs his true p l a ce as a S'\'Tal1 of b e atn, y and 
digni ·cy . , 
11 minute s B&\v ~~50 No. 826.- C: $100 No •. 58 11 
THP.Eli FOX F .A-BLES EBF 
The fi l m recaptures all t he f a sc.ination and che:.rm of 
t h ree of Aesop's best loved f ables : : The Fox an d the 
Grape s, The Fox and t he Crm·r, and The Fox and the 
Stork · • . 
11 minutes B&'\'l $50 No •. 3:87 
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FUN AND ADVENTURE 
A VISIT WITH . COWB.OYS EBF 
A city boy visits a real ~.-Test ern ranch for the first 
time in his lii'e and sees cowboys roundine; up , rop ing , 
and riclins horses ; ·Hat ches covffilen roping and branding 
calves; meets a fence rider at vmrl: ; hel :;::> s to shoe 
and reed horses; and ends his visit in ·the excitement 
of a big-time r.odeol. 
11 minut es B&vl ~~50 No . 428 
ADVENTURING PUPS" YA 
The adventures of three beae;le pupp ies on the farm 
and in the vmods, includins the various animals and 
other thing s t h ey see and do . . 
1 r..eel B&VT ~?50 
Al\fiHAL FRIElifDS. FA 
1he film ~ells the story of Kitten , a baby c a~ , and 
Shep , a big i·-rhi t ·e q:o-g' •. Kitten· and Shep are good friends, 
playing together , restinG together , and even eating 
together. Kitten ;,·mnders off t.o haV:e a few adventures 
vli th other animals , she eventually. returns to Shep . 
1 reel B&Vf $50 C. ~ 1 00 
AUTUFll'J IS AN ADVENTURE C. 
A simple story centered about the adventures of t vm 
children embrac e s a variety of autunn activities; 
people getting r eady for \·Tint e r , the enjoyment of 
autumn ' ~ beauty , animals preparing for vlinter , the 
misration of birds , f a rmers harvesting their c:rops . 
1 reel B&i'i ~~55 C. ~-~ 1 00 also Science 
BIHDS OF OUR STORYBOOKS C. 
The r obin, c e.rdinal, croi;l , 01-ll , blu e jay , sparro \1 , 
redhea ed vvoodp e cker , vrren , and sec=q;ull-birds vlhich 
children encounter most frequently in ·r.heir stories 
an d texts-are shovm both as they app ear in bool{: 
illustrations and as they are in ~heir natural 
setting s. Characteristics of the birds are g iven •. 
1 r eel B&W $55 C ~ 100 also Science 
BOY - OF I NDIA, A: P~viA AND HIS ELEPHP..t T c 
Rama lives 11ith his fam.ily on a tea p l antation in 
Ass am , I ndi a . The story tells of a very sp eci a l .day 
irr Rama ' s lite. . Accomp anyinG his father ~o lea rn h ov·J 
he handles his 1-mrk elephant , Rama for t h e first time 
vvorks i·rith the el ephant Gtu1da as she pulls a stalled 
tea trucl: from the stream·. 
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1 reel B&\'J ~~55 C ,;~ 100 also Social Studi e s 
BOY O.tr ' ~IEXICO, A: : JU.PJT Al'l"D HIS DONKEY c 
Through :ttre vTarm and human story of J:u.an an d his 
donkey, Pep i to, children become acqua inted 1·ri th some 
of the characteristics of rural l•Iexi co •. The film 
provides a sympathetic feeline; for M.exico. 
1 reel B&W ~55 G $ 100 also Social Studies 
BOY OF 7HE CIRCUS 
1\ll of Dino's f amily are part of t h e circus; only 
Dino h a s no . job for t h e opening performance • . Trying 
to fin d a uay "c.o b e useful , he goes ~o some o:r 'L:.t1e 
p _erformers . . Children see hovr circus people vrork 
togeth er to produce an exciting, colorful spectacle 
in 1-Thich Dino finally plays B. p art •. 
1-:t_ reels B&W $68'· •. 75 C $ 125 
BOY OF THE NAVAJOS 0 
'l'his is the s'diory of r.ony lli:rtinez-a present - day 
N.avajo l:loy. I't recounts h is adventures as h e her d s 
sheep in t he Arizona desert, spends evening s vlith 
his famil-y in t hei r h ogan, o.n d t a ke s arr:_-. e xci tine; trip 
to t h e t rading po s \,, vrhere Tony sel:Ls the dr avrin g s 
of the Nav ajos and o f t heir customs vrhi ch he has made . 
1 ree l B&W $55 Q, ~ 1 00 also Social _ Studies 
BOY_ OF THE NETHERL.~J.JJDS c 
This is the s t ory of a Dutch bo y 1.-Tho travels f rom his 
farm home by bar g e to Anisterdarn to buy a ne1.r chain 
for his b i ke. He sha res hi s life of t he barge f amily 
and en·joys the sie;hts of old and ne11 Holland as seen 
along t.he c anal. -
1 re e l B&v-r $55 C $ 100 a l so Social Studies 
BOY c F THE SEI1I NOLES , A c 
A Seminole Indi ru~ b oy lived many years ago i n a big 
Florida S"vvam.p . Vi siting Naha '!3 p eople, s eeinG hi s 
mother , f a t her , and their Hay of life, and traveling 
into the m-mmp vri t h Naha as he returns the baby 
alligator c apt u red by his dos , Lugnee, pupils learn 
of life a~ong t he Indians of the Everglades. 
1 reel also Social Studies 
BROtm : BEAl:l.S GO FISHIUG G 
Unusual and interesting scenes of bro1.tn bears in 
Alaska show the bears as t h ey e a t , sv:i n , fish , and 
care for their young. . Overprints and rep etition in 
the narration help children to develop t he vocabulary 
they uill use in r eadinG and telling stories about 
the bro1-m bea rs an d b l a ck and polar bea rs . 
1 re e l 
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C_ RHIV.';.L COMES TO T.01;.J:N.; THE • c 
3o.ll:y- , Bob , and Peter 1o-ratch sxcitedly as first one, 
theP.: another of the carnival rides is put· tot;ether e.nd 
set i n to p osition • . But 1.-,rhen all is in readiness, t1'le 
carnival remains dark because of the missing tru c k 
vihich cont a ins the ele c.trical equipment. . The arrival·_ 
of the truck heralds the op ening of the carnival and 
c·ompletes a story i·rhich teachers may use as a basis 
for reading and storytelling -.. 
1 reel B&Vl $55 c, 0100 
CIRCUS DAY Il'T OUR. TOirlN EBF 
Describes vividly the excitement and drruna of circus 
day , depicting_ no:t only the hie;hlit:.ht s of the p er-
formanc.e itself , but many of the prepa rations necessary 
fbr stas ing t h e big shoi·i'. Provides an unforgettable 
ringside viei·i of circus animals in a varlet.y of 
sp ectacula r a cts, and acrobats and clo·ltlns in their 
breathtak ing routines • . 
16 :minutes 
C.OVT AND THE SPHITE, THE 
F..rom Scotland and Ireland have come sol'!le of our most 
enchanting fairy t a les, yet their fame has been 
limit eel-. . This film is a charming folk stor'y t hat 
tells of the happiness of man • . 
1 reel E&\'l ~~55 C ~~ 100 
DI 3 COVErtiNG THE LIBRA.RY a 
Bobby visits t h e children's section in the public 
library '.-There he finds not only bool: s but storytellinG, 
card catalogues, s~ ecial book lists. He finds -t hat the 
library is a fun-filled place , full of stories to 
arouse every child's imagination. 
1 reel B&vl ~55 a· .J 1oo 
EA 
'.i::1e film introduces seven different f arm animal babies 
and their mothers, challeng ins t h e chil d to name bot h 
mothers and babies . i'Te see a covr and her c alf or 
a d.o5 and l1.er pup:~J ies. . In separate sequences, each 
animal is shovm and described , its he.bit s and economic 
i mportance indicated . 
10 minutes 
FISHI:.:.HI·1AN ' S BOY , THE a: ' 
Danny's father is c aptain of a commercial fishing 
b o a t , the "Oliver Smi t l1. " , yet Danny has · never b een 
fishins on it. Danny decides to learn about fishing 
and vrith t he help of 1'-I:r. Brovm , 11ho has fished for 
man y years , Danny do e s lea rn to fish · .. rith a pole 
from the dock and so earns t h e right to e;o out •..ri th 
his father on t he "Oliv:e r Smith'! 
-
1 reel B&vl $55 c· f? 1 oo 
F:RI SKY , THE C~A.LF c 
This story of a lovable little calf take s children 
into the ba rnya rd vmere they s e e h o •.v t he little pet 
groHs u p . It is designed to stimulate in chi l dren 
an interest in the world about them and p rovi de a 
valuable b a ckground for reading . 
1 reel E:&\'l $55 C. f? 1 00 
FUN 'HTH SPEECH . SOUNDS C· 
The film sh ou s h o 'vv some difficult sounds should be 
sp oken . Th rough audience participation children 
a re encouraged to p ronounce sounds ·..rhich are used 
in -. delig...htful p oems an d rhymes. Th e VO".vels and some 
consonants such as p , m, 1, r, t h , and ch are covered . 
1 re.el B&VJ ~~55 C. $100 
7'1 
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liORSEr,IEH OF THE VlESTERN TRAILS EBF 
\tfestern thrills are shO'iffi as they really are , vrestern 
horses in action , thol''OU@1.bred s c:l.!lmbing precipitous 
heights, and co;,·.rboys and covlg il"ls vmrkinc; their horses 
on the open ra..n.e;e • . 
11 minutes B&Vl $30 No . 952 
HO\'l BIRDS HELP US 0 
Jack believes all birds are p ests like the crows in 
his garden. Lookin g around, hovrever , he observes 
t hat birds help us in many 1.mys such as providing 
us v;ith food, destroy ing harmful insects and ro dents, 
eat inc 1·reed seeds, an d g i Vil1g us p leasure vri th t heir 
bric.:ht colors and happy song s • . 
1 reel B&~1 ~~55 C ~ 100 
HOV'l THE ANHlALS DISCOVT<~EED CHRISTl,IAS c 
Velvet the:::"Fa'~im · comes upon Bluebird vrith a brol;:en 
\'fins . As Old Doc 0'171, Buttons , t h e Squirrel, In_'k::;;- t he 
Cro \·r, G:rumbles the Bear; and the othe r animals of 
c·ozy Va lley find l·mys of helpinG Bluebil"'d, they also 
discover the spirit of Christmas. 
1-:i r.eels B&\'l $68· •. 7:5 a; ~~ 125 
IT 1 S FUli : TO P.EP ... D BOOKS C. 
This film sets out to develop an attitude in younger 
students tha t vrill lead to h<:lbi ts essential to en-
jo;yment of reading . \'there do vm get the boolrs ·He 
1·rnnt; hovl do v;e t al;:e c a re of books; hovr do vre get fun~ 
from book s? These are typ ical questions tha t are 
ra j_ sed an d ·anm:rered by this motion picture • . 
1 reel B&Vl ~~55 C. (~ 100 
73 
J::-TI.viY VISITS THE C..ITY:~ a 
This film enriches children ' !;, textbook understandinG 
of the city by visualizing sone of its cha racteristic 
features . The children see tall office buildincs , 
congested streets , apartment buildings , elevated trains, 
depar•t ment stores and escal ators as they accor.2pany 
Jimmy on his first exciting trip to the city. 
1 reel B&vv ~55 C: $ 1 oo 
J1JNIOR RODEO DAP..:II:DEVILS EBF 
In t h is real - life \'!estern , boys and girls fron six 
to s ixteen ride broncos , rope calves , ride bulls 
bucl~ calv es , and race horses . At t :C1e end , c;v;·.rards 
are o.ade f or theiP daring feats . 
11 minutes B&W ~~ 3:0 l'lo. 953 
LET-' S GO TO THE CIRCUS EBF 
F~om a ringside seat at the circus see the thrills 
and spectacles of the 1-mrld ' s greatest sho-r,.:r". Beauti-
ful aerial ballerinas , skillfully performinG acrobats , 
hilariou s clovms , e:cci tins r a cing ho r ses , ma je:stic 
elephants p e, ss in gay revievr. 
11 minutes B&'~:r $30 No-. - 955 
LITTLEST ~~GEL, THE c 
T'ilel"e vms a lonely l i ttle angel Hho , t h ous h h e tried 
hard to look an.C'c act like a good anc-;el sh01j l9, just 
couldn't . stay out of trouble •. One day , an ol G. Under-
standing A.'rle:;el c;ranted the Littlest .Al'1g el 11s 1vi.sh. and 
ft'om that day on, ~P:e che rtlb 1 1S conduct and app earance 
1,;rere above reproach,~. 
1! reels B. ;~. ·- ~ •. -J l:' o'~ 8 . 75 c· ,!\ 12!:i ~ · 'rl' • • , \r ..- · 
HOHKl:'I:Y AHD THE O~Gii..L"'J GHilJDER, THE c 
Almo s t every day in t h e parl~ , Ni ck o, the n onkey , d i e a 
little dance 1dhile Mr . Ru sso turne d t he crank of hi s 
hand organ. . Aft en·rards , Ivli c lw tippe d h is hat to t hanl{ 
the ch ildren vrho handed him t heir pennies . One day 
Ht· • .R.u s s o fell a sleep an d Hick o \·rent a lone to see t he 
childr en . Frightene d oy t~1.e no i s e a.'1.d t r affic , h e 
\'las returned to Hr. Ru sso 1 s home by t~1.e chil dren. 
1 reel B&\'i ~~55 C ~~ 100 
IviOTHER DUCK I s SUP..PRI SE YA 
!-!othe r IlUcl{ disappears from the bacrlryard. Father 
7 ,, '-· 
' . 
Duck inquires of all t h e other animals as he s earches 
for her , and she fin ally is f ound on her n est, hatchinG 
a ne1·; f amily of duclrlins s • . 
r eel also Science 
PAUL BUNYAN ~ AND TI-IE BLUE OX c. 
This film retells t he story of Paul Bun yan and :Saoe , 
t he Blue Ox, u sinc; pu ppets as t h e c entral che.racters . 
The story of h o vr Pau l found Babe an d lJUt him to 
vrork is one 11hich ch ileren i·fil l enjoy seeinG anC. 
talk ins about for a long time. 
B&\1 ~27-.50 C. ~50 
PEDDLER AND ·r HE !•IOIIKEYS -, THE a 
The story is first r ead by a tea cher, and t hen a ct ed 
out by the chil dren in the film . . Your cla ss Hill 
fine t h is a n intere st inc an d exci tins film e~:lJeri enc e , 
and vrill be encou r aged to act out t h is story . 
1 r•eel 
PUNCH .A.ND JUDY 
Demon s tration of setting up and op er•ating a hand 
nun·oet sho v1 . :Mr. P.tmch tells a brief story of his:: 
h istory from 17th Century to present day . The fast~ 
moving , tra ditional comedy follows. 
2 r e e ls B&\i $97 •. 50 C ~~ 167.50 
75 
GP 
SHALL FRY PONY EXPHESS EBF 
Adventure against magnificent Arizona scenery a s an 
eight-year-old boy braves mountains an d desert to 
c arry an important message to tovm. The young ":Pony 
Express" " ri der overcomes seemingly insu:rmountable 
odds to c a rry out h is mi ssion. 
B&if $30 No. 978 
SPARiq, THE COLT a· 
This story p rovides specific interest VGlue in reading , 
youthful discussion and vlriting a ctivities •. Th e 
chil dren vrill follov'l the i<Vobbly little colt as he 
gro\·rs strong , learns to c ant er aero ss the fi elds and 
becomes a strong , beautiful horse. 
1 r•e e l B:&vr $55 a· (~ 1 oo 
SPOT·:ry : THE STORY OF. A F.&. WH~ 
Filmed against the aut h entic b a ckground of the north 
i·mods, the adventures of Spotty, a I•Jild f a1rm, are 
believable and fascinat.i:ng·.. The netrration has been 
keyed to the primary g rade vrord lists. 
1 reel B&vl ~~55 c $1 oo 
a 
.. 76 
SPRING IS AN" ADVENTURE c 
itlith Hary Arm , the audienc e follovrs many of the exci tint; 
cha.11.g es - in trees and flovrer s, birds and 8.J.J.ima ls, e.nd 
human a cti vi ty-i,rhich come ;,.fi th sp ring . Watching t h e 
floi·rers bud and bloom , vra.i ting for t h e robin ' 's e sgs 
to hatch , look ing a t b aby turtles and t a dpoles in 
a stream , and p l a n ting a s arden are just a fe"'·f of 
the sp ecial activities of this season. 
1 re e l B&V'l ~~55 C ~ 100 also Science 
STORES I N OUR COMMUNITY c. 
This film is designed to increase t he ch ild ' 's under-
standing of the relationship betw·een stores and families 
in: the community, and to e;ive him g eneral ap p rec iation 
for services the stores provide . 
1 reel B&\v . ~~55 a $10o 
STORI ES OR HOLLFJqD c 
Holland \·Ti th its vTindmill s , dik es and i'rooden shoes 
is the settins f or many of our best-loved children's 
stories. Students get a vivid visu a l b a ck ground for 
their reading both fiction and non- fiction, about 
Holland . They visit Broek , the setting f or t h e story 
of Hans Brinker . 
1 reel B&i'l ~ 55 c· :~ 1 oo 
STORYTELLING : CMr YOU TELL IT IN ORDER? C: 
A clo,,m and a g ame hel p children t o recall sequenc es 
of events in their p r op er order. Tll.e film sho1·1s ho1·r 
events told out o f order 11 don 't make sense ," '· and 
---~ eve11.t s in ol,..der"ihalre sense n :; and relates t he se con-
cepts to good storytelling. 
1 ' reel B.&vl -J;55 c $1 oo 
7.7' 
SUl·Ii:E. I S AN ADllENTURE a 
Fbr Fred and Judy, it 1 's time for being outdoors-f.or 
fun at the bea ch , catching fireflies, an.d p icnick ing . 
It.• 's a time for seeing colorful f lo1,rers , p lants, b ird s , 
and insects, for 1mlkin3 in t fue l"loods, and for enjoy-
ing long, 1-mrm and bright days . 
1 reel B&\'r $55 c· (~ 1 oo also Sci ence 
TJ...LE OF THE GROUl\fD HOG 1 S SHAD0"\1 c 
The a ge-old legend of t h e g round hog and his shadoi"l 
is tol d to children through a deligl1.tful a dventure 
of a rac coon searching for news of coming sp ring . 
The badger , "beaver , porcup ine, a nd skun..1r. can't aid 
the raccoon, but the gr ound hog help s him discover 
the first sis ns of sp ring . 
1 reel B&\'l $55 G $ 100 
THE ADVENTURES OF ."liLLIE SKUNK YA 
The int eresting story of Ilifoth er Sk'u.nk and her fiv e 
b abies in t::.1.e i·roods and fiel ds , fe aturinG 1-lillie 
Skunk v-rho gets into all sorts of difficult situations . 
1 ~ reel B&vl ~~5o als·o Sci ence 
THE BABY RABBIT SERIES GP 
Gay and llvely pupp e t films appea~ing to v ery small 
children. Th e stories -are based upon an old North 
C:arolina folk t ale. Each film has a moral -vmven i n to 
t h e story-Don' t. wish for the imp ossib le ; It doesn ' t. 
p ay t o be greedy; Be kind to others . 
1 r e e l B&\rl $40 e a ch 
THI"i11 E \r!ISHES, THE c 
This is the rollicking comedy of the shrev1ish Katherine 
and h e r simple husband J:ohn, vrho lost the bright p ro-
mise of thre e ma gic wish es b y wasting them c a rele ssly. 
H~re is a little morality lesson to l d with gaily-
costumed actor"S, c c~refully designed s ets and crisp 
comic action. 
1 reel B&Vl$~5 C ~ 1 00 
THRILLS OF THE SURF EBF 
Daring surfb oaz•d feats are performed on the Pa cific 1 s 
mountainous Haves as they bl"'eal--;: on Austra lia 1's 
shore. Scenes of surfboa rd r &ces in the cra shing -vmv e s 
ma_:e t h is an exciting film. 
11 minutes B&W $30 No. 978 
T~'iO LITTLE RACCOONS YA 
The amusing adventures of Re.ndy ana Wilbur , t vm busy 
young raccoons , and the story of all they see and do 
on a day a vmy from home in the vmods and at the 
nearby farm. 
1 r.e e l B&vl ~5o also Science 
VJE EXPLORE THE BEACH 
This is the story of Hetty and,· Billy as they ival k 
along the b each, discove ring many thine; s-a bird 11s 
n est, seashell s , vmt e r aniEw.ls. As t h e children 
p l a y among t h e t a ll gr a sse s , a s they irmtch the 
seagulls f e ed, t h ey become a v.rare that t h e beach is 
alive vrith p lants and animals. 
1 reel B&vl $55 C' $1 00 also Science 
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VIE 3XPLORE THE \'i'OODLliliD c. 
\!lith Grandpa , Ken and Pam set out on an exciting ex:.-
p loration . Tre e s, 'irildflovrers, smell ani:uals, color-
ful birds , insects , <:md '~:lild fruit are amonG t heir 
discoveries . Tl1.e children lea rn tha t t he vmodland is 
a k ind of h ome shared by many different plants and 
&'1.imal s. 
1 reel B&'~rJ ~55 c; ~- 1 oo also Science 
\'1E HAKE BUTTER YA 
Dick ana Jane visit c·ousin Billy and Aunt Ruth at 
the f a rm . Tney help Aunt Ruth make butter and sin~ 
about their \·mrk and p lay· •. 
1 ree l B&vr $50 aTso Social Studies 
riE VISIT THE SEASHORE YA 
T:.11.is film desc.ribes a typical day ' 's: ac:tivities of t vm 
young children at the seashore '~di th Father , how they 
p l ay in the s e.nd and vmt:l:n" , . and the various things 
t hey see and do: a t the beach •. 
1: reel also Science 
1•JHEP..E DO OUR LETTERS GO? c 
Planning a surprise party for Jerry' :s birthday , his 
mother and sister mail invit a tions to Jerry''s friends. 
Seeing hov,r t h e invi t o.tions are p repared for ms.iling , 
hovr the y are h andled at the post office, and h o·vr t hey 
reach their destinations hel:p s children unde:cst<:md 
the vrorkings of our post al system . 
79 
1 reel B&~'l $55 a $1 oo also Social Studies 
WILD AND-1AL FAI-IILIES FK 
The film : presents seven animal families:: bison, 
pronghorn antelope, prairie dog, bear, porcupine, 
elk, G.anada geese '. . The animals are seen in natural 
habitat, and the family relationship is stressed. 
1 reel also Science 
\'liNKIE, THE MERRY-GO~R&UND. HORSE . 
When a;; merr.y-g9-rounc:L horse \vinks at . him, Danny 
knov-Ts that he and "Winkiett :l are:: gping to b.e .. special 
friends. O~ff:: they ~ go into the wonderful vrorld of 
make.-believe, 1-mere· a c.ovrboy:, . Indians, and a stage-
c-oach are part of an adventure . in which Danny rides 
the pony express. Film. inspires children to do 
imaginativ~ thinking ~ 
1 reel 
vliNTER IS AN ADVENTURE C. 
·' 
Snow frosting all the out-of-doors, c·lose vie1;vs of 
vlinter animals, and the joy of a cdty boy exploring 
a ·f .arm, all add to the enchantment of winter. 
1 reel R&w.· $55 e. $1 oo also Sciene.e 
ZQQ: ANIMALS OF OUR STORYB.OOKS 
ao.-
This is a fascinating film treatment which sho1-vs our 
z-oo animals, such as be:ar~s, elephants, ~ lions·-, 
tigers and giraffes,. b:ecome: more meaningful, more 
v:ivid, to childr.en" af;ter this lively,' trip to the zoo. 
1 reel B&W. $$5 a; $ 1 <DO 
HOLIDAYS 
CHRI ~-~['~ -lAS PJIAPSODY EBF 
The heart-touching story of the Ift.t.tlest Christmas 
tree ••• as tender and vmrm as t he meaning of Chr·istma s~ . 
The f amiliar musi c and c arols of the Yuletide a re 
vwven throughout the film by a full symphony orchestra 
and chorus . 
11 minutes B&~v ~~30 Nb . 782: 
CHRISTEAS THROUGH THE AGES EBF 
The story of Christmas , blended from Biblical h istory , 
myths , leg ends, and customs as old as t he human rac~e. 
Dramatic scenes tra ce the s;ymbols of Christmas to 
their many sources and reflect the vmrld- -vlide partici-
pation· in a holiday Vlhich celebrates g oo d1·;ill and 
peace on_ earth. 
81 
13 minutes B&vr $62.50 No . 81~3 a; '~ 125 No. so7· 
EASTER , SEASON , THE a 
Aa a f amily g oes to church on Easter morning ue exp lore 
their thoucillt s , 1:Te see nev1 life i·Jhich the Sj_)rins 
sea son bring s , vmrld-'l.vide celebra t i ons of ne1·: births 
in S9 rihgtime , and the specia l hop e Ea ster hol d s for 
Christians everywhere. 
1 reel B&\1 ~'55 C $100 
SANTA Al\fD THE FAIRY SNO\•T QUEEN. EBF' 
The Fa iry Sno1·r Quean. gives life to Santa} 1S dolls on 
Christma s Eve . . J ack- in-the-box., Toy Soldier, Husical 
Doll , and other dolls dance &~d sing for Santa to 
the music' of Tsc'haikov.rslry 1 1S Nutcrack er Suite and The 
Sl eep inG Beauty. 
26~ minutes B&\v ~75 No . 56:9 c~ $150 N.o •. 57.'0' 
82 
. PEC I AL DAYS I N- FEBRUARY 
The p eculiarit y of February 1 1s v a ri a tion in number 
of days makes it an unusua l month . Lincoln 's birthday , 
1l ashington' s birthday and Valentine ·11 S Day combine to 
:nake t hi s month an exci tins one, too •. 
1 : reel B&1'l ~~55 a ~ 1oo 
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS EBE 
Santa Claus himself p lays the leading role in a de-
lis..11.tful re-enactment of ttl\. Visit From Saint. Hicholas " · •. 
Th is nineteenth century .American cla ssic . has been 
filmed v1i th an origina l music a l score to accompany 
the f amous p oem tha t hegins 11 T 1\ras · t h e night b efore 
Christmas" · • . 
11 minutes B&V'T $50 No. 911~ c; ~ 100 No. 915 
VISIT FROJ::I ST. NICHOLAS , A a 
Th is perennia l f avorite lilill a dd much to sch ool 
Christmas p ro gr ams, cla ss parties and church sh ov·TinGs . 
Produc ed in delie;htful anima tion, t h e film r etells 
t he story of t h e midnight visit of St. Nicholas. 
1 reel 
2: 
B&"Vl . ~~ 15 c: ~30· 
CHIL DR.i1'N 1 S CONCERT EBF 
Eug_ene Kash introduc-,es the pe:tcussion~ vrood·wind, brass, 
and strine; f amilies to his young audience and 1·reaves 
into his demonstra tion explanations of the element s of 
music. .An interesting c:.reati ve touch appe a rs '\·rhen 
the chil dren t ell the story of Fersephone in a danc e 
'\vl'lich they have created. 
42 minutes :s&1l $165 No. 501 : 
RHYTID4 AND PERCUSSION EBF 
Eugene Kash explains the fundamentals of rhythm and 
introduces the percussion instruments. At1 old InC.i an 
tom-tom is compared I'Ti th modern drums, and a chil dr en ''s 
rhythm b and performs under the direction of a diminu-
tive l eader. 
12 minutes B&vl J5o No • . 5.27. 
RHYTh11 nr THE ZOO . YA 
Provides a delightlful experi ence for young ch ildren , 
stimul ating rhytl~ic and creative body movement. 
Danc er Die!: Eord leads a s roup of youns chli:ld l"en from 
one i macsinary animal to anoth er a s they inte-"Pret 
t heir feelins for t h e animal and the accompanyins 
musical sounds. 
1-i reels B&i'f. $62 • .50 C $, 125 also Physic a l Ed . 
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PJ-IYTHI-1-INSTRUI,JEHT.S AND MOV:ZHEHTS EBF 
A s .econd--grade cla ss l earns to mc:l;:e its ovn.1. instruments 
and create its ovm r hythms aft eP se e ing t he I ndi an 
dances of Ch ief Thundering Hil l. Elizabeth l'laterman 
help s the youngst er cot!:7rdinat e rhytb.r::J.ic sound ui th 
rhytnmic movement. , 
11 minutes No • . 513 
Eugene Kash introduces the string instruments.. lrt'l.en 
the v iolin, viola , and cello have been p resent.ed 
sepal"a t e ly, they join in a f\;_ s ue , and l ater l-:Ir . Kash 
p lays a gavotte on his violin. 
10 minutes B&U. $50 N.o. 529 
1'lOOD"VliNDS 1-\ND BR4.SS EBF 
Eu c;ene Kash introduces t h e i·roo dvri nd anc:_ brass 
instruments end his musicians play each of t he main 
t n,es . Beginning vri t h a vrillovr vrhi stle , he expl ains 
that modern v:ind i nstruments-flut e , cla r inet, t~~ombone 
and others-are jUst . more c om1)l ex v er s ions of tltla 
s:imp le p i p e •. 
11 r:J.inute s 
SCIENCE 
AN:JJ'-l.A.'GS 
A BALAlJG.ED AQ UARiill;i EBF 
"'usan and Fred follovl directions carefully in settinc; 
u p t h eir h ome aquarium . Bec ause they allov.r for the 
needs ana interdepen dence of various k ind s of fish 
and e;reen p lants , the resu lt is a b e autiful and 
absorbing exaiii!llle of the bale.nce in n ature . 
11 ninutes B&Vl. $50 N"o . 858 C ~1 1 oo No . 859 
ADVENTURES OF A BiillY FOJ( EBF 
The film tells the story of a baby fox a s it provJ'ls 
t hrough t h e v;oods . Th e p l ants and animals l·ri"lich t he 
baby fox encount ers are all identified . 
1 LJ, r.1inutes B&VT ~~62~50 llo . 918 also Lanc;uase 
ADVEHTURES OF BUNNY RP..BBIT _ EBF 
Portrays the l ife of a f amily· of r abbits and rela t es 
the experiences o f young Bunny , •:rho visits a nearby 
r ·arm in search of lettuce . He encount ers a fro e; , 
squirrel , some c o-vrs , b ab y chickens , and other barn--
yard animals. He finds l ettuce in the greenhouse , 
is c aught by the f ar•mer, 1:mt manages to escape and 
return to his forest home~ 
10 minutes B&\1 $'50 No . 11 9 
ANTI-I \LS AND THEIR HON.,..,S c. 
S:r1.ovm are v arious t ;y-:_oe s of animal homes , \'li th 
illustrations o~ t h em as p rotect ed p l a c es for 
rearinG the yo1.J.hg·... T.."le loc ation , mat erials used 
in buil ding , and t l:1e protection a ffo rded by t he 
hone in relation to t h e environment of t h e aniEmls 
a re some of tge con cepts presented. 
1 reel 
8~ 
... IU"'JII·I.ALS AND THEIR HO:HES YA 
Illustrates· and discusses t h e v a rious k inds of homes 
tha t animals in the uild may build or find for use . 
1 reel 
ANIEALS AT VlORK IN: . NATURE EBE 
Illustrates the c.oncept that nature has equipped animals 
vrith sp ecial parts of their i:lodies vlhich they use 
as tools to build homes, raise their young , and s et 
and store food. Some sho1:m are: bees:·, - ants t ami beav-ers · .. 
10 minutes B&Vl . ~50 liTo . 14-Lt-6 ~ C: $ 100 Uo . 14Lq-
AJ>!D!ALS GRO\HNG UP EBE 
Tra ces g rovrth and development 
the first f~w weeks of life. 
pupp ies, a c·alf , and chicks • . 
animals care for their young . 
of baby animals during-
Animals depicted are . 
Illustrates ho1·r mother 
11 minv.tes B&Vl ~~50 No •. 40'"[ 
.A.NIHAL HO!:,lES EBF 
Shovl \-There animals live-in· trees, in the ground and 
in· \vater . Vi evrs are provide d inside such homes as 
those of the trap-aoor sp icler, squirrel, rac-coon, 
skunk, vmodchuck and vm od mouse. 
11 minutes :s.&::r $50 No. 7 45 
ANII-'f.AL.S IH SPRING EBF 
A' s~Jring excursion into the natural environs of blue-
birds, ducks , insects, fro g s, turtles, foxes and others. 
11 ninutes B&vl ~~50 MO; .. 8TL~ C: ~~100 No · .. 830 
87 
EBF 
Portrays a dozen or more common a.J.J.imals of the -~voods 
during the summer months . Eron the fish and fro g , to 
insects and I!leat eater , v're sec &l.imals seeking food 
and sheltering t hei r young from t heir. enemies. 
11 minutes No . 876~ C; $100 N"o. 831 
ANI I-IP..LS I!l WI NTER EBF 
Studies various \·lild animals as t h ey prepare for and 
live thz·oush the \'Tinter season. Portrays a b adger , 
,fmodchuck, chipmunk, cat e r pillar , ovrl rabbit, blue---
jay, porcupine , bobcat and fo::~ in natural settinss. 
Shous that some animals store foo d , that some hibernate , 
that soma c·hange in· appearance \'Then , .. rinter comes •. 
11 minutes B&\·J $50 No. 495 
AliJIH.ALS OF THE ZOO EBF 
Portrays a variety of vli ld animals and permits close 
observation of theil" appearance and habits, especially 
at feeding time • . Depicts the follouing : lion, tic;er , 
giraffe , bison, hippopotamus , rhinoceros, elephant , 
monkey , sea lion, brown bear, blacl\: bear , and p olar 
hear . 
11 minutes B&\1 '~50 No • . 1 08 
ANTii.~.LS THROUGH THE 1fiNTER YA 
Discusses and illustrates many of t he adaptations 
Hhich help animals to survive through the vrinter 
season • . 
1 reel B&vl ~5o 
AHI1:1ALS-WAYS THEY EAT EBF 
P i ctures t h e use of sp ecially a dapted bo~y p arts 
1·rhich enable various anirnals to catch and eat '_,the 
foo~d necessa ry for their survival. . Among the 
animals shovm are amoeba , snails , crabs , fish , t)ird s , 
g iraffes·, covrs , and oth er vrild and domestic animals · •. 
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11 minutes B&W ~)50 l'To • . H!-56) C ~~ 100 No . 145T 
E.BF 
P ictures the different me ans of movement that anima ls 
use-running , hopping , cravTlinc; , climbing , mvi mming , 
gliding , flying ·. . Exarnples of an imals sho vm a re 
bison , ostrich, kan garoo , r abbit, g rasshopper, 
snake , eel , flying squirrel anQ h eron. 
11 rriinut e s No. 1455 
EBF 
Using several animal f amilies , this film introduc e s 
such concepts as degree and n a ture of p a rental c a re, 
r-esembl ance to parents , g enera.l p atterns of gro~.vth , 
v a rie.tion in indep endenc e , and t he ~act t hat some 
animals aT'e h a tched from e5g s an d oth ers born from 
t he bo dy of the moth el". 
1 reel B&i~ ~50 
BIG ANIIi[ALS OF AFRICA EBF 
Pictures many of the larg er animals of Africa , ex -
p l a ining ho \·.r t hey live together. Sho1,rs int erestins 
examples of p rotective coloring . Include d are the 
zebra , giraffe, lion, elephant , o strich, fl anin5o 
and many oth ers. 
10 mi nutes B&1'l. $50 No . 1519 c : $100 No. 15·118 
BIG LAUD .fUHI-L'iLS OF NORTH .ANERI CA E:i3F 
Identifi e s sev.eral l arge 1·1i l d anime,ls such as t he 
moo s e , ell\: , bison , bear, an C. deer and c a lls attention 
t.o their distinc;uishins characteristics . Desc_ ... i b es 
t h eir rela tionsh i p s to each other anc to t heir 
environment-. 
11 minute s 
BILLY 1-ND NANHY ( THE TWI H GQ.li_TS ) EBF 
Illustrates the t:rai ts and h abits of C.o:nestica.t ed 
g oats on a farm . Desc:ri b e s t he feedine; , !nil lc!_ng , an6. 
carj_ng for mature g oats ; and depicts the nischievous 
act.ivitie s of t '.-m young ('"oats a s they frolic, jump 
climb, che·vr clothes and defy the f arm eT' 1 s doc; . 
11 mi nut es 
f:f.er s. fasc:inatinc look at_ different kinds of bird 
homes , t h e hal:Jitats in uh:lch they c an . be found , and 
t he t ypes of mati:erials used in nest buildins . \'le see 
that t he basic p l an for a nest is a cup - shaped 
hollo ~~- or structure and tha t it may be a s· simpl e as 
a small d epression s c r a tch ed in the ground. 
11 i minutes 
BLACK BEAR T'iHNS EBF 
Shovs tuo Cl.J_b s searching for food , frolj_cldng in t he 
f'.orest , raiding a \·Tild bee hive , and l a ter nursing 
their sting s in a mu d puddle . Descrj_be s their 
amusin6 experienc e s a s t hey invade a nem"by camp . 
11 minutes B&V.T ~~ 50 NO· •. 710 
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CA!i.E OF PETS EBE 
Demonstra tes, in clro.Bati zed situa tions, t he p roper 
c a re of ve:~I·ious c omr:.1on household p ets. Considers 
requir•ements of c anaries, tl"opical fis£1 , cats, .and 
do s s, an d e :;cpl ains t he need for p rop er food , cleanli-
ness , grooming , anrl tra-ining . 
11 minutes B o 1;T .!'·so c:: ,,_ ·;~ 
CHIP!vlu1!K AUD HI S BIRD FRIENDS 
T.T· 
.L\ 0. 19 1 
'B 
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Vl'nile a chip munl: is storing his \'linter supply of ac orns , 
a chicl::aC..ee and a p i gmy nut,-he.tch sea rch ih. vain for 
insects. Suddenly t hey discover a fe eding shelf Hhich 
ci1ildren . l"1ave filled for the hird·s durins t he ,,rin t e r 
month s. . Bird calla and a humorous chipmunk l"hyme hel~J 
make this a delightful film •. 
10' minut e s C' $ 100 
CONl-IOH -AIUHALS OF THE \'lOODS EBF 
Studies various cor..unon animals in their natural 
habitats . Permits observat ion of such anima.ls a s the 
sq_uirl"el, r abbit, r a ccoon, p orcup ine, otter, 121ink , 
beaver , op ossum, _slru:nk , and 1-.ro odcl-mck. Includes 
information as to appea r anc e , s.:2ze, and habits· •. 
11 minutes B&\'l $5ff' N.o . 131 
ELEPHANTS EBF 
Describes the: animals'' physical fe a t ures-, fqod and 
methods of eatine; , drinldne; , and bathing . . Rev.eals 
an adult elephant performinG for a circus buyer; · and 
d~picts youn13 elephants lea rning tricks ·. 
1 J • minutes· B&'ttl $.5"0: N.b. 1 7:1 1 
EBF 
Fllin sho1·1s cows milked by machine and sheep being 
sheared. F-Armer's young son · takes care: of nevrborn-
kittens, a calf and some chicks. Habits of the 
animals are e:x:p~ained·. - Products obtained from farm 
animals are identified • . 
11 minutes H&W . $50 No. 1515 C:: $'100 lfd~. 1514 
FARMYARD BABIES 
Aer we:: follow Daisy, . the farm dog, on: her morning rounds;, 
\'Te see a variety of babies of the farmyard-lambs·, calves, 
~olts, chicks and others. We learn the answers to 
questions such as: What do farmyard babies look like? 
W.riat do they sound like?~ What do they eat?. 
1 reel mw .. $55 a $1oo 
F.RANK AND HIS DOG EBF 
Happy home and family relations, familiar and exciting 
to children, form the theme of this film. Penny, the 
Baxter family dog, gets into all kinds of mischief~ 
But in spite of scoldings, Penny knows the Raxters 
love him~ 
T·minutes c:; $50 No •. 601 
GOLDFINCH FAMILY EBF 
This film: provides a c:omplete V\iew or the f'am:ily · life 
of goldlr1nehes-their eating habits, their special 
way of building a neat; , and the ways the pa~ent gpld-
finches work together to feed and care for their young~ , 
8 minut'es 
GRAY - SQUIRREIL 
Tells the story of three young squirrels and their 
mother·. F:bllows the growth and daily activities o:f. 
the young . equirrels from spring to midwinter. Shows 
Mother Squirrel feeding and caring for her young and 
the young squirrels later as they learn to climb and 
hunt for food. 
11 minutes B&W. $50 No·. .. 124 
HOVl ANniALS EAT 
Explains how animals have various types of adaptations 
for food-g~tting, discussing adaptations of teeth, 
beaks; claws, webs, and others·. 
1 reel lB&W $50 
HOW .ANTI-1ALS HELP US 
Jimmy finds a stray kitten. As he tries to decide 
"t·Thether it would be useful enough to keep, he thinks 
of some other animals and ways in lvhich they help 
man-cows, chickens and pigs by providing food, ~~eep 
and fur bearing animals by providing clothing. 
1 reel mw $55 cr $1oo 
HOW' AND<IALS LIVE IN WINTER c 
Winter scenes of birds, raccoon, badger, skunk, and 
deer are cumpared with some views of these animals 
at other times of the year to introduc.e such conc::.-epts 
as migration, hibernation, and protective coloration 
W'..c.ich help children understand ho-vr animals adapt to 
"tdnt er living. 
1 reel B&W f55 0: $100 
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HOW ANIMALS ·· 1roVE 
Explains the various ways in-l which animals are 
adapted for moving about om. land, in. the air, and 
in water in order to survive in their environment. 
1 reel E&W.' $50 
HOW BIRDS HELP US ~ 
Jack believes all birds are pests like the crows 
in-, his garden. He later observes that birds help us 
in·: many ways such as providing us with food, destroy-
ing harmful insects and rodents, eating weed seeds. 
1 reel 
HOW INSECTS HELP US 
The audience sees insects that are valuable because 
they destroy others that are harmfUl, insects t hat 
are food for fi.sh:. and birds, bees that carry :go:IDllm. · 
and make honey, silk worms, and other insects~. 
1 reel B&W. $55 c: $ 100 
INSECT . ZOO EBEY 
93 
P.ortrays T".ed' s and SUsan~ s zoo comprised of insects ••• 
lratydid, c.ricket, butterfly, milkweed bug_; ladybird 
heetle, ants, and a praying mantis. Shows how simple 
homes C'an be made for insects in an exhibit and suggests 
that young audiences plan an insect zoo of their own·. 
11 minutes c~ $'1oo 
KITTENS: BIRTH AND GROvJTH , 
It is the story of Millie, a White mother cat belonging 
to RObin and Billy9. The children are present '\vhen 
l-11llie gives birth to four kittens. . F..ilm . extends over 
an-.eight-week span, showing the kittens nursing, 
crawling, playing, and going throus<ll the vreaning process. 
11 minutes B&W $50 c; $100 
DEARNING ABOUT OUR BODIES 
This film answers the question, "What''s inside me?" 
Designed to f':Bmiliarize children_ vri th .. the basic st-ructure 
of the human body and the position-_ and function of the 
major organs~ · 
1 reel B&W. $55 cr $J 00 
LET~ S LOOK -~-Arr.:· .AN:IMALS YA 
Arr.. all-animation film to inttoduce the young student 
to:.- the animal world: kinds of animals, their movement, 
coverings, protec.tion, food-getting, environment, etc. 
1 reel li&W $50 
LIFE IN-AN AQUARIUM YA~ 
Shows how a classroom aquarium is set up and stocked 
with animals and plants, and explains how the various 
animals live in it, how the fish swim and breathe in 
water, how the f~og develops from tadpole, how the 
snail eats and moves about. 
1 reel R&W $50 
LJ:ONS AT , HOI-1E Mc-Gra-rr 
Filmed on location in Africa, this memorable film 
introduces us to the King of Beasts at home. Here in 
beautiful color are the lion's hunting habits, . his 
favorite prey, his enemies, and his sociable family 
life. 
11 minutes B&W $55 c; $ 100 
LOCO~!OTION. · OF SNAKEs· McGraw 
This study of snake locomotion is begun by Showing 
the typical four-legged method of locomotion and how 
it relates to the serpentine motion of the snake. 
Described in detail are the serpentine motion, employed 
by all snakes; t he caterpillar motion used by some, 
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the side-winding motion, and the hitch-and hike or 
concertina method used by some snakes in climbing trees. 
10 minutes B&\i' $55 S $100 
LOOKING FOR THE .ANSvlERS I~cGraw 
This film describes both it!are and -r1ell-known. animals, 
to reveal important data on migrations, herding and 
social groups, on· food, play, aggressive behavior, 
and on reactions to stimuli, particularly as related 
to visual perception. 
10 minutes B&W $55 0: $100 
LIVE TEDDY BEARS (THE KO.ADA) EBF 
Portrays the life and habits of the koala, a strange 
and fascinating animal of Australia. Discloses the 
koala first in a park and then in its native habitat. 
Explains the adaptation of the koala to its environment, 
especially in relation to food supply. 
11 minutes R&W tso No • . 374 
MONARCH BUTTERFLY STORY 
Depicts the Monarch laying its eggs, and enables us 
to observe the caterpillar eating its way out of the 
egg, feeding, molting , forming its chrysalis, and 
emerging as butterfly. 
11 minutes a: $1oo No. 521 
!-10THER HEN 1 S F AI-1 ILY 
With ~erry, we follow the story of birth from the 
beginning of embryonic development through the 
hatching of a hen's egg-and count the days necessary 
for the process. -We observe the gro~~h of the 
living embryo. 
1 reel R-&YL $55 cr. $1 00 
1-1:0THER RABBIT' S~ ~ILY~ EBF 
From the day her babies v1ere born, Mother Rabbit 
finds Hoppy to be especially curious. As Hoppy grows 
'\'le see him learn to be a good rabbit even when his 
curiosity leads him into mischief. He almost falls 
prey to a hawk and he gets caught by two children, 
but his good mother brings him safely home again~ 
11 minutes B&W $50 N.o. 1509 C: $100 No. 1508 
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OUR ANn.tAL NEIGHBOHS c:, 
This film acquaints children with the appearance and 
habits of rabbits, gray squirrel~ fox squirrel, 
chipmunk, gopher, deer mouse, meadow mouse, shrew, 
mole and bat. 
1 reel 
F~OMINO: THE GOLDEN HORSE EBF 
Exciting instruction in basic fundamentals of horse-
manship. G~neral care of horses, basic instruction 
in correct mounting, gaiting, holding the reins, 
and similar practices. 
11 minutes H&W $49- No. 963 C' $95 Nb. 964 
PRIDE-THE SADDLE HORSE 
Illustrates various uses of the horse in·. modern life, 
and traces the development and training of a colt 
until he becomes a prize saddle horse at three years 
of age-. 
11 minutes R&W $50 No. 646 
RIKKI -THE BABY. MONKEY 
Tells the story of a mischievous- monkey and his family 
in their nativ,e jungle habitat. Reveals what Rhesus 
monkeys look li~e, how mother monkey cares for her 
baby, '\'/hat monkeys like to eat, how they behave in 
the jungle. 
11 minutes:::: B&vl $5o No-.. 421 
ROBIN-REDBREAST EBF -
Tells the story of the interesting activities and 
habits of a robin family , We see the building of 
the nest and the sharing of duty in the incubating 
of the eggs. Portrays the development of the robins 
from the time of hatching until they are able to leave 
the nest and care for themselves. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 1513 C: $.:100 No. 1512 
SEASHORE LIFE EBF 
Portrays life of three kinds of seashores-the sandy 
beach, the rock pool, and the mud flat. ~nows how 
seashore animals are adapted to survive in the special 
environments and ho\'T they feed, move, and compete 
with other kinds of animal life • . 
11 minutes c $1oo No. 506 
Describes the busy daily activities of a collie farm 
dog. - Sh.o'\'lS him tak.ing the cows to pasture, routing 
chickens from the garden, eating his breakfast, and 
burying a bone. Then follo\'TS Shep and Tommy, his 
young master; as they go for a hike and a swim, when 
Shep retrieves sticks and assists Tommy in swimming 
to shore. 
11 minutes B&\'1 $50 No. 11 Tr 
THE BEAVER EBF 
I llustrates ways in which the beaver'steeth, feet, 
and tail help him in swimming, eating, felling trees 
and repairing a broken dam. Reveals the unique 
construction of a beaver house. 
11 minutes B&W #50 No. 821 ~ $100 No. 476 
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THE LITTLE BLACK LAMB. EBF . 
Tells a delightful story of Mary and her little lamb, 
a black one, and how it \vins a place in Hary' s heart. 
10 minutes B&W ~50 N.o • . 935 C $100 N.o. 934 
THE RACCOOI-JSct PICNIC EBF 
While their parents are sleeping through the day, 
Beatrice and Willie set out to explore the rocks and 
vtoods. Meanwhile, two boys have gone for a swim, 
leaving their lunch paclcs on the lake shore. Guess 
who has the picnic? 
5 minutes B&W $25 No • . 873 C.; $50 No. 872 
THE ZOO 
k c01.orftil v1sit to one of the vTorld 1 s largest, most 
modern zoos, where an1JP.als are observed in areas 
simulating their natural habitats. ShO'\'TS polar bears, 
lions, tigers, kangaroos, alpacas, and elephants. 
11 minutes B:&\1' $50 No. 729 C $100 No. 420 
THREE LITTLE KITTENS EBF 
Traces the development and early experiences of three 
kittens from birth until they are taken from their 
mother-. . Shows the mother caring for her babies, and 
follovrs the growth of the lcittens as they play, climb, 
eat, and learn to care for themselves. 
11 minutes B&W $50 Nb. 711 
ZOO RABIES 
Do all baby animals look like their parents! ROw do 
they get their food? How are they protecte~? These 
are some of the ques·tions answered in this fi-lm. Depic~s 
the physical characteristics and habits of various animals. 
11reel B&W $55 C:. $1 00 
PLANTS 
FOOD FR0!'-1 OUR BARDEN EBF 
When the 11 111.,;e~ cycle 11 of a ga:hden-. in a temperate 
climate has brought the vegetables to maturity, 
Mary and Philip enjoy the food they have grown. 
They learn which parts of the plants are edible, 
and the functions of roots, bulbs, tubers, stallta:, 
blossoms, leaves, and seeds. 
10 minutes a· $1oo No. 68o 
FR..~NK TENDS THE G.t\.RDEN EBF 
Depicts the frolicking good time had by Frank, sister 
~ean, and their pets as they water the garden and take 
a shovrer under the hose. 
100 
7 minutes C #50 No. 604 also Social Studies 
FROM SEEDS TO PLANTS GP 
Jimmy plants a vegetable garden so that he can watch 
plants groi1. \Vi th the aid of experiment:s he learns 
the importance of air, soil, water and sunlight to 
groi-rth; hol-T the ne\'1' plant uses the food stored in 
the see~ how plants make and store food. 
1 reel C' $100 
GARDENING EBF 
Tells of the adventures of two children as they plan 
their garden, plant the seeds, care for the plants 
as they grow, destroy plant enemies, and harvest the 
vegetables._ 
11 minutes B&'YJ $50 No. 175 
HOW PLANTS HELP US c 
Steve observes the plants around him, and discovers 
that plants are helpful in many ways. With him, your 
class le~rns ho'\<T people are dependent upon plants 
for their food and clothing, for wood, paper, rubber, 
and many other common articles important in their 
daily lives. 
1 reel H&V.l $55 C $100 
HOW SEEDS ARE SCATTERED YA 
Discusses and illustrates the many different ways 
in which seeds are dispersed, by '\"lind, water and 
animals. 
1 reel B&vT $50 
HOW TREES HELP US c 
Walking throu&~ the woods with his father, Wally sees 
different kinds of trees and begins to learn of the 
many '\'lays trees help us by supplying lumber, food, 
and material for t hings we make. 
1 reel B&vl $55 c~ $100 
LEARNING .ABOUT FLOWERS EBF 
10"1 
Portrays different kinds of flowering plants·;. Designed 
to help the student appreciate the beauty in flo~tTers 
and to realize that the purpose of the flower is to 
produce seeds. 
10 minutes B&V.l $50 No. 1532 c· $1oo No. 1531 
Boaton Univerei~ 
School of Education 
Library 
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PLANTING OUR GARDEN EBF 
Mary and Philip find out about the basic requirements 
of plants for grov~h. They learn how to prepare the 
garden soil, and how to plant a variety of vegetables 
including some which can be started indoors in cold 
v1eather and later transplanted to the garden. 
11 minutes t: $1oo No. 678 
SEEDS GROW INTO PLANTS c: 
Seeing the many ways in wh ich little seeds travel, 
observing the embryo plant inside a bean seed, and 
watching the grov~h of a seed into a small plant, 
children become famili ar with the c~oriditions 
necessary for seed grov~h and learn that seeds groiri 
into plants like those from vfuich they c ame~ . 
1 reel R&W $55 C $100 
TAKING CARE OF OUR GARDEN 
Mary and Philip see the kinds of damage done to 
vegetables by various insect pests, and learn 
EBF 
how these pesjs can be controlled. They also learn 
about certain helpful insects, and about how the 
soil of the garden can be kept in good condition for 
growing plants. 
10 minutes c $100 No. 679 
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AIR 
PHYSICAL WORLD 
GP 
A boy's kite, a farmer's windmill, the air brakes on 
a train are a few of t he illustrations used to explain 
the uses of air. The importance of the properties of 
air to ani mal and plant life, industry and commerce 
are shoi'm. 
1 reel B&'Yl $49.50 
BIG SUN AND OUR EARTH, THE c 
Jimmy learns basic concepts about the sun and ita 
effect on the earth. Through the day, he observes 
the changing length of shadows, ho1·1 floi"J"ers respond 
to sunlight, \'lhy we have day and night, and how the 
sun heats and lights our vmrld. 
· 1 reel B&V'l $55 a. $100 
CHEt-USTRY GP 
Chemistry ceases to be a mystery when it is pointed 
out that Mother is a chemist in the kitchen. From 
many things, she makes somethi ng which is entirely 
different-a cake! It is pointed out that chemistry 
is responsible for many of the thing s we see and use. 
1 reel B.&W $49.50 
DESERTS GP 
Hbi'r deserts are made. The various plants that grow 
on the c:alifornia deserts. H6vl irrie;ation changes 
desert lands. 
1 reel B&W $49.50 
1'03 
GP 
The Rangers get interested in what lies under the 
g~ound while excavating for a new club house. They 
learn about the various resources beneath the surface 
of the earth and how they are used for man's benefit-
the importance of the thin layer of top soil '!Jrhich 
sustains plant and animal life. 
1 reel B&vT $49.50 
ELECTRICITY GP 
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The operation of an electric train introduces the 
field of electricity-how power is generated and trans-
mitted, and some of its common uses-the circuit and 
conductors. 
1 reel 
ENERGY GP. 
A meeting of the Model Ai~plane club introduces -
various types of energy-a boy's muscle, a rubber band, 
a gasoline engine. Air, steam, electricity and vmter 
as other sour ces of energy are graphically presented. 
1 reel B&W $49.50 
EROSIOl'f GP 
A trip to the mountains reveals the common causes of 
erosion-water, wind, ice and roots. How our land 
is constantly being changed. 
1 reel B&vl $49.50 
FRICTION: 
The Rangers find that friction rrorks against them 
when: they<· tr.y to drag: builcting matel:'ials for the·ir 
club house ov:er the· g:r:-ound·. . They then discover 
-warious '\·rays to minimize fric-tion-the: w.aeel, bail 
bearings, . etc:'. . They f .ind that frio:tion also wol"'ks 
f:br them·. 
1 reel 
GLACIERS GP 
Susan-l takes a.' pretended air trip to the Arcrt.'ic .. and to 
· Greenland· in order to study gj.aciers ~ She learns 
ho\'l they are: formed, hovr they change the land and 
ho'tv they affect the weather. 
1 reel ~ 
H.O\'l. !~CHINES~ AND. TOODS HELP US C: 
The:: film depic.:ts these c~on~:epts: '\ve use our muscles 
more efficiently with the aid of simple tools (Cthe : 
lever, the inc'lined plane); \'le harness natural forc:es 
to work for us (the wind, .. running vTa±.er):; we buil:d 
engines and motors to dr.iVJe machines that 't-Tork for us 
((steam engines, internal . combustion eng~s:_., )Y~ 
1 :reel B&vl .. $55 c ~ 1 e>o~. 
HOW \~HER HELPS US a 
now raiDw.:.; snovry, windy; and sunny kinds of weather 
are helpful to people, to plants and animals is 
brought to children's -attention- as tha filmi rev.iews 
rTeather that ~. aa:crompanies the Qhanging seasons • . 
1 reel B&W $55 C: $_100 
1'06 
LIGHT AND HE..AZ~ GP 
Jack and Jim give a Shadow Play and become interested 
in the properties of light-reflection, refraction, 
conduction. Their experiments show among other things 
that usually where there is light there is heat. 
1 reel B&vl #49.50 
MACH DIES GP 
A small boy runs do\m the street trying to keep up 
with the older Rangers '\vho are riding bicycles. He 
falls behind because he has no machine vrorking for 
him. Examples of simple machines and hovl they help 
to lighten man 1 s 1·mrk are shol"m-the wheel-and-axle, 
the lever, the pulley the \vedge and the scre\>T. 
1 reel B:&W $49.50 
~1ACHINES DO WORK YA 
Introduces the concept of simple machines, discussing 
the lever, the inclined plane, the pulley, and the 
wheel and axle. Show·s how machines make our \lmrk 
ea:aier. 
1 reel B&"'v'l $50 
MAGNEI'S YA 
Betty and Ebb, rrith F:ath.er 1 s help, learn a number of 
important facts about simple bar magnets and their 
behavior, temporary and permanent magnets, how to 
make a magnet, magnetic force, and uses of masnets. 
1-i- reels B.&W $62.50 
lvlAGNETS GP 
The common toy "horseshoe" magnet is developed in 
s imple steps through the doorbell, the telephone 
and powerful commercial electro-magnets capable of 
lifting many tons of metals. 
1 reel B&l:'l $49.50 
l>IICHAEL DISCOVERS THE ~iAGNET EBF 
Using familiar objects in simple experiments at home, 
].Uchael learns about magnetism. Then he puts on a 
show for his friends to demonstra~e some of the ex-
citing thing s that can be done with magnets. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 904 
MOUNTAI NS GP 
Mountains are a very important part of our land. 
The forest below timberline h ouse wild animals and 
provide lumber for man's use. Tne melting snows give 
birth to rivers which irrigate valleys to feed our 
cattle and sheep. 
1 reel B&Vv $49.50 
NOTHING BUT AIR EBF 
A boy in one ordinary day has many experiences vlith 
air. He learns that, though invisible, air is very 
real. Air occupies space, air is all about us, air 
has \'Teight, air in motion h a s power and serves man 
in various '!tTays. 
11 minutes B&Vl ff45 No. 996 
OUR WORLD OF SCIENCE EBF 
Introduces and defines the vTOrds u science 11 and 
"experiment", and demonstrates a simple experiment 
which second graders can do. Develops t he idea of 
an orderly universe and sho'\'TS a clear-cut '\'TOr king 
procedure for problem solving 1n:·3 aa1ence~ . 
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10 minutes B&1'l $50 No. 1477 C." $100 No. 1476 
ROCKS GP 
The gang goes to the swimming hole to see if it was 
damaged during the winter storms. The children become 
interested in the various types of rocks around the 
pool, and learn how they are made. The hobby of 
collecting rocks leads into a study. of the fundamentals 
of geology. 
1 reel B.&\'1 $49-.50 
SOUND GP 
The Ranger's band parades do'\'m the street. Th e 
children learn that sound is caused by sound v1aves 
which::are transmitted to and received by the human 
ear·. 
1 reel 
THE CLOUDS ABOVE B 
Explains the significance of the four main types of 
clouds. The absorption of water by air and the 
process of condensation are interestingly illustrated. 
How these processes are involved in the formation of 
clouds and in the precipitation of rainfall is t h en 
demonstrated in a simple animated sequence. 
9 minutes B&vl $50 c $1oo 
THE v~~THER STATION YA 
An elementary discussion on hO"•l the weather station 
gathers data on the weather, the instruments it uses 
for this, and how the weather is forecast from such 
data. 
1 eeel B&\r{ $50 
THINGS DISSOlw.E YA 
An Elementary Science film treating the concept that 
some things dissolve and some do not dissolve. 
1 reel B&~v ~5o 
THIS IS THE MOON YA 
Explains the relation of the moon to the sun and 
earth, how the moon gets its light, the phases of the 
moon, and its physical characteristics. 
1 reel B&\'1 $50 
\'lATER 
.109 
At a birthday part~ a boy's glass of punch serves to 
illustrate the thre~ forms of water; liquid (punch), 
solid (ice cubes) and gas (bondensation on the out-
side of the glass~. The child is taught to recognize 
the various phases of the water cycle, and the 
import ance of "V!ater to all living things is emphasized. 
1 reel 
WATER IN THE AIR EBF 
Two boys on a farm learn tha t 1vater g ets into the air 
by "evaporation". Heat is necessary for evaporation. 
\'later v apor is ch anged to drops of visible rmter and 
forms clouds, fog , dew or rain, to be evaporated into 
the air again. 
11 minutes B& \'l $45 No • 994 
vlATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE c 
110 
Along, \·rith Jimmy, 1;1e discover the importance of the 
'\'Tater around us. We learn about the passag e of water 
from the earth into the air by evaporation, how clouds 
are formed, and vrhy rain f alls. 
1 reel B&Vl $55 C $100 
\YHAT l-1AKES D;AY AND NIGHT 
Demonstrates that alternation of day and night is due to 
the rotation of the earth on its axis, and t hat it~ 
always is daytime on some part of t h e earth. 
1 reel B&\'l $50 
WHAT HAKES RAIN YA 
Introduces and explai ns the concepts of c.ondensation 
and evaporation as they apply to the water cycle, 
and tells what causes rain, snow, hail, and fo g . 
1 reel 
SEASONS 
AUTUMN ON THE F-~ EBF 
T'\-10 f arm children observe the changes that take place 
in plant and animal life during autumn. Joan and 
Jerry become interested in such fall activities as 
apple and corn harvesting, grape picking, nut 
gatheri ng, the hibernation of animals, and t he 
migration of wild ducks. 
11 minutes c- $1 oo No. 356 
~·s Tft~ A WALK P~ONG THE BROOK GP 
:Mother takes Ellen and Paul for a ,..,alk along a wooded 
brook. They discover m1nnov-;s, tadpoles, rabbits, 
quail, cr~~ish, caddis flies, fro gs, and chicadees. 
1 reel c: $100 
LET _,_ S TAKE A WALK IN THE MEAD0\·1 . GP 
Mother takes Ellen, ~ohn and Steven for day of fun 
and discovery in the meadow. They see goats, v elvet 
grass, dandelion, watercress, and buttercups~. They 
discover tent-caterpillars, a lizard, a snail, a 
gopher, a bluejay and a grosbeak. 
1 reel c $100 
LET'S TAKE A WALK IN THE WOODS GP 
John, Steven and their father , who is a Forester, go 
for a day of exploring in~::the~ .. woods. Father tells 
the boys about pine trees and cones, five-finger ·fern 
and fungus. . They find hazelnuts and see a squirrel 
husking some. An ~O~F~ woodpecker performs for t h em 
in the top of an old tree. 
1 reel a; $ 100 
H1 
112 
DET 1 S TAKE A TfJALK AROUND THE POND GP 
~'!other and Ellen discover many things on their walk 
around the pond: a redwing blackbird nest, ducks, 
cattails, wildrose, pond plants, a scavenger beetle, 
tadpoles, frog s, giant waterbug, green algae and 
dragonflies. · 
1 reel c $100 
SPRING ON THE FP-~~ . EBF 
Portrays the adaptation of plants and animals to t h e 
changing seasons. Joan and Jerry see buds swell i ng , 
birds returning , grass becoming green, fruit trees 
blooming , the pl anting of gardens, moths coming out 
of their cocoons, and young rabbits emerging from 
their nests. 
11 minutes cr $1 oo No • 384 
Sln-ll4ER ON THE FARM EBF 
Obse:rg::~ng the growth of plants and animals during 
summer .becomes a fascinating experience as Joan and 
Jerry ramble by the pond, through the orchard, and 
into gardens and fields. The children finally 
return to the house where Mother has cut the first 
ripe watermelon of the season. · 
11 minutes c_: $1 oo No. 388 
WINTER ON THE FARivi EBF 
Portrays the adaptation of plants and animals to the 
winter's cold. Joan and Jerry observe animal tracks 
in t he - snow. Especially enjoyable is the children's 
trip to the woods to cut a Christmas tree. 
11 minutes c_: $1oo No. 4o4 
C:ON.SERVATION 
EIRE GP 
At _ a family barbecue, the children are shown '\'That is 
needed to make a fire. They learn what fire does for 
man are. )l.o'\'1 it is controlled. 'Vlhat to do "VThen a fire 
gets out of control. 
1 reel B&vT $49.50 
HOW W'ATER HELPS US 
llhen the '\"later supply to his house is temporarily 
cut off, Dickie begins to understand how important 
'\'later is for drinking , washing, cooking , and other 
uses in our homes. He realizes, also, that we use it 
for putting out fires, as a source of food, for 
transporting people and materials, for growing crops, 
and for recreation. 
1 reel B&vl $55 c $1oo 
LANDS AND \'lATERS OF OUR EARTH c 
113 
Jimmy becomes avvare of the many kinds of land and '\'later 
forms on the surface of our earth during a family 
picnic at a scenic spot. He is able to observe 
hills, mounta :l.ns, valleys, rivers, ahd other 
geographic features; a p icture book helps him under-
stand the relationships among them. 
1 reel B&W $55 C $1 00 ~ 
YOUR FRIEND THE FOREST (SAVE IT OR DESTROY IT) EBF 
A field trip on film designed for use in primary and 
middle grades science units on conservation. The 
forest is home for birds and animals, it is the source 
of lumber for people, and it is a place for recreation 
but it cannot run or protect itself from its most 
dangerous enemy-fire. 
6 minutes C $50 N.o. 815 
YOUR FRIEND THE SOIL (KEEP IT OR LOSE IT) EBF 
Like its companion films in the series, Your Friend 
the Soil uses both animation and photography to pre-
sent an appealing and graphic demonstration of the 
imnortance of our natural resources. It shows that 
good soil, and the good food it can produce are a 
part of each child's share in our national heritage. 
7 minutes cr: $50 No~ 813 
YOUR FRIEND THE W'ATER (CLEAN OR DIRTY) EBF 
The sources and value of pure water are shovm in 
striking contrast to the causes and wastefulness of 
"Vtater pollution; both clean and dirty water are pre-
sented in terms that young children will appreciate. 
6 minutes a· $50 No. 814 
UNDERSTANDING FLqE c 
As Billy watches a fire in an outdoor fireplace, he 
begins to think about fire-its uses and characteristics. 
He realizes that the more control vle have over fire, 
the more useful it can be, and remembering certain 
school e~~eriments, he begins to develop a basic 
understandin5 of fire's three requirements-oxygen, 
fuel and heat. 
1 reel H&Vl $55 C: $100 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
COMMUNITIES AND THEIR WORKERS 
A DAY P~ THE FAIR EBF 
Reveals the work, fun and excitement at a state fair. 
Three farm youngsters go to the fair to exhibit their 
calves and pigs. They tend their livestock, watch 
the judging, and take in the display and the other 
sights. One boy wins a prize for his calf and later 
all three frolic on the midway. 
11 minutes B&W $50 N.6. 390 
A VISIT TO THE WATERi·lORKS EBF 
An elementary school class is taken on a complete 
tour of the local waterworks. The youngsters see 
how water is pumped in, chemically treated, filtered, 
and tested before it is piped to the houses and 
buildings of the tovm. 
11 minutes B&~v $50 No. 1 481 c $1 oo No. 148o 
CITY FIRE FIGHTERS c 
The alarm sounds; down the brass pole the city fire-
man slides into action, and delivers a potent lesson 
in fire prevention. He demonstrates the fire fighting 
equir.ment, takes us through the station and teaches 
the 'young fire fighter" his O\'m responsibility in 
controlling and preventing fires. 
1 reel B&W $45 C $90 
1'15 
CITY PEl'S: FUN AND RESPONSIBILITY c 
Following Jimmy and his dog 8p9Jt on their way to the 
park, we see some pets commonly found in a city-dogs, 
cats, h amsters, white mice, parakeets, canaries and 
goldfish. Film stresses care of these animals. 
1 reel B&W $55 C: $100 
DAIRY FAffi.i, THE c 
116 
This film shows the Midwest farmer at work cultivating , 
harvesting and storing l!!.eed crops; the dairymen feeding 
the cows, milking and preparing the milk for market; 
the children helping with the farcls chores and learning 
the active routine of life on a dairy farm. 
1i reels B&W' $55 C $ 100 
FIREHOUSE DOG FA 
Freckles, the Firehouse Dog, is mever allowed to go to 
fires. Fires can be dangerous and the firemen are 
afraid he might be hurt. Freckles can- only watch as 
the firemen clean and test the fire engines and as 
they prepare to go to fires. One day, the firemen 
take Freckles along. Soon Freckles becomes a regular 
member of Engine Company Number One. 
1 reel BScvi $100 also Language 
HELPERS vffiO COME TO OUR HOUSE a: 
As Joey's family moves into its new home, Joey learns 
that many people come to his house to provide many 
services. The newspaper boy, the mailman, the milk-
man, the garbage man, and others help Joey's family 
and other families in the community. 
1 reel B.&W $55 C $100 
ImrTER TO GFWTD!v!OTHER, lt 
,.. _ 
\it; 
t·fe: f'oJ.lo-vv Mary' 'a: letter to Gnandmother through. every 
hand that ' it p,asse!s~. We, watch po·sta:l employees c:ollect, 
canc.el, sort and dispat.ch, the mail, accompany her letter 
on·- the raili'fa:Y mail c-.ar and see it to its destination, 
delivered by an R~~.D~ carrier~ - Wnen Grandmother 
a.ns"Vrers I•iary iii th a package, 1-te return ~ with it to. 
le-arn: about the·:· handling of' pare-e l post. 
1 -i i re:-eJ.. s 
DET' S -BE GOOD OJ:TIZENS AT PLAY GP: 
'V-lhether it 1 'sc putting: on a shoi'T, . roller skating, buiJ.:d--
ing: a c:lub -house, Sidmming or playing games, the chiLdren 
on~- Elm~ Street lmow that they he.v.e more 1fun when they 
are g9od c-1 tizens at p:Day~. They lmovT the advantages 
of being good-natured, polite, good losers as well a~ 
"VTinners~ . They admit their mistakes, share and 
cooperate- vli th the-ir playmates. 
1 reel B&\v $49~•.50 
LET 1 S: BE GOOD GITIZENS AT THE LIBRARY-- GP 
Tommy take·s c_ Richard to the c-1 ty :Uibrary to find a 
hook_ of' pl-ans -f'or.:r aoap-eox-: nacers ·~ - Richard: discovers 
that there are many-useful and interesting books for 
boys and girls to use~" and ta:· en joy~ . The boys learn 
that books are good friends a.nd.: ~:t;:--pf,cy?stt'oi:;hake eane:: 
of· th:em-: • . 
1 reel 
BET 1 S_ BE .. G:"'OD:. C!IT.IZENS AT~ SCHOODic 
Th-e children at G.-roved:ale shovT hovT to be good c:-.1:tizens 
at: schoo:L:: : g~tting to sc:hooiL on time; : b:e-ing a big 
brother or sister to newc·:omers; doing things together; 
being:: crareftU and neat'; and doing things qui·etly;.. 
1 . reel 
nET 'S BE GOOD CITIZENS IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD GP 
The following points are made: helping to improve the 
neighborhood; being polite to neighbors; respect for 
neighbor's property; helping others in the neighbor-
hood; learning how others live and respecting their 
customs; and taking pride in your neighborhood. 
1 reel B&W $49.50 
LET'S BE GOOD CITIZENS IN OUR TO'~q GP 
Jack and Susan go to town to see a parade. They learn 
to stay back of the curb; wait for traffic signals 
before crossing the street; how to mail a letter; the 
importance of leaving a picnic area neat; to obey 
traffic rules on bicycles; how to report a fire; and 
why -they should not destroy city property. 
1 reel B&W $49.50 
LET'S BE GOOD CITIZENS WHEN VISITING GP 
Jack and Susan learn how important it is to be good 
citizens when visiting away from home. It adds to 
their vacation fan on Uncle Bill's farm. 
1 reel B&W #49.50 
OUR COIIIJMUN ITY EBF 
11 8 
Illustrates important community institutions and their 
services by portraying a day in the l i fe of a ten-year-
old boy. Depicts police and fire protection, health 
safeguards, and parks and recreational facilities. 
Points out ways in which the members of a community 
serve each other. 
12 minutes B&\'l $50 No. 652 c- $100 No. 589 
119 
OUR POLl C:EMEN B 
We meet a policeman at home, then join him and his 
partner as they drive a radio patrol car during a 
typical busy day. Among their activities are an arrest 
for speeding, explaining to a little girl the correct 
way to go after her ball when it rolls into the street, 
and assisting a boy injured in an accident at home. 
11 minutes B&W $50 Q $100 
OUR POST OFFICE EBF 
The film highlights everyday activities in a city 
post office, at an airport where mail is loaded on 
a' helicopter, and in a railway post office. 
10 minutes B&W $50 No. 1479 c· $100 No. 1478 
PEOPLE WHO WORK AT NIGHT 
Illustrates a few of the many activities that are 
carried on by people who work at night. When most of 
us are getting ready for bed, these people are leaving 
their homes to go to work. We see a taxi driver, a 
gas station attendant, a druggist, a bus driver, a hotel 
clerk, and others. VIe visit a ne\vspaper plant, a dairy, 
a bakery, and a factory, and we see the people who work 
there. 
13! minutes B&W $62.50 
POSTAL SERVICE: LETTERS B 
We follow letters as they are separated, cancelled, 
routed, pouched, and taken to the railroad mail docks. 
Mail is handled by railroad employees until it reaches 
the destination city. 
11 minutes B&W $5o cr· $1 oo 
120 
POSTAL SERVICE: PARCEL POST B.: 
Employees at a small branch post office put postage on a 
package with a postage meter, while adding the insurance 
number by hand. The package is tossed into a sack and 
taken by truck to a larger post offiae. Packages are 
sectionalized,plJ.t~ into proper destination sacks, and 
sent to the railroad mail .docks. 
10 minutes B&W $50 C $100 
SMOKEY THE BEAR USFS 
Eddy Arnold, on a camping trip with a group of boys, re-
minds them of their responsibility in helping to keep fire 
out of our forests. He plays his guitar and sings them 
the song "Smokey the Bear", while Pierre, the cook 
doubles as a short-order cartoonist. (Recommended for 
grade 1 to adults). 
4} minutes B&W Free also Science 
ST.ANP DAY FOR SUPERMAN USSBD 
This film in which Superman is featured, is suitable 
for school audience~, especially for the elementary 
grades. It was designed to launch or stimulate Stamp 
Day or to be used as part of a regular Stamp Day 
program. 
15 minutes B&W Yd:'ee 
THE DOCTOR EBF 
Portrays the significant role of the doctor in modern 
society. Shows Dr. Cramer giving a youngboy a routine 
physical examination, vaccinating a baby for smallpox, 
visiting his hospital patients, and diagnosing a case 
of measles. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 391 
12 1 
THE F ARr•IER EBF 
This film dramatizes the daily activities of a teenager 
and his younger brother and sister living on a farm. 
Their adventures show how the whole family shares in 
work and play on the farm. 
14 minutes H&W $62.50 No. 786 C $125 No. 769 
THE FIREMAN EBF 
Portrays the duties and activities of a company of 
firemen and demonstrates how firemen prepare for 
emergencies by caring for the fire-fighting equipment 
and by practicing fire-fighting methods. 
11 minutes B&W . $50 No. 820 C $100 N.o. 835 
THE FOOD STOP-E EBF 
Portrays the mother and her children making careful 
selection of foods from the various sections of the 
large market including the frozen food department, 
the meat counter, the canned goods shelves, and the 
dairy and bakery department. 
11 minutes B&\'l $50 N6. 329 
THE tvr ..AILMAN EBF 
Illustrates some of the services rendered by the 
United States Post Office. Follows first a city and 
then a rural mail carrier on daily rounds. Discloses 
how mailmen sort and deliver incoming mail, how they . 
pick up outgoing mail, ho'\'T they sell money orders and 
stamps, and how they handle packages. 
10 minutes B&W $50 No. 357 
122 
THE POLICEMAN EBF 
Depicts the daily activities of a typical city police-
man, Jim Barnes. He is shown finding a lost child, 
arresting a reckless driver, recovering a lost bicycle, 
and helping his community in many other ways. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 834 
UNCLE JTI~'S DAIRY FARM ASSO. F 
This film shows the wholesome daily living on a dairy 
farm. It helps to build ideals and emphasizes gro~~h 
as a result of healthful living. A teaching guide is 
available. For primary and lower levels of the 
intermediate grades. 
10 minutes B&W Free 
WHAT OUR TOWN DOES FOR US c 
When Filly goes to his town hall to buy a bicycle tag, 
he sees the services provided the community by its 
government. Billy learns how comm~ity governments 
are organized, and that the bicycle tax and other 
taxes support the community government. 
1 reel B&J·.- $55 c: $1 00 
WOO~.ND MANNERS USFS 
This film shows that the recreational areas of the 
national forests are of inestimable value, but that 
they must be kept sanitary, attractive, and serviceable •. 
It also points out that it is up to every person who 
visits the national forests to observe the necessary 
sanitary measures, to be careful with fire, to use good 
American manners, and to leave the picnic spot in as 
eood or better condition than he found it. 
(Recommended for grades three to adults). 
19 minutes 
CHILDREN OF ].1ANY LANDS 
APACHE INDIAN, THE c. 
Y.le see the Apache demonstrate his magnificent horse-
manship and his love of pageantry and display in 
tribal functions. 
1 reel B&w $45 c· $9o 
CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS NEAR AND FAR a 
Children of German, Swedish, Mexican, Italian, and 
Chinese descent enact typical Christmas celebrations 
of those countries. Against a rich background of 
Christmas music, the film carries the message: "We 
are joining with our brothers around the world wnen 
we rejoice in the miracle of Christmas!" 
1-i- reels 
CHILDREN OF HOLLJ.J1D EBF' 
12} 
Depicts Dutch domestic customs including mode of dress, 
food, and chores. Follo~Ts the children as they visit 
a picturesque windmill, and reveals them at work in 
school and at play. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 107 
CHILDREN OF SWITZERLAND EBF 
Tells about a boy and girl living in the Swiss Alps. 
Follows them through the Alpine village as they 
watch the tourists and visit shops where clocks and 
wood-carvings are sold. Children accompany Mother on 
a long, steep climb up the mountain to the pasture, 
where Father and Brother tend cattle. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 140 
124, 
ENGLISH CHILDREN EBF 
Portrays typical .English family life in the city of 
York, stressing daily activities of the children. 
¥oints out aspects of the childrens' home life and 
relates their experiences in a modern school, on: the 
playground, at a cricket match, and at a grocery store. 
11 minutes B&W $50 N.o. 411 
ESKrn:O CHILDREN EBF 
Deals principally with activities of the children in 
describing how Eskimos solve their basic problems of 
food, shelter, and clothing. Presents such phases of 
Eskimo life as handicraft work, house hold duties, 
hunting, drying fish, visiting the trader's store, 
gathering driftwood, playing games, and telling stories. 
11 minutes B&vl $50 Nb. 101 
FRENCH CHILDREN EBF 
Provides an enjoyable visit with a farm family living 
in Brittany in Western France. Emphasizes fam i ly 
living showing the work of each member of the family 
and revealing family customs and traditions. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 393 
HOPI INDIAN, THE · 
We see Hopi in Arizona's Grand Canyon. We see his 
way of life-the crops he raises, the food he cooks, 
and even his secret marriage ceremony. 
1 reel B&W $45 C~ $90 
1'25 
HOPI INDIAN ARTS AND CRAFTS c 
·l"leaving, silversmithing, basket making and pottery 
making are all shown in detail. This film is a record 
of the sk1ll and patience required in these rapidly 
disappearing native arts. 
1 reel 
HOPI INDIP~ VILLAGE LIFE 
This portrayal of the Hopi Indians and their mode of 
living, as it exists today, makes clear the changing 
character of Hopi Indian life. Meeting Bob, Ralph, 
Mrs. Hotewa, Grandmother White Sand, and other villagers 
and observing them at their daily 1.<10rk, vle see a blend-
ing of old and new ways. 
1 reel B&W $55 0"; $100 
LIFE OF A PHIL~PPINE FAMILY c 
The father tells of the daily life of the family as 
we see it through his eyes: his work in the rice fields, 
the children's chores, their schooling, their games, 
and finally, a birthday celebration for his son. 
1 reel B&W $55 a· $100 
~CAN CHILDREN EBF 
Tells a simple, captivating story of two Mexican 
children, depicting their experiences at school, at 
home, and at play. Ihterprets fa~ily relations as the 
two children help with home tasks. Pictures a color-
ful fiesta where the children visit various displays 
and enjoy stirring Aztec dances. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 138 
126 
NAVAJO CHILDREN EBF 
A young Navajo boy and girl move from their winter to 
t heir summer home with their family, household effects, 
pets, horses, sheep, and goats. Shows such activities 
as camping at night, a marksmanship contest for young 
Navajo boys, repairing the new home, planting crops, 
caring for the sheep and the goats, and weaving rugs. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 120 
NOR'VlEGL4N .. CHILDREN EBF 
Emphasizes dairying activities such as milking , cheese 
making, and transporting milk to dairy in the valley. 
aoncludes with neighborhood festival to celebrate 
homecoming of the women and children. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No • . 453 
SUP AI INDIAN, THE 
In the depths, of Cataract Canyon in Arizona, the 
Supai was lost to the world until, with the coming 
of the airplane, he rediscovered living as his fathers 
had before him. We find here the Supai baby still 
strapped to the cradle board, the children roasting 
corn by an ancient method, and their rodeo carried 
on in traditional style. 
1 reel 
127 
OUR CLOTHING AND SHELTER 
BUILDING A HOUSE EBF 
Portrays the basic steps in the construction of a one-
family home from the digging of the foundation through 
the final finishing of the interior •. Fllm: a&o reveals 
the different tools used by the workmen. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 383 
CLOTHING~ EBF 
Develops the reasons why people require different 
clothing for protection and comfort in various lands-
Flji Islands, Eskimos in C:anada, Arabs in the Middle 
East. aompares the differences in clothing need of the 
American pioneer days and the present time, and 
includes a sequence onthe tanning and processing of 
leather. 
11 minutes B&W ~50 No. 892 C; $100 No. 901 
EBF: 
Begins in a cotton field of the SOuth, showing how 
cotton is picke~ sometimes by hand, and sometimes by 
machine. F:ollo'i'lS the cotton to the gin. Explains 
how the cotton is then baled and shipped to the mill 
where it is cleaned, :- fluffed, carded, spun into yarn, 
and finally woven into cloth . 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 341 
MAKING BRICKS FOR HOUSES EBF 
Portrays the story of brick-making from the digging of 
the basic material, shale, to the loading of finished 
brick into freight cars for shipment. Shows how the 
· materials are assembled, pulverized and mixed, shaped, 
cut, dried, baked, and graded for color and quality. 
11 minutes B&W $50 Nt) • . 394 
t28 
I'!IAKING:: COTTON' CLOTHING EBF 
Reveals how the original is designed, and then portrays 
sample-making, pattern-making, cutting, sewing, 
finishing, pressing, and packing . Emphasizes how 
much more economically clothing can be made by mass 
production techniques than by the hand method. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 345 
MAKING GLASS EBF 
Describes how the three ingredients of glass-sand, 
limestone, and soda ash-are obtained. Presents a 
simple laboratory demonstration of basic glass-making 
techniques, then shows the large scale manufacture 
of glass. 
10 minutes B&W $50 No. 399 
MAKING SHOES EBF 
~races the step-by-step process in the manufacture 
of shoes in a modern factory from the selection and 
cutting of the leather to the trimming, edging and 
finishing of the shoes. 
11 minutes B&W $50 Ncb. 368 
NEW HOUSE, THE: WHERE IT COMES FROM a 
Johnny watches the building of a new house and sees 
the many kinds of materials and the many different 
jobs which go into construction. We learn where such 
materials as concrete, lumber, bricks, glass, and 
pipes come from and see the different workers at work. 
1 reel E&taf $55 c· $1 oo 
fZ9 
SHELTER EBF 
Introduces the important human activity of providing 
protection and privacy for members of the family. · 
Eskimos in Canada, desert people in the Sahara, and 
Fiji Islanders have different kinde of shelters to meet 
the conditione of their climates. 
11 minutes B&W #50 No. 893 C $100 No. 894 
WOOL EBF 
Tells the complete story of wool-from sheep on a 
Wyoming range through the knitting of the worsted yarn 
into sweaters. Shows the sheep being herded and 
driven to the range, and describes each step in the 
shearing process. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No~ 385 
130 
HOME AND FAMILY LIFE 
A SURPRISE FOR JEAN_- EBF-
It is Jean's sixth birthday, and Mother has planned 
a big surprise. Jean·, and Frank are sent on an:. errand. 
While they are gone, Jean's little friends come to 
her house with birthday presents. Quickly they hide 
themselves, and when Jean and Frank return, the guests 
rush out and shout "Happy:. B1.rthday". 
-
Tminutes B& w $50 No. 603_. 
BEGINNING. RESPONSIBILITY: TAKING CARE. OF THINGS c; 
This film explains how and why children should care 
for things at school and at home. Importance is 
placed on having definite places to keep things, 
putting articles back· where they b.elong, cleaning 
up after playtime and storing and handling things 
properly to prevent damas~. 
1 reel B&W $55 C; $100 
BOYHOOD OF GEORGE WASHINGTON~ THE c 
The film shows Washington growing up around Ferry 
Farm and Mount Vernon and developing into young man-
hood on the raw Shenandoah frontier. Our history 
begins when he was seven and shows his formative 
years-the experiences, standards of conduct and 
capabilities that fitted him uniquely for leadership. 
1 reel B&W $55 c: $1 00 
FLYING A KITE EBF 
By means of a simple story of happy home and family 
relations and childhood activities, the child's 
interest is captured by familiar, humorous situations; 
a family picnic, a kite, a pesky billy goat, and a 
frisky dog who turns out to be a hero. 
7 minutes B&w $5o No. 6os~ 
131 
HOW QUIET HELPS · AT SCHOOli 
In· a positive and understanding way, children are 
shown when to make noise and when to be quiet at 
school. The importance of being quiet in the library, 
the classroom, when talking together and working on 
group projects is stressed, as well as the funof 
making noise on the playground when playing games. 
1 reel B&W $55 C:: $100 
JEAN. AND HER DOLLS EBF 
Tells the amus!:ng story of young F:.rank who plays a 
trick on Jean and Betty while they are playing vdth 
their dolls. Portrays pleasant home and family 
relations. 
7 minutes B&W $50 lfo • . 602 
LET'S-'BE GOOD CITIZENS AT HOME GP 
The following points are made: doing your share of the 
work; doing things together; doing what you can ~o 
help others; being careful and neat; being cheerful 
and kind; helping to keep home a safe place; being 
a: g_gu loser and a good winner and helping to save .. 
1 reel B&W $49-.50 
LIFE ON :· A CATTLE RAN.CH C 
We join Tommy in his chores and pleasures of raising 
and selling cattle. _ Interspersed with traditional 
Western recreation-folk singing and rodeos. 
1 reel B&W $55 G' $'1 00 
LIFE ON ; A SHEEP RANCH 
This picture develops the essential character of sheep-
ranching and sho1·rs the integration of economics with 
the ranch's seasonal activities. The warm personal 
relationship established betvTeen the boy and shepherd 
will invite the student's participation and enrich 
his social studies learnings of the various components 
of life on a sheep ranch. 
1 reel B&W. $55 Q $'1 00 
MANNERS AT PARTIES GP 
Bob and ~udy are invited to a Birthday party. These 
points of good party behavior are demonstrated: 
immediately accepting the invitation; remembering to 
take a gift; arrivin§ on time; ringing the doorbell; 
nut being "show-offs ; not touching things in other 
people's houses; not - snooping; and using the magic 
words "please" and "thank you". 
~ 
1 reel B&W ~49.50 
ONE DAY ON.: THE FARM 
The film covers a number of the characteristics of 
a farm, showing some of the usual tasks of the 
farmer and his family: how the cows and chickens are 
cared for, what they eat, and their value to the 
farmer in providing milk to be sold for dairy products, 
and eggs to be sold at market. · 
1 reel B&W $55 0.' $1 00 
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OUR COUNTRY 1 S FLAG C' 
The reasons for the respect to the flag and the reasons 
for the flag itself are not ali.,rays clearly understood. 
The film explains the meaning of the flag, its 
symbolism and why it should be respected. 
1 reel B&W $55 C.: $100 
OUR TE.li.CHER C. 
' 
Hb\'1 a primary grade teacher "Ymrks, plans, and helps 
her class is told in simple language to develop good 
attitudes to-y;ard "our teacher"~ The film shows that 
these good attitudes are best -expressed through work- · 
ing with her, helping classmates, and working out 
your O\ffi problema to the beat of your ability. 
1 reel B&W $55 C: $100 
PIONEER HOME, A c_ 
What was a pioneer home really like2·.- How did pioneer 
people live?~ What part did children play in the every-
day family l ·ife? These are some of the questions 
'Which are answered in this authentic educational film. 
1 reel B&W $55 Q: $100 
PURITAN F.MULY OF EARLY NEW ENGLAND c. 
The Giles Phippea family living in ·. a small New England 
aoastal village, participates in many activities and 
chorea-the children learning from a hornbook, digging 
clams, spinning wool; the mother cooking cornbread, 
making soap and candles; and the father hunting and 
dressing skins. 
1 reel B&\'i $55 a $1 oo 
SAILING A T.OY'- BOAT EBF 
~rank is thrilled over the bright new toy sailboat 
his father has given him. HB learns how ~o set the 
rudder, so that his boat will come back to him When 
it sails far out on the pond. Jean's doll is the 
boat's passenger. 
7 minutes Q_: $50 Nb • 606 
SKIPPER LEARNS A LESSON: EBF 
1.34 
A little girl and her dog, Skipper, move to a neigh-
borhood where youngsters of different races play to-
gether. Skipper snubs the dogs belonging to these 
youngsters and refuses to play with them because 
they look "funny" to him. Later, through an embarrass-
ing episode with _a can of paint, Skipper becomes the one 
who looks odd to the other dogs. He soon realizes his 
mistake, and understanding is establia~ed among all. 
10 minutes 
TRUCK FARM, THE~ c·. 
Bill and Cathy liv.e with their parents on . the family''s 
truck farm. When not in school, the children help 
with planting, h arvesting , and many other jobs. Work 
that is done on· the truck farm, what the farm produces, 
and where its products go are among the many things 
children will see as they learn about life on a truck 
farm. 
1 reel 
OUR FOODS 
BREAD EBF: 
Tells the complete story of bread, showing first how 
wheat is cut, threshed, and ground into flour. At 
a large bakery flour is mixed with other ingredients 
to form dough; yeast causes the dough to rise; and 
a machine divides the dough into loaves. Then bread 
is baked, sliced and wrapped for delivery. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 331 
CAT'rLE :DRIVE: A DAYYON• A WESTERN' RANGE EBE 
155 
Portrays the movement of cattle from the range to the 
shipping point as a significant aspect of' cattle raising 
and as an important · activity in'. supplying food. 
11 minutes E&W $50 No. 559' CII $100 Nb ~ 438 
EGGS EBF 
Tells the story of egg productionon a large, commercial 
egg farm. illustrating the efficiency of modern, up-
to-date methods. Emphasizes care given to hens in 
clean and scientifically-regulated laying houses. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No •. 352 
I.CE CREAM EBF 
Portrays first the:>:making of ice cream lly:·· a housewife 
at home. Shifts to a large ice cream plant and describes 
various stages in the manufacture of commercia.l ice 
cream. Follows the product as it is delivered to a 
retail outlet. 
11 minutes B&vl $5o No. 39Q· 
DET'S VISIT A POULTRY FARM c: 
A poultry farm is a unit of an important American 
agricultural industry. So-let's visit a poultry 
f arm and take your students along. They'll feed 
the chickens with the farmer's son, and gather and 
package the eggs. And at the hatchery they'll watch 
breathlessly as a baby chick pecks his way out of 
his shell. · 
1 reel B&W $45 a $9o 
MACHINES THAT HELP THE FAFU~ FA 
Depicts two children as they eare for their backyard 
garden. They use a spade to prepare a seed bed, a 
rake to level the ground, a hoe to make furrows and 
to cultivate, and they harvest their crrop by hand. 
1 reel B&W $50 c; $100 also Language 
MILK EBF 
136 
Tells the story of milk from the modern dairy farm, 
with its loafing barns and immaculate milking parlors, 
to the milkman's daily plant, and how it is 
tested, pasteurized, bottled, and distributed. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 1494 
POULTRY ON THE FARM EBF 
A delightful study of the characteristics and habits 
of chickens, ducks, geese, and turkeys in a typical 
farm atmosphere. Describes egg-gathering, incubation, 
chick embryo, and use of the brooder house. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 155 
STORY -OF CITRUS FRUITS, THE Ct 
We see how seedlings are grown in nurseries, how trees 
are c:ared for in the groves, how the fruits are 
harvested, and how they are processed, canned and 
frozen at packing plants and canneries for shipment 
to all parts of the country. 
1 reel B&W $55 a: $ 100 
WHERE DOES OUR FOOD COME FROM: c 
Helping his father in the grocery store, Dickie wonders 
where our foods come from. The men who deliver dairy 
products, meats, and fresh fruits and vegetables help 
Dickie learn of the places where our foods are grown 
and processed and of the people whD work together t.o-_· 
bring them to us. 
1 reel B&W $55 C'. $100 
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TRANBI'ORTATION : 
AIRPORT EBF 
Brings to life the fascinating activities at a large, busy 
commercial airport. Instructions are radioed from the con-
trol tov1er to incoming planes; giant airlines land and 
take off; passengers purchase tickets; food is prepared 
in-. the airport kitchen for each flight; baggage and mail 
are made ready. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. , 410 
AN"AIRPLANE TRIP EBF 
Joan and Judy and their pet dog fly from Chicago to San 
Francisco to join their parents. They learn a great 
deal abou~ people at the airport and they have a won-
derful trip across the Rocky Mountains. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 856 e $1oo No •. 857 
BIG WIDE HIGHWAY, THE 
What fun sammy has when he and his father ~ake their 
turkey_s to market 1 They see not only many different 
kinds of trucks and cars, but also pass a train and an 
airfield. Sammy learns why highways are important and 
~mat provisions are made for safety on . the highway. 
1 reel H&W $55 C $100 
BOATS EBF' 
Portrays the experiences of a boy and girl going b~ 
boat from Albany, down the Hudson River, to New ~brk 
City~ Along the way, the children . see many types of 
water craft. 
11 minutes B&W $50 N"o. 166 
13.9 
BUILDING A HIGHWAY EBF 
Demonstrates major steps in the construction of a modern, 
two-lane highway. Illustrates such processes as clearing, 
cutting,,scraping, and leveling the roadbed; assembling 
materials; mixing and dumping the concrete; and smoothing 
and finishing the surface. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 408 
FIRE BOAT B: 
Shows how a fire boat operates in putting out waterfront 
fires; features a tour of the boat, describes its distinc-
tive features and explains their purposes; pictures how 
firemen live, work, and play. 
11 minutes B&W $50 C: $100 
FRED AND BILLY TAKE AN AIRPL..IlliE TRIP a: 
Fred and Billy take and airplane trip from Chicago to 
New York to visit their uncle. The boys learn ijow to 
conduct themselves and how things look from . the air in 
comparison to ground views. 
1 reel B&W #55 G:' $1 00 
HELICOPTER CARRIES li[[AIL B 
Two small boys receive some baby chickens by air 
parcel post. They go to the airport where they see the 
airliner landing with their chicks; watch the sort ing 
of the mail and the arrival of the helicopter fro~ 
the dovmtown office. 
11 minutes B&W $50 a $100 
140 
MACHINES THAT MOVE BARTH: FA 
Describes the major kinds of earth moving machinery used 
in large-scale earth moving projects. Men use these 
machines to move mountains and hills, to fill valleys and 
low places. Men and machines are constantly at work, 
chang ing the face of the land we live on to help make 
living better and easier for us. 
1t reels B.&W $75 C: $150 
OCEAN-VOYAGE EBF 
The film sh0\'1/'S the excitement of leaving New York harbor, 
activities on the. bridge, in the engine room, galleys, 
dining rooms, and passengers' 1 and crew's quarter. 
Illustrates the use of radar . to make sailing safe . 
13 minutes B&Vl $62.50 No. 888 C: $125 Do. 887 
THE BUS DRIVER EBF 
Depicts a bus trip taken by a young boy and his father 
from New York to Pittsburgh. Show·s activities at a bus 
terminal; explains duties of the bus driver; and emphasizes 
rules of safety which the driver must observe in city 
traffic and on the open highway. 
11 minutes B&\v $50 N6. 328 
fiRE FREIGHT TRAIN EBF 
In this film we see the assembling of Fast F.reiSht 
Train No. 40 and follow it on its journey from Kansas 
City to Q;.-:ticago~ , Vle meet all the people involved in 
this operation and find out why freight trains are 
important in our daily lives. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 860 Q ~ 100 No. 861 
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THE PASSENGER TRAIN EBF 
Bobby learns about the organization of a passenger train 
and about the many services that contribute to the speed, 
safety and comfort of the passengers. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 862 C $100 No. 863 
TUGBOATS EBF 
Follo ·~-;s a tugboat in New., York harbor as it pulls a 
freighter out of its berth at the dock, toi1S a large 
oil barge across the harbor, and joins \·rith other tug s 
to dock a giant ocaan liner. Portrays members of the 
crew at various duties; show tug's engine, and provides 
glimpses of other harbor activities. 
11 minutes B&W $50 No. 3.89 
FILMSTRIPS 
ARITHMETIC 
ABITll{ETIC SERIES, SET NO. I YA 
Filmstrips dealing with elementary number concepts, 
and especially designed for introductory, summary and 
review purposes. 
What Are NUmbers 
Reading and Writing Whole Numbers 
Addition and Subtraction I~ 
Addition and SUbtraction II 
MUltiplication and Division 
Solving Problema 
Complete set in Q; 
Each filmstrip 
BRIDGING THE DECADES 
$30.00 
6-.oo 
EGH 
142 
The major aim of the filmstrips is to develop the basic 
concepts of mathematics in concrete and abstract terms 
by learning with understanding. All the concepts develop-
ed are arranged in a definite sequence. 
Work and Play with Numbers 1 1 40A 
Work and Play with Numbers 12 &: 13 40R 
Work and Play with Numbers 14 &: 15 40C 
Work and Play with Numbers 16 & 17 40D 
Work and Play 1'/i th NUmbers 18 40E. 
Work and Play with Numbers 19 40F· 
vlork and Play with N'ilmbers 20 40G 
\'lork and Play with Problems 40Hl 
\'fork and Play with More Problema 40I 
Obmplete set with manual $25.00 
Each filmstrip 4 •. 00 
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PRHiARY ARITHMETIC SERIES PS 
Six filmstrips using the everyday experiences of y~ung 
children to illustrate and explain simple arithmetical 
concepts. 
What Nilmber ~-1eanal 
Zero a Place-Holder 
COmpound Subtraction 
The t:hrees 
A NUmber Family in Addition The Twos in Division 
Complete set in C; 
Each filmstrip 
$32.50 
6.00 
USING AND UNDERSTANDING NUMBERS SVE 
Vivid illustrations of common everyday objects are used 
to help children develop basic fundamental number c:oncept s 
and sho\'; their use in daily experiences. Excellent 
for developing ability to compare objects and groups 
according to size, and to develop basic principles in 
relation to simple addition, subtraction and multipli-
cation. 
KINDERGARTEN AND GRADE ONE 
Using and Understanding Numbers, 1-5 
Using and Understanding Numbers, 5-9 
Using and Understanding Numuers, 9-12 
Learning About and Using Pennies, 
Nickels, and Dimes 
Complete set in c: 
Each filmstrip 
GRADE ONE 
$23.75 
5.50 
Using and Understanding Numbers, 11-15 
Using and understanding Numbers, 16-20 
Using and Understanding Numbers, 
by 1 I 8, 2 1 8' 5 I 8, 1 0 I 8 
A537-1 
A537-2 
A537-3 
A537-5 
A537-6 
A537-T 
A537-8 
~ing and Understanding Addition-
Objects and Symbols 
Using and Understanding Subtraction 
Using and Understanding Simple 
Measures 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
GRADE TWO 
$28.50 
5.50 
Using and Underatanding Numbers 
by 2's, 3's, 4's and 5's 
Advancing -in Simple Addition 
Advancing in Simple Subtraction 
Using and Understanding Multiplication 
Using and Understanding Division 
Using and Understanding the Calendar 
Complete set in C~ 
Each filmstrip 
USING NillffiERS 
$28.50 
5.50 
A537-9 
A537-10 
A537-11 
A537-12 
A537-13 
A537-14 
A537-15 
A537-16 
A537-17 
EBF 
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Attractively planned to motivate actual pupil partici-
pation during the showings, the filmstrips quickly 
create an understanding of numbers and introduce 
simple addition and subtraction. 
Counting to 5 Counting form 10 to 15 
Counting to 10 c-ounting from 15 to 20 
Reading Numbers to 10 Counting from 20 to 40 
Writing NUmbers to 10 Counting from 40 to 100 
C.ount ing by 1 o' s to 30 Reading Numbers to 50 
Counting by 10's to 50 Reading Numbers to 100 
Counting by 10's to 80 Writing MUmbers to 100 
Counting by 10's to 100 Working '\'Ti th Numbers to 
Complete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
~48.00 
3.00 
100 
WORK AND PLAY WITH NUMBERS EGH 
The main objective of these filmstrips is to give the 
child the important number concepts in t he initial 
study of arithmetic. These concepts are developed 
slowly and carefully.by concrete objective presenta-
tions. Each concept follov;s logically upon the previous 
one. 
Arithmetical Concepts 27A 
vle Learn Numbers 27B 
We Learn Numbers II 27C 
Time and Money 27D 
Addition and Subtraction C.oncepts 27E 
Work and Play with Numbers 5 and 6 27F 
\vork and Play with Numbers 7 and 8 27G 
'York and Play with Numbers 9 and 10 27H_ 
Complete set in C with manual 
Each filmstrip 
$25.00 
' 4.00 
ART 
ART IN OUR CLASSROoM· EBF 
Depicts youngsters at work in the classroom on six 
fascinating art projects. Authentic in every detail 
1,46 
of modern art pedagogy, the filmstrips provide poi'Terful 
incentive for follov1-up classroom art activity in the 
primary grades. 
We Make Designs vli th Needle and Thread 
vle Work \'lith Paper and Scissors 
We Print Designs and Pictures 
\'le Work 'vi th Papier Mach~ 
We vlork with Clay 
We Make Stick Puppets 
C-omplete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
PRIMARY GRADE ART SERIES 
$36.00 
. 6.00 
YA 
Designed to stimulate children's interest in art 
activities, to encourage them to think for themselves 
and experiment with art materials. 
Drawing 
autting and Pasting 
Painting 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$32.50 
. 6.00 
F-inger Painting 
Water <roloring 
C.lay ~Iodeling 
147 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
A DAY WITH BOBBY AND ELLm~ SERIES PS 
Five filmstrips illustrating simple important facts of 
health and cleanliness through the daily activities of 
two healthy happy children. 
Getting Ready for Red 
G·etting Ready for School 
Day in School 
After School Hours 
At Home in the Evening 
Complete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
ADVENTURES IN HE.ALTHL.AND 
$16.00 
. 3.50 also Social Studies 
IDH 
This series of filmstrips represents an attempt to help 
children of the primary grades to develop health 
consciousness through an interesting sequence of storie s 
of a fanciful type. Experiential and academic devices 
have been used to stu dy topics such as: sunshine, fresh 
air, good food, outdoor exercises, good habits, safety, 
rest, accident prevention and control of illness. 
SUnshine Hotel 
Old Man Di velong 
An-.Adventure At Camp Habit 
Tiny the Magic Ounce 
The War Dance 
Happy the Medicine Man 
Dangerous Friends 
The Treasure HUnt 
The Strange Health Machine 
Complete set in a; i'li th manual 
Each filmstrip 
83A 
83B' 
830 
83D 
83E 
83E 
83G 
83H~ 
83I 
$25.00 
. 4.00 
148 
ADVENTURES IN SEEING AVA 
Telling an interesting story of four children, it has 
woven into it answers to fourteen of the most common 
questions on ~vision asked children from eight to eleven~ 
Ann and Andy live by the sea. They are vistted by 
Polly and Paul from inland. They observe the seeing 
habits of fish, lobsters and sea-gulls. Later, the 
children from the ocean visit Polly and Paul and see 
the contrast in the vision of the dog, ca~ owl, mole 
and other land creatures. 
Silent B:&W F:ree 
BE HEALTHY, GO SAFELY THE PRIMARY vlAY SVE 
All strips i ntthe health set were produced in consul-
tation with the American Medical Association, the dental 
strip '\'Ti th the cooperation·: of the American Dental 
Association, and the three strips on safety in 
cooperation with the National Safety Council. 
Primary Health Set 
Let's Have a Party 
Let's Visit Our Friends 
Let's Get Ready for School 
I;et 1 s Stand Tall 
Let's Visit the Dentist 
aomplete set in c 
Each filmstrip 
Primary Safety Set 
$26.25 
. 5.50 
Safe and Sound At School 
Safe and Sound Along the Way 
Safe and Sound At Home 
Compl ete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
A567-1 
A567-2 
A567-3 
A567-4 
A567-5 
A567-6 
A567-7 
A567-8 
149 
GOOD HEALTH AND YOU EGH 
This series of filmstrips is to avoid completely the 
physiological approach to health. Instead, it presents 
typical life experiences of girls and boys in the lower 
grades in such a "ViaY as to help the teacher to arouse 
in them a desire to conform to desirable health patterns. 
Why Be Heal thy 
Health and Eyes 
H·eal th and Teeth 
Right Clothes Help Health 
Health and Exercise 
· Healthcand Safety 
Rights Foods Help Health 
Community Helper for Health 
Right Habits Help Health 
Complete set in a with manual 
Each filmstrip 
HEALTH STORIES 
$25.00 
4.00 
29A' 
29H 
29C 
29D 
29E 
29F 
29G 
29H~ 
29:r: 
EBF 
Six impressive filmstrips onthe basic areas of health 
education for primary grade boys and girls. Each story 
is made up of appealing color drawings and provides a 
moving experience not easily forgotten. 
Health Habits 
Checking Your Health 
.· Keeping Neat and Clean 
Avoiding Infection (Treating a C.old) 
Proper Food 
Health Helpers 
COmplete set in c~ 
Each filmstrip 
$36.00 6.oo 
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JOHNNY' NFIP 
This slidef:tlm·_ tells the story of J-Ohnny' 'a becoming ill 
with polio, going to the hospital, getting well, and 
returning home again • . The specific purpose of the slide-
film is to help reduce the fear often associated with 
polio and with going to the hospital. Recommended for 
first and second grades. 
Silent B&W Eree 
KEEPING HEALTHY EBF 
These stories co~er the basic concepts of si~: important 
phases of health and hygiene. The filmstrips go far in 
translating dull, drab facts of body care and good health 
into unforgettable and meaningful experiences. 
Save Those Teeth 
Sleep for Health 
Exercise for Happy Living 
Care of the Skin 
Care of the Hair and Nails 
Common C:old 
Complete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
$18.00 
3.00 
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PRIMP~ GUIDP~CE SERIES PS 
F~ve filmstrips describing and explaining important 
safety rules and health .facts, in terms that young 
children can easily understand. Of especial helpful-
ness is the filmstrip intended to help children free 
themselves f'r.onL superstitions tnat may cause fear. 
Health, Happy and 'V'lise 
The Safe Way 
What Are Microbes? 
Sense or Nonsense 
Complete set in cr. 
Each filmstrip 
$22.50 
5.00 
P.RD'-iAR.Y GRADE HEALTH SERIES YA 
Six filmstrips done in full-color art work, and built 
around the health topics which are stressed in courses 
of study and textbooks for this lev.el. Special 
attention has been given to vocabulary load. 
Keeping Clean 
Stro~g Teeth 
Rest and Sleep 
Straight and T.all 
Foods for Health 
Keeping Well 
Cbmplete set in c:· 
Each filmstrip 
$32.50 
6.00 
SAFETY STORIES EBF 
Basic safety rules for primary grade youngsters take on 
new meaning and come alive in these delightful filmstrip 
stories. The filmstrips are composed of charming color 
drQ.wings that boys and girls love. 
School Safety 
Home Safety 
Play Safety 
Street Safety . 
Vacation Safety 
Safety Helpers 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$36.00 
. 6;.oo 
SING A SONG OF SAFETY FILMSTRIP SERIES PS 
Filmstrips illustrating safety rules and habits, which 
are designed to help develop an alert, safety-conscious 
attitude. 
Compihete set of 4 in B&vl 
Each filmstrip 
$'15.00 
4.00 
TEACHER OBSERVATIONS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN IviLIC 
To aid the teacher in visualizing the signs of good 
health, this slidefilm shovls healthy children as well as 
children with early signs of illness, such as upper 
respiratory conditions, early measles, malnutrition, 
impetigo, fatigue, and ringworm. It is designed to 
help teachers recognize noticeable deviations from 
g_ood health. 
18 minutes (Sound) C: F.cree 
LANGUAGE 
FABLES AND FAIRY TALES: 
CHILDillL'N' S FAIRY TALES SERIES: SVE 
Delightful illustrations present the leading incidents 
of these .popular stories •. Increases ability to discuss 
and tell stories. Build experiential background. 
Cinderella 
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 
Jack and the Beanstalk 
Sleeping Beauty 
The Little Engine That crould 
Rackety Rabbit and the 
RUnaway Easter Eggs 
Complete set in C; 
Each filmstrip 
OHIL~REN'S STORIES SERIES 
$28.50 
5.00 
.&'·111 --1 
A111-2 
A-111-3 
A111-4 
A111-5 
A246-13 
Illustrations tell leading incidents of the story. 
Encourag~a storytelling, gi v.es appreciation for folk 
tales, and provides excellent variation in reading 
methode and remedial reading. 
!.little Red Riding Hood 
The Three Little Pigs 
The Gingerbread Boy 
Goldilocks and the Three Rsars 
liittle Black. Sambo 
RU.mpelatil t skin 
Compmete set in a: 
Each filltlstrip 
$'28~50-
5.00 
FOLK T:ALES, LEGENDS &~,: STORIES EGH.: 
This series of filmstrips illustrates some folk tales, 
l egends, and stories of many lands. 
Monkey, see-Monkey DO 
cTose of El Salvador 
Peach BOy of J"apan 
Crackling Mountain 
Alice in Wonderland 
The Night Hefore Christmas 
The c·rab and the !~onkey 
Yung-Ja of Korea 
Dancing Bread 
The Ants and the GrasShopper 
~~mplete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
FRIENDSHIP FABLES SERIES 
$55.00 
' 6.00 
EGH 
Filmstrips adapted from the familiar Aesop 1 s Fables 
for use in the primary grades. The c,aptions develibp 
basic concepts in reading and social studies • . 
The Rabbit and the Turtle 
The Crow and the Pitcher 
The C'.ountry Mouse and the:. C.i ty Mouse 
The Fi>x: and the Stork 
Cbmplete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$15.00 
4.00 
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN FAIRY TAI.ES 
Andersen favorites with original drawings. 
The Flr Tree 
The Little Match a--irl 
The Emperor• s Nel<T Clothes 
The Jtwineherd 
Thumbelina 
Silly Hans 
Cbmplete set in (J; 
Each filmstrip 
$28~50 
5.00 
A103-1 
A103-2 
A103-3 
A103-4 
A103-5 
A103-6 . 
SVE 
154 
155 
HANS CHRISTIAN .ANDERSEN STORIES EBF 
In each filmstrip a series of text frames first present 
· a Short synopsis of the original Andersen story; then 
a series of colorful pictures illustrates the story for 
pupils to tell in their own words. 
Hans Clodhopper 
The Tinder Box 
The Shepherdess and the Chimneysl'teep 
The Swineherd 
Thumbelina 
The Little Mermaid 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
MOTH&q GOOSE VILLAGE 
$36.00 
6.00 
EGH. 
Two children are projected into an imaginary Mother 
Goose Village where they meet many of the little friends. 
whom they have ~ seen or about whom they have read in 
their Mother GOose book. 
O:tf to Mather GOose Village 95A 
Inside Mother Goose V111age 95B. 
The Mother Goose V.illage Nen·1spaper 95C-
The Old Vloman Who L'1 ved in a Shoe 95D 
The FUnny Little Ivian on the Wall 95E 
Mother Goose Village Post Office 95F 
Mother Goose Village L'ake and Police Station 95G 
Mother Goose Village F·ire Department 95Hi 
Mother Goose Village Television Station 95I 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
#25~00 
4.00 
ODD TALES FOR YOUNG FOLKS JH 
The filmstrips encourage storytelling, stimulate oral 
and dramatic expression. The picture stories help 
with reading readiness and provide incentives for 
supplementary reading. 
The Three Bears 
The::. Three Billy Goats Gruff 
The Three Spinners 
The Sweet Porridge 
The Golden Goose 
The Three Little Pigs 
Complete set in I! 
Each filmstrip 
PRTI~  GRADE STORIES 
$~7.00 
4.75 
YA 
Story text appears on each frame. Special attention 
has been given to vocabulary load, phrasing, sentence 
structure, and selection and arrangement of type. 
Set A.;. The Hoy and His Goats 
Jack and the Beanstalk 
Puss in Boots 
T'.a.e Straw Ox= 
Dee Dee Chou and His Dog 
The Rabbits and the Frogs 
Set : B:- Chicken Little 
Little Red Riding Hood 
Drakestail 
The Gingerbread Bby 
Noah and the Ark 
Kofi, An African Boy 
Set . 0~ Cinderella 
The Three liittle Pigs 
The Four Musicians 
The Three Bears 
The Boy and the Nolt'th Wind 
The Dog and the Cat 
Set D;.. Hansel and Gretel 
The Little Red Hen 
L~ttle Black Sambo 
The Lion and the Mouse 
Tile Cat Who Lost His Tail 
Rumpelstiltskin 
Cbmplete set in C of 6 each 
Each1filmstrip 
TA!IES FROI~ .. GIUMM AND ANDERSEN 
$3o·.oo 
6~00 
These filmstrips will stimulate oral and creative 
expression and provide a basis for dramatic play. 
The Shoemaker and the Elves 
The Wolf and the Seven Little Kids 
Rapunzel 
The Frog Prince 
Spindle, Shuttle and Needle 
Hans C.lodhopper 
The Princess on the Pea 
Complete set in c· 
Each filmstrip 
$31.50 
4.75 
157. 
1'5"8 
FllN: AND ADVENTURE 
_ALICE AND JERRY READING SERIES SVE 
Correlated with the Alice and Jerr y Readers published by 
the Row, Peterson and Company, but suitable for use with 
other basic reading texts. 
Has original drawings (without captions) of five ~~G~~1 
favorite stories to be retold from picture 
clues only. 
Illustrate typical city and country views, modes A1 01-2 
of travel, and zoo scenes. Encourages dis-
cussion. 
Tell Another Story (The Pancake, Three Billy 
Goats) 
I Live in the aity 
I Live in the Country 
A'vlaY We Go 
Animals to Know 
C:Omplete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
$13.50 
3.00 
PREPRD<IER, PRIMER AND FIRST_ RE..A.DER 
Original drawings (captioned). _ Correlated with 
Readers of the same name. 
A101-1 
A-101-2 
Al01-3 
A'1 01-4 
A101-5 
D~velops auditory discrimination, increases vocab-
ulary and recognition of similarities and 
differences in word sounds. 
Skip Along 
Under the Sky 
Open the Door 
High on the Hill 
Day In and Day Out 
The New Roundabout 
Gomplete set in B&W 'vTith manual 
Each filmstrip 
A101-6 
A101-7 
A101-9 
A101-10 
A101-11 
A101-15 
$"16'~20 
3.00 
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SECOND GRADE TEXT F IU-18 
Original dra'\fings (captioned). , Correlated ,,rith The 
New Dcnm the River Road •. 
For review of vTord recognition skills developed ih: 
first grade, use of picture and context clues, use 
of initial consonant sounds, use of initial and 
final speech sounds-sh, ch, thlf wh~ . 
The New Down the River Road, 
The New Do'\·m the River Road, 
The Nev-1 Dovm the River Road, 
The Nei'l Down the River Road, 
The Ne~r Down the River Road, 
Cbmplete set in B&W with manual 
Each filmstrip 
ANTiv1.AL STORIES 
Part I 
Part II 
Part III 
Part IV 
Part v 
$13.50 
3.00 
A101-31 
AlOl-32 
A101-33 
A101-34 
A101-35 
PS 
This new series of filmstrips teaches in delightful 
story form such important guidance concepts as a sense 
of responsibility and consideration for others. 
Made up of actual photographs of children and their pets. 
Animals of Farmboy Bill 
Tony's Pony . 
Randy Takes Care of His Dog 
Kathy's Cat ttas Kittens 
Bonnie, the ~eeing Eye Dog 
Peter's Pet Party 
G.omplete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$~2.50 
6';.00 
ANIMAL STORIES JIL 
Tliese filmstrip s depict the delightful adventures of 
animals familiar to primary children. spec~al 
attention is given to the selection of animals and 
to story development • . Authentic information about 
the homes, food and habits of these animals is 
naturally brought into the stories •. 
Ring, the Raccoon 
TB.e La~ B'ear C:ub 
Brush, the Red Squirrel 
Mrs. Cackles Becomes a Good C~tizen 
Hoppy, the Rabbit 
The Adventure of Pete and His Dog 
O'omplete set in Q: 
Each filmstrip 
$26.50 
. 4.75 
CORRELATED HANDvffiiTING SERIES SVE 
Excellent for step-by-step guidance in formation of 
letters and numbers, cursive and manuscript. 
Capital Letters in Gursive Writing 
Capital Letters in Manuscript Writing 
small Letters and Numbers in 
C:ursive Writing 
Sihall !letters and N'Umbers in 
Manuscript Writing 
Cbmplete set in B&W $12.00 
A117:-;.1 
A117-2 
A117-3 
A117-4 
FLICKA, RICKA, DICKA SERIES 
Six filmstrips which are pictorial condensations of 
the appealing books of the same title by Maj. Lindman. 
Designed to help children develop social attitudes 
and behavior essential to our democ.natic way of living . 
Flicka, Ricka, Dicka 
and the Strawberries 
-- and Their New Eriends 
-- and the New Dotted Dresses 
Complet_e set in C:; 
E-ach filmstrip 
FUNDAMENTALS OF READING 
$_20.00 
. 4.00 
Flicka, Ricka, Dicka 
and the G'irl Next Door 
and the Three Kittens 
-- and a Little Dog 
EGK 
This set of filmstrips has been prepared to meet the 
basic needs in reading on the primary level and for 
remedial work with pupils of intermediate level. Tha 
material is also helpful in providing drill in the 
mechanics of reading, in phonetics, and in reading 
comprehension• 
Ebb and ~ane At Home 
Find the Right Word 
FUn \1i th Words 
Games With Words 
Reading Puzzles 
Fun With Sentences 
fun With A. E I 0 U_ 
~'lord Beginning C.lues 
Word Ending Clues 
Complete set in C; with manual 
Each filmstrip 
$~5.00 
. 4.00 
79A 
~9B: 
790: 
79D 
79E 
79~ 
79G' 
79ffi 
79I 
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GOLDEN ;BDOK SERIES 
A unique series of filmstrips, each a filmstrip 
adaptation of a famous Little ~elden Book of the same 
title, using the original story and illustrations which 
have won: the highe at praise from parents, and teachers. 
Set I;;. DUck and His P!riends 
The -.Happy Man and His D.lmp Truck 
How :s:ig 
Our Puppy 
Dittle Peewee the Circus Dog 
The Little Trapper 
The Big Bro"m Bear 
Hiley Timmy 
Set . 2- The cTolly Barnyard 
The Shy Little Kitten 
Two Little Miners 
Mr. Noah and His Family 
Raby' s House 
L"j_ttle Yip Yip 
The Poky Little Puppy 
The Saggy Baggy Elephant 
Set 3- Katie the Kitten 
The Seven Sneezes 
C:ircus T~me 
The Fuzzy Duckling 
We Like to do Things 
The Color Kittens 
Frix 1 t Please 
A Year on the~?P.s.rm 
Set 4:.. :r:: can F.J..y 
Th~· Wonderful House 
cTerry At ~ School · 
Doctor Dan the Bandage Man 
A Day At ~he Zoo 
Pantaloon 
Ukelele and Her New Doll 
Brave Cowboy Bill 
Set 5- What If? 
Dittle Boy with a Big Horn 
W'neels 
The. Kitten's Surprise 
A Dat At the Beach 
T:awny Scrawny L1.on 
Christopher and the Columbus 
Pets for Peter 
Set 6; Robert and His New Friends 
Seven Little Postmen 
A Day At the Playground 
Indian Indian 
Nurse Nancy 
Mister Dog 
Doctor squash 
Dogs 
Complete set in c· of 8 each 
Each filmstrip 
LITERATURE FOR CHILDREN 
$26.50 
4~25 
EGK 
F-ilmstrips specifically aim to give each child his 
rightful literary heritage, a heritage which builds 
for culture and for realistic literary background. 
Mother GOose Rhymes 
Froverbs and Maxims 
Fables for Children 
I>iyths and L'egends 
Folk Tales and Fairy Tales 
Poems for Children 
Seasons and Festivals 
Stories of Famous Poems 
Three Famous Stories Retold 
~omplete set in cr 
Each filinstrip 
~25 ·.oo 
. 4'..00 
38A 
38:9 
38C 
38D 
38E 
38F! 
38G·, 
38H: 
38IL 
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LITTLE. ELEPHANT STORIES SERIES PS 
Filmstrips which, indescribing Little Elephant's, ex-
periences help to enrich children's understandings, 
vocabulary and rea.oUll't.tng_· ability·. 
Dittle Elephant rratches Cold 
Uittle Elephant V.isits the Farm 
Little Elephant's Picnic 
Little Elephant!s Christmas 
Complete set in a 
Each filmstrip 
LIVING TOGETHER IN SCHOOL 
$21-.50 
6.00 
16.4 
Six filmstrips demonstrating and discussing desirable 
habits of school behavior, designed to help pupils 
understand the need for definite standards of behavior. 
Being Prompt 
Caring for School :Materials 
cronsideration of Others 
Going to School Assembl!,-
Our School Helpers 
Visitors to Our Class 
~omplete set in cr 
Each filmstrip 
PET STORIES 
$32.50 6:oo 
EBF 
Designed to encourage and intensify reading pleasure, 
the filmstrips depict healthy relationships between chil-
dren and pets, and describe proper care of pets. 
Kathy's Kitten 
Paul' a PUppy 
Roger 1 a Rabbit 
:Peggy • s Parakeet 
Gordon's Goldfish 
Terry' a Turtle 
a.omplete set in a~ 
Each filmstrip 
$36.00 
6~00 
e . 
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PHONICS: : A KEY TO BETTER READING SVE 
Offers varied opportunities to learn a useful method 
of associating sounds with printed symbols, and gives 
special attention to hearing words, and saying vrords. 
Let's Start With Key Words 
Make Words Work for Ybu 
Your Eyes and Ears Are G:bod Helpers 
Vowels Sounds Help You 
Test Yourself on Sounds 
Help Yourself Read 
Uomplete set in ~ 
Each filmstrip 
FRTI~ARY GRADED WORD PHRASES 
A115-1 
A115-2 
A115-3 
A115-4 
A115-5 
Al15-6 
SVE 
Words used in these filmstrips on phrases were selected 
:r-rom· a study made on· the word count in leading basic 
readers . . Produced especially for tachistoscopic trainin5 
LEVELS A AND R (fRJJ~ER AND FIRST . GRADE) . Af112SA. 
Complete set of 4 in B&W ~8 .00 
LEVEL C (SECDND GRADE) A112SB 
tltompi'ete : set of 5 in B&W $10~00 
LEVEL D (THIRD GRADE) A1 12SC 
C:Omplet·e aet of 5· in B&W . $16~00 
Complete set of all 1 7~~ with manual $:32 .50 
PRTh1ARY LANGIJAGE ARTS- SERIES PS 
Four filmstrips especially designed to help in the 
development of language skills in the early grades. 
Some 11ords· Ivlean T.wo Things 
The Story of Writing 
T'ell Us -About It. 
Word Detective 
Cbmplete set in a: 
Each filmstrip 
#J 8.00 
. 5.00 
RAND McNALLYELF BOOK SERIES SVE 
166: 
These sound filmstrips, provide excellent reading 
readingss experiences. Stories also provide a spring-
board for many primary social studies and animal units. 
Recordings feature Angel Casey. 
FUN ON WHEEL 
J.Ohnny, the Fireman 
BUddy, the Little Taxi 
Choo-Choo, the Little Switch Engine 
Our Auto Trip 
iomplete set in cr. with records 
Each filmstrip ,.,i th record 
Each filmstrip without record 
AN.IMAL FRIENDS 
Hide-Away Puppy 
Chester, the Little Pony 
$27.50 
9.00 
6~00 
The Little Mailman of B:ayberry Lane 
:t-fr. Rear's House 
Cbmplete set in cr: with records 
Each filmstrip with records 
Each filmstrip ·'"i thout recorda::' 
$27~50 
9.00 
6.00 
A114-1 
A114-2 
A114-3 
A114-4 
A114-5 
A114-6 
A114-T 
A114-8 
167' 
READING FOR FUN . EGH ~ 
Colorfully dressed dolls and almost natural :scenic 
effects recreate the \vor-\ls of M.bther Goose. Accompany-
ing the scenes are captions, arranged in sequence to 
tell an amusing story im:the textual vocabulary of the 
selected jingle and culminating in the jingle itself. 
Mary Had a Little Lamb 
Jack and Jill 
Three Little Kittens 
Little Boy Blue: 
Ding, Dong, Bell 
Raa, Baa, Blacksheep 
Hey Diddle, Diddle 
Pussy-C!'at 
Sing: a Song of Sixpence 
Cfumplete set in a 
Each filmstrip 
~~DING RK~DINESS 
#25.00 
4.00 
57 A 
57B 
57 a· 
57D 
57E 
57F 
57G' 
57HL 
57 I: 
EGH . 
This series of ten filmstrips is designed to aid teachers 
in promoting success in first grade reading. Many chil-
dren at this age level are too immature-physically, 
mentally, socially or emotionally for this demanding 
task. The concepts developed in these filmstrips give 
meaning to the word symbols, which boys and girls must 
use in beginning reading. 
Recognition Phases-Memory Span-Color 
Vocabulary for speaking-Counting 
Auditory Discrimination 
Story Practic.es 
Visual Discrimination 
Classifying 
Similarities 
Differences 
Alphabet 
Left to Right Sequence 
Stories for Special Days 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$25.00 
4.00 
Recognition-85A 
85B 
85C: 
85D 
85E 
85F 
85G' 
85H: 
85I 
85~ 
SNIPP, SNAPP, SNURR SERIES PS 
Seven filmstrips designed to help young children 
develop the social learning, understandings and 
behavior essential to our democratic rTay of living . 
Snipp, Snapp, Snurr 
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Snipp, Snapp, Snurr 
and the Red Shoes 
and the Gingerbread 
-- and the Magic Horse 
and the Yellow Sled 
-- and the B~g Surprise 
-- and the Big l!:arm 
-- and the Buttered Bread 
C:omplete set in C:' 
Each filmstrip 
STORYTELLING SERIES 
$25.00 
4.00 
PS 
Four filmstrips combining storytelling and social 
studies in such subject areas as good books, pets and 
the activities of -the post office. 
Story of Heidi 
FUn with Mitzi 
The Lost Dog 
L.et 1 s Make a Po at 
Complete set in a 
Each filmstrip 
Office 
$21 ~50 
6.00 
WALT DIS~~·s DISNEYLAND EBF 
These filmstrips provide excellent incentive for 
countless language arts activities in oral and 
written composition from the primary grades through 
junior high school. Tells story of the "five lands" 
in Walt Disney's !Y!agic Kingdom. 
Fantasyland 
Frontierland 
Main Street U.S.A~ 
Complete set in a· 
Each filmstrip 
Tomorrowland 
Adventureland 
$30 .. 00 
6.00 
vi.ALT DISNEY'S THE ARCTIC VIILDERNESS EBF 
These filmstrips capture much of the beauty and drama 
of the great Northland-the frozen desolation· of the 
Polar rce Cap, the strange and fascinating life on the 
tundra, and the breath-taking beauty of the mountainous 
sub-arctic. Each strip contains reviel'l questions. 
The Northland 
Rodents of the Northland 
Marine Mammals of the Northland 
Arctic Foxes and Wolves 
Wolverines and Weasels of the Northland 
Birds of the Northland 
C.omplete set in C. 
Each filmstrip 
$36.00 
6~00 
HOLIDAYS 
CHRISTMAS STORIES EBF 
These filmstrips provide six fine answers to : .. the 
problems of Christmas program planning in schools, 
churches, and youth organizations. 
A Christmas Carol 
The Night Before Christmas 
The Nut,cracker and the 1-'Iouse-King 
The Fir Tree 
A·· Present for Patsy 
Christmas Through the Ages 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
HOLIDAY OBSERVANCE 
$36~00 
6.00 
SVE 
Dra,dngs dramatize customs, stories, and authentic 
information about holidays ih~ our country as well as 
in ·other lands. 
PRESIDENTS' BIRTHDAYS 
Story of G"eorge Washington 
Story of Abraham Lincoln 
Each filmstrip in ~ - o;.oo 
EASTER 
The Bunnies 1 1 Easter Surprise 
Filmstrip 1n a: with record 
F:ilmstrip Wr1 thout record 
Rackety Rabbit and the Runaway 
Easter Eggs 
F~lmstrip in ~ with record 
Filmstrip without record 
$8.00 
5.00 
Around the World Easter Party 
Filmstrip in a·· $5.00 
A246-5 
A246-6 
A247-4 
.A246-13 
A851-6 
17o: 
THANKSGIVING DAY 
Indiana for Thankagi ving 
Filmstrip in c. with record 
The Story of Thanksgiving 
Filmstrip in c: $5.00 
CHRISTMAS -
$10~00 
Christmas with Our World Neighbors 
Christmas in Germany 
Christmas in Mexico 
0hristmas in England 
Christmas in Norway 
C:Ompil.ete set in c: "VIi th records 
Each· filmstrip 
Christmas Around the World 
AE49-1R 
$27.50 
6~00 
A246-1 
A848-1 
A848-2 
A848-3 
A848-4 
D850-19R 
Colorful home and family Christmas time scenes 
show how Christmas is celebrated around the 
world and reveals many of our Christmas customs 
and tradi tiona. 
Filmstrip in C '\'Tith rec_ords 
The Night Before Christmas 
The Little Shepherd's Gift 
Each filmstrip in cr $5.00 
The Baby King 
The Little Engine That Could 
The Little Pine Tree 
Each filmstrip in a $5.00 
RUdolph-The Red-Nosed Reindeer 
Rudolph ~e Red-Nosed Reindeer 
Shines Again 
E~ch filmstrip in C $6.00 
A246-3 
A850-1 
A770-1 
A111-5 
A850-9 
A246-12 
A247-2 
l7.1 
172 
MUSIC 
~IDSIC STORIES JH 
Imaginative art work brings to life the stories vmich 
inspired composers to write some of our best-loved music. 
Each story is visualized in perfect harmony with the 
nationality and theme of the music. 
Peter and the Wolf 
Hansel and Gi'etel 
The Nutcracker 
Peer Gynt 
The Firebird 
The Soraerer's Apprentice 
C:omplete set in Ct 
Each filmstrip 
$27~00 
4.75 
STORIES OF MUSIC CLASSICS' JH 
This series provides additional instructional materials 
for music appreciation. Sensitive art work reflects 
the tradition and locale of the music. 
The Sleeping Beauty 
\villiam Tell 
A Midsummer Night's 
The Jt'\>tan Lake 
The Bartered Bride 
Scheherazade 
Complete set in C' 
Each filmstrip 
YOU CAl~ MAKE MUSIC 
Dream 
$27.00 
4.75 " 
AMC 
This slidefilm was designed for school children in 
grades three to six. It may be used as a means of 
stimulat i ng more elementary student participation in 
organizing groups or as a classroom unit study, or 
for entertainment. 
15 minutes (Sound) R&l'l Free 
AN.H1.AL FRIENDS 
SCIENCE 
ANIV...ALS 
11.3 
EBF 
Wherever :these filmstrips are used in the primary grades-
whether for study units in science or as motiva~ional 
material in language arts and reading-young children 
are always enthusiastic about them. 
Pride, the Saddle Horse 
Blaclr Fear Wwins 
Three Little Kittens 
Gray Squirrel 
Hilly and Nanny ( T!ie Twin Gbat s) 
crommon Animals o~t'bhe WO:ods 
Elephants 
Shep, the Farm Dog 
Cbmpl et e set in c· 
Each filmstrip 
#48.00 
6.00 
ANDf..ALS OF THE \vORLD-M:AMMAL SET SVE 
Photographs show living habits, environment, and 
identifying characteristics of these animals. 
Captions explain their usefulness and native habitat. 
Primates-Monkeys and Their Relatives 
Large, Hoofed Mammals 
Rears, Pandas, and Raccoons 
ROdents 
Cats and Dogs 
Gomplrete set in ~; $28.75 
ANIMALS ON THE. F:Ami 
A467-1 
A467-5 
A467-6 
A467-9 
A467-10 
EGH 
A presentation of the domestic animals that are raised 
in large numbers on the farms of our nation. The 
language is simple and the vocabulary is suitable to 
children of the lo,·rer primary grades. 
Dinky, the Calf 89A. 
Fluffy, the Chick 89B 
Frisky, the G:"olt 89C: 
B~lly, the Goat 89D 
Tiny, the Kitten 89E: 
Fleecy, the Lamb 89F 
Porky, the Pig 89G" 
Pal, the Puppy 89ff 
Our Pou~Lry Farm (Ducks, Geese, T4rkeys) 89I 
Cbmplete set in c· with manual 
Each filmstrip 
BEGI}TiqiNG NATURE STUDY 
$25.00 
4.00 
SVE 
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Photographs show the natural habit's of our more common 
birds, insects, animals, and wild flowers, how they 
live, how they are protected from their enemies, and 
their identifying characteristics. 
Birds of Our Community 
Bird and Animal Babies 
Farm Animals and Pets 
Homes of B~rds 
Animals 6f the Zoo 
Wild Flowers Everyone Should Know 
Backyard Insects 
A461-1 
A461-2 
A461-3 
.A461-4 
A461-5 
A461-6 
A461-7 
Complete set in C: 
Each filmstrip 
INSECTS AROUND US 
$33.25 
. 5.00 
These filmstrips in authentic, animated color art work 
which brings the insect world into the classroom. 
Ways of insect life which children may themselves 
observe in nature are shown. Simple concepts are 
presented. 
Finding Out About Insects 
Insect Homes 
How Do Insects Protect 
Themselves 
Our Insect Enemies 
and Insect F.riends 
Collecting Insects 
Complete set in 0' 
Each filmstrip 
ON THE FARM 'VliTH TOM . .AND SUSAN SERIES 
175 
J?S 
Six filmstrips utilizing the experiences of two children 
on a typical farm 'ivhich help children to observe and 
understand many facts of farm life and of plants and 
animals to be found in the country. 
Animals and Their Young 
Animal Homes 
How Plants Live and Grow 
Science Review 
Tools and Simple Machines 
Visiting the Farm 
Complete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
OUR :PETS SERIES 
$19~00 
. 3.50 
YA 
Each filmstrip tells an informative story of a child's 
experiences with a pet. Each presents information on 
the care and training of pets, and designed carefully 
with respect to story interest and vocabulary level. 
The :Parakeet 
The Pony 
The Kitten 
The Rabbit 
The Puppy 
The TUrtle 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$:?0.00 
6~00 
THE FARM:ER' S ANIMP...L FRIENDS JH 
Real-life situations involving children and farm animals 
are vividly presented in these filmstrips. Tb increase 
the child's understanding of farm animals and how they 
live, the filmstrips show how these animals care for 
their young, how they eat and where they live, how they 
help us, and how farmers help them. 
Cows on the Farm 
Horses on the Farm 
Pigs on the Farm 
Sheep on t h e F-arm 
Chickens on the F...a.rm 
Cats on the Farm 
Oomplete set in C:; 
Each filmstrip 
#29.00 
4.95 
PLANTS 
GROWING THINGS JH 
Pictures show how different kinds of living things 
grow. Primary children see the growth story as they 
might observe it in real life. 
Plants Grow 
Trees Grow 
BUtterflies Grow 
Toads Grow 
Birds Grow 
Rabbits a:row 
We Grow 
C.Omplete set in C: 
Each filmstrip 
$31.00 
4.75 
177 
PHYSICAL WORLD 
FIRST EXPERD~ENTS ABOUT WEATHER JH 
These filmstrips help primary-grade children to 
develop good thinking habits and a proper scientific 
attitude toward problem solving. Here are twenty-
four simple experiments children can perform to ansv1er 
their questions about the weather. 
What Is An Experiment? 
Hb "toT Does \iater G·et Into the Air7 
vlliat Makes Things Dry Faster? 
1Yhere Do Clouds C.ome From Y ~ 
What Is Wind? 
Why Is t he Night Cboler Tlian the Day? 
C.omplete set in a 
Each filmstrip 
PRIMARY SCIENCE 
$27.00 
4-.75 
EBF 
Each filmstrip provides a stimulating and enjoyable 
learning experience for boys and girls. Captions · 
illustrate the concepts simply and effectively. 
Each filmstrip contains questions for review and 
discussion, and suggestions for further pupil activity. 
N'ight and Day 
The Seasons 
OUr Weather 
The Air 
The Earth 
The Night Sky 
C.bmplete set in G: 
Each filmstrip 
$36.00 
6.00 
17:9 
SCIENCE FOR BEGINNERS SVE 
A comprehensive series dealing '\'lith the five major 
areas of' science-living things, earth, sky, matter and 
energy, and man. Utilizes the simplest terms in pre-
senting scientific principles for beginning science 
students. · 
The World of Living Things 
OUr Home, the Earth 
The Sky Above Our Earth 
Machines and Tools to Help 
Magnetism and Electricity 
Llght, Heat and Sound 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$27.50 
5~00 
A425-1 
A425-2 
A-425-3 
Us Work A425-4 
A425-5 
A425-6 
180 
SEASONS 
COUNTRY FIEl,D TRIPS SVE 
Seasonal scenes call attention to typical activities 
of both animals and humans during various seasons, and 
depict the beauty of trees and plants during the fall, 
spring, summer, and winter. 
A T".rip to the Autumn Woods 
Plants and Animals in the Spring 
Winter in the C.ountry 
SUmmer on the Farm 
c:omplete set in a:.: 
Each filmstrip 
F.UND.AHENTALS OF SCIENCE 
#19.00 
5.00 
A463-1 
A463-2 
A463-3 
A463-4 
EGH . 
These filmstrips introduce the children to an interest-
ing and fascinating world. They help the children to 
develop skills in making observations, doing very simple 
experiments, interpreting pictures and diagrams, and 
developing and understanding general concepts in science. 
Spring and Summer 
Autumn and \'linter 
Air, Wind and Weather 
Just Animals 
Animals Grow and Ghange 
Plants Gro11 and Change 
Experiences With Water 
Sounds Around Us 
Rolling Along 
Complete set in e.: 
Each filmstrip 
$25.00 
4.00 
105A 
105B 
105C: 
105D 
105E 
105F 
105G 
105Ft 
1051 
181 
GET READY FOR \'liNTER JH : 
Each filmstrip tells how a particular group of living 
things prepares for winter. The child learns how 
familiar animals store food, find homes, hibernate or 
migrate. Children see how plants change and hoi.Y they 
survive the winter. 
Birds Get Ready for Winter 
Animals Get Ready for Winter 
Insects Get .Ready for \'linter 
Plants Get Ready for \'linter 
Seeds Travel 
People Get Ready for Winter 
Complete set in c: 
Each filmstrip 
THE FOUR SEASONS; 
$28-.50 
4.95 
EGH 
These tilmstrips develop the important croncrepts 
associated with the change in seasons. Instead of 
covering each season . in a separate filmstrip, various 
activities are shown1. and the effect of seasonal change 
is followed throughout the year • . 
Nature . in~. the Four Seasons 
Trees and Flo\'rers:, in the Four S:easons 
Animals in: the F1our Seasons 
\'lorkers in the Four Seasons 
aomplete set irr~ 
Each filmstrip 
$'15-.00 
4 • .00 
THE SEASONS SVE 
Four filmstrips, utilizing actuali color photos, show 
the glorious secrets of our world in spring, summer, 
autumn, and winter. 
AUtumn Is Here 
vlint er Is Here 
Spring Is Here 
SUmmer Is Here 
cromplete set in cr 
Each filmstrip 
$16~50 
5.00 
THROUGH THE SEASONS SERIES 
A853-1 
A853-2 · 
A853-3 
A853-4 
YA 
Each filmstrip takes children: through a complete tour 
of the season~the activities of boys and girls and the 
seasonal life of plants and animals. Designed to help 
the child become a better observer of the seasonal 
changes about him in everyday life. 
In the Autumn · 
In the \'linter 
rn the Spring 
In-, the SUmmer 
cr~mplete set in a 
Each filmstrip 
TO EVERYTHING A SEASON 
#16~50 
5.--.oo 
SVE 
1 s-2 
You will follow Billy and share his experiences as he 
observes nature at work preparing for winter and for the 
awakening of springtime~ 
Filmstrip in ~ with record $10.50 
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CONSERVATION: 
CONSERVATION: F.OR BEGINNERS SVE 
Introduces elementary principles of conservation, and 
teaches the importance of our natural resources. Helps 
children to understand the dangers of carelessness and 
to acquire &protective faeling towards plants and 
animals. 
Sonny Squirrel and the Pine Trees 
The Deer and the Haystack 
A Picnic for Dick and His F.i'iends 
The Lamb and the Bluebells 
Susan and the Forest Fire 
The Muddy Raindrops 
Complete set inC 
Each filmstrip 
$28.50 
' 5.00 
A430-1 
A430-2 
A430-3 
A430-4 
A430-5 
A430-6 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
CHILDREN OF~ MANY LANDS 
ADVENTURES WITH EARLY AMERICAN: INDIANS . SVE 
This new interesting set depicts the ways of living of 
some early .American Indian tribes through the coming-
of-age adventures of four Indian boys. Explains h01r1 
their cultures differed ahd ''~ere influenced by 
geographical factors. 
Indians of the Northwest cr~ast 
Sea-GOing Hunters 
Indians of the Plains-BUffalo 
HUnters on Horseback 
Indiana of the Northeastern \•loodlands 
Indians of the Southwest 
Complete set in~· c· 
Each filmstrip 
CHILDREN . OF MANY~ LANDS 
$19~00 
s.oo 
A233-t 
A233-2; 
A233-3 
A233-4 
EBF 
Many children have been inspired by this group of re-
markable filmstrips to a deeper appreciation of the 
everyday_ life, customs, and traditions of boys and 
girls of other lands or times. 
Greek Children 
Eskimo Children 
Navajo Children 
French-aanadian Children 
Colonial Children-: 
Japanese Children 
English: Children 
Irish Children 
Italian· Children 
l-1exican-. Children 
French Childf'en 
Spanish Children~ 
Norwegian Children 
Complete set in B&W·; 
Each filmstrip 
$48.00 
3.00 
184 
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CHILDREN·: NEAR AND FAR EGH ' 
This series of filmstrips aims to give to our pupils a 
knov;ledge of how children. . live and play all around the 
world-. This knowledge will help to instill in our pupils 
a.m:.interest. in. people and things outside their ovm 
environment-. . 
Wambo and T..B.wa of the Hot Lands 47 A 
Nannook and Oka"VIa of the Gbld Lands 47B 
Nils and Gretel of Switzerland. 47C 
Ole and Olga of Non1ay 47D 
P~ter and Trina of Holland 47E 
Ling_-Wu ·and Che-Tsoo of Cfuina 47F 
Togo and Yuki of Japan 47G: 
Ahmed ·and Adah of the Desert D.and 47H: 
Pedro and Maria of Mexico 47I 
Complete set in·~ a with manual 
Each filmstrip 
HOW THE INDIANS LIVED 
$25.00 
. 4.00 
Authentic detail shows how natural environment affected 
the daily life of each different tribe. 
F.brest Indians (OC"roquois) 
Plains Indians (Pakota) _ 
Southwest Indians (Uopi) 
Southwest Indians (Navajo) 
Fishing Indians 
C:.Omplete set in C; 
Each filmstrip 
$25 •. 95 
5-.75 
COMMUNITY:: AND THEIR IV'ORKERS 
.. CO!viMUUITY HELPERS SERIES YA 
Six fiLmstrips visualizing the services and duties of 
c:ommunity helpers who are of significance to young 
children. 
The Grocer 
The F.ireman 
The Doctor 
The BUs Driver 
. The 1-iailman 
The Policeman 
Complete set in ~; 
Each filmstrip 
COMMUNITY HELPERS SERIES PS 
Six filmstrips designed to widen children's concepts 
of the occupations that are necessary in every 
community. 
Flire Department 
How Messages Are Carried 
Policeman 
Shopping in Otir N:eighborhood 
Travel Is Fiin , Part I . 
Travel Is FUn, Part II 
Cbmplete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
#19.00 
3:;50 
t86i 
C:OMMUN.ITY SERVICES EBF 
The filmstrips depict people performing and using ser-
vices common to every community. Meaningful captions 
under each picture carry the stories along and are 
written for youngsters' to read. 
Our Library 
Our Fire Department 
Our Police Department 
Our Post Office 
Our Health Department 
OUr Parks and Playgrounds 
Uomplete set in C; 
Each filmstrip 
EXPERIENCES IN LIVING SERIES . YA 
Six; filmstrips especially designed to help orient and 
g\ld.de young children:. in some important everyday 
situations~ . Each filmstrip portrays a problem met and 
solved by boys and girls~. 
We Visit the Doctor 
We Plan Together 
We Make Some Safety Rules 
We Visit the Dentist 
We Work Together 
Wa Gb ·to Schooll. 
Complete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
$16~50 
3.50 
1.~8 
FAF&1 AND CITY SERIES YA 
Four filmstrips comparing and contrasting four examples 
of living environments. Each filmstrip shows hovl the 
children and the family live, shop, obtain nevTS, go to 
school, play, work, etc. 
Life on A Small Farm 
Life on A Large Ranch 
Life in A Small Town 
Life in A Large City 
Complete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
MAKING vlOOL CLOTH 
$22.50 
6~00 
vlBI 
This slidefilm tells the complete story of the manu-
facr:ture of vroolen textiles. It shovls all of the mill 
processes involved in the woolen and worsted systems •. 
B.eoAuae of the simple manner .in which it is presented, 
it il suitable for younger children. 
Silent R&vl Free: 
MUSEUM li:S A.STORY, THE-
This slidefilm serves as an introduction to the Henry 
F.brd Museum and is especially designed for use vlith 
elementary school! children. It shows briefly the 
tyPe of exhibits and stories that can be found im the 
museum. Among the exhibits shown are fine arts, 
agricultural tools, automobiles, airplanes, and the 
famous: "Street of Shops" '~ 
Silent B&\'1 Free 
OUR CITY ICR 
Illustrates the phases of American community life ~mich 
mrure our country a more comfortable and satisfactory 
place in which to live. . Pictures illustrate: Home~, 
Market, B:akery, Clothes, The Rig Fire, Our Postmen, 
Radio, Our Iiibrary, Safety Squad, School and Churches. 
Complete set in C~ $5 .• 25 
OUR CO~fivlUNITY HELPERS SERIES SVE 
Tne filmstrips sho'\·T services performed by community 
helpers and our dependence on them. T.eachers like them 
because they conform to the curriculum; children like 
them because they·_ are interesting. 
Series One 
The Fireman 
The Postman 
The Policeman 
The Grocer 
The Baker 
Tlie Dentist 
The Doctor 
The Librarian 
The !-Ulkman 
The C:ity Helpers 
Complete set in a. of 5 each 
Each filmstrip 
B231-1 
B-231-2 
B231-3 
B231-4 
B231-5 
B-231-6 
B231-7 
:5:231-8 
E231-9 
B.231-10 
$22.50 
4.80 
OUR aOMMUNITY ~ilCRKERS EBF 
Youngsters are inspired to a lasting appreciation of 
the duties and importance of four essential community 
vmrkers. 
Policeman 
Fireman 
~Iailman 
Doctor 
Complete set in B&W 
Each filmstrip 
OUR NEIGHBOF.HOOD HELPERS 
#12.00 
. 3:~oo 
J1L 
Ho'\'I '\·.rorkers '\"le meet every day help us, and hO'\'l we can 
help them in their work. Our community neighbors as' 
seen through the eyes of young folk~ -
The Mailman 
The Policeman · 
The Fireman 
The Grocer 
The Milkman 
The Librarian: 
Complete set in Q 
Each filmstrip 
THE SCHOOL C.ONIMUNITY 
$29.00 
4.95 
EBF 
Designed to help young pupils make a healthy adjust-
ment to a nel'J environment-the school, these charming 
filmstrip stories provide delightful experiences to make 
positive impressions on young minds. 
The New Pupil 
Our S'chool 
School Helpers 
Our Job in School 
Part of the Team 
School Courtesy 
aomplete set in a-
Each filmstrip 
$36 •. 00 
6-.oo 
HE NEIGHBORHOOD UOMJ:-lUNITY EBF 
The pictures are actual photographs of real boys and 
girls- in real situations~ - eaptions are designed for 
pupils themselves to read, and the stories impress the 
importance of the Neighborhood Community as a social 
factor in the youngsters' ' lives '. 
RObbie's Neighborhood 
Different Neighborhood 
Sharing with Neighbors 
Neighborhood Workers 
Places We All Own 
In and OUt of the Neighborhood 
O:bmplete set in e: 
Each filmstrip 
TRIPS HERE AND THERE 
$36.00 
6.00 
EGH : 
The sequential experiences offered through the v.:arious 
trips described will broaden the horizons of the 
,91 
I 
children in accordance with sound educational psychology. 
Beginning with their home environment, children will 
visit stores of their own neighborhood and gradually 
widen their circle of experiences so as to prepare them 
for an( ' appreciation and understanding_ of the social, 
geographic, industrial, political, and c.ultural aspects 
of their communi ty• . 
Our Neighborhood Stores 
Crossing a Bridge 
People of Other Neighborhoods 
People At Work 
Visiting A Village 
Visiting A Town 
Visiting A liarge C~ty 
A Trip to the Mountains 
Having Fun in a G.1ty 
O.bmplete set in c: with manual 
Each filmstrip 
$25.00 
4.00 
68k 
68:S 
68C 
68D: 
68E 
68F 
68CF 
68Hl 
68! 
FOOD .AND SHELTER 
FOOD EBF 
These filmstrips embracre most of the major concepts 
in · the area of food as outlined in praa:tic·all:y.- all 
cr.ourses of study for third and fourth grades~ . Each 
inc-ludes questions for review and discussion. 
Kinds of F.ood 
Where Food (['omes F..:l:'om 
Getting F.Cod Ready for Market 
Keeping F~od From Spmiling 
The Food Store 
F.Ood for GOod Health 
Complete set in <e: 
E'ach filmstrip 
$36~00 
6~00 
FDOD, CLOTHING, SHELTER SERIES PS: 
Four filmstrips presenting the fascinating history 
192 
of man's experience in procuring the three essentials 
of life, food, clothing and shelter • . 
How Man Has Learned to Shelter Himself 
Man • s Shelter Today 
HOw Mann Rae -tiearned to !fake C_lotfu . 
EarliY.\<Kam:.and lfis-, Eood 
Gomplete-· set in ~ E&v1 
Each filmstrip 
$12· • .so 
3~.50 
HISTORY OF :IRE SERIES ES 
Tvto film trips illustrating the history of man 1 s 
struggle to control fire, and how fire ia used . for 
warmth d cooking. 
How M Mastered Flre 
Man'sj Use of F~re 
COmplete set in B&W. $6~50 
Each fil ~ strip 3.50 
SHELTER EBF 
This fil strip series offers unique opportunities for 
vitalizi and enriching the learning experience of 
pupils i~ this area. Review and discussion questions 
are incll ded also. 
House of Long Ago 
vfuy W Need Houses 
Kinds of Houses 
Tools and Materials for Building Hbuses 
Parts of a House 
Men i o Build OUr Houses 
aomplete set in ~ 
Each fi strip 
$)6:~00 
. 6:oo 
193: 
HONE AND FAMILY LIFE 
CHARACTER B~l~ ILDING EB.F 
These st ries tell the adventures of a cottontail 
family p int up desirable character traits to 
primary rade youngsters. 
Kindn ss 
C:onsi eration 
Sl.iari ,g 
Hones y 
Thou tfulness 
Neigh orliness 
Thank ulness 
Ac:cep ance 
Helpf lness 
Promp ness 
Fair lay 
tr'Tilli gness 
Prepa edness 
Encou agement 
Prote tiveness 
Clean iness 
C:bmplete set in c; 
Each fil ,strip 
C.OTTONTAIL 
$80.00 
s.oo 
EBF . 
194 
A- sequel group to the Character Building series. C~olor 
dravlings relate further adventures of a family of rabbits,, 
and each story carries a simple moral. 
Other People's ~r.operty 
Chasi g Rainbows · 
]llothe Knows B:est. 
Greed ness Doesn 1 t P:a.y 
Obedi nee Pays 
We Wo k T .. bgether 
rr~mplet~ set in ~ 
Each fil strip 
$30.00 
s.oo 
195 
Each fil strip is a separate story involving simple 
but inte eating situations calling for thoughtfulness 
and c:ourt esy toward others. 
Manne~s At Home 
Manne s At School 
].ianne s At Play 
Manners in Public 
Manner s vfuile Visiting 
Manne s At Parties 
C".omplete set in 0' $.36.00 
Each fill strip . 6~ oo 
GROi'liNG UP ERIES ps· 
Six film trips describing everyday activities of chiL-
dren and t heir relations with each other, their parenta, 
friends, and neighbors • . 
GOod · -elpers 
It Pa s to &ave 
Johnn GOes to the .~ Store 
Lost nd Found 
New . assmate 
When l e Hav.e Guests 
C"bmplete set in ~ $25.00 
Each fil strip 5.00 
GUIDANCE STi RIES EBF 
Each sto~y presents a guidance problem important at 
the age 11evel of the primary grades. Captions are 
designed for pupils to read·. 
Shari g with Others 
Playi g Fair 
New FI iends-Gbod Friends 
One K d of Bravery 
Takin Care of Your Things 
Sticlc ng to Your Job 
et in a, 
trip 
$36.00 
6-;oo 
LIVING AND W RKING TOGETHER JfE 
This film trip portrays the everyday activities of two 
primary-g ade children in an average home and school . 
Attention is focused on ·: the basic: problema of young 
chil_dren- iving and working harmoniously i-Tith others, 
health, scfety and recreation •. 
The Fa 'ily Regins the Day 
The Saje Way to School 
A~. BUsy Morning At School · 
Lunch nd Play At School 
A' Birttlday Party At School 
The F~ily At Home 
Complete ~et in C: $29~00 
Each FilmJ trip 4.95 
LIVING TOGET ER SVE 
These strips carry J-im, a primary youngster, through 
experienc s and ac.tivities typical and familiar to boys 
and g~rls in this age group. 
Jim' s -amily 
A/_ Day t School 
Family Helpers 
Al.Neig borhood Picnic 
A Rami y Shopping Trip 
A Ride in the Oountry 
aomplete et in cr 
Each film trip 
$31.50 
5.50 
197' 
· ON THE FARM , TH TOM AND SUSAN SERIES ES 
Six films 
on a typi 
under stan 
animals t 
Animal 
Animal 
Hbw Pl 
Scienc 
T'ools 
Visiti 
Complete 
Each·. film 
OUR HOMES 
rips util~zing the experiencres of two children 
al farm which help children to observe and 
many facts of f arm life and of plants and 
be found in the country. 
and Their Young 
Homes 
ts Live and Gr.ow 
Review 
d Simple Machines 
the Farm·1 
$19-.00 
3.50 
EGH~ 
Typical f ily experiences are set forth ·. Ict is hoped 
that teacr~ers will find filmstrips useful in increasing 
for child ena feeling of protection and security in 
their own homes, and also prove useful in developing 
gq~q srou relations and understanding of people of 
varying b ckgrounds with whom the chilaren' are thrown 
in~ c-.ontac • 
At Hbm 
Tom• a 
Alice 
J ackie 
Diak a 
Atln 1 s 
H.elen' 
Rose's 
Joe' 's 
Complete 
Each f .ilm 
\'lith RUth 
arm House 
n Her Home 
in His House 
d His Family_ At Home 
ch House Home 
:Home in the South 
Vi llage Hbme 
ome in· Net-r England 
with manual $25.00 
4.00 
28A 
28B: 
28C; 
28D 
28E. 
28~ 
28G: 
28H: 
281 
OUR MANNERS ERIES YA 
Rour film trips designed to point up the part that 
good mann rs play in helping boys and girls to enjoy 
being wit others, told in delightful story form. 
M·enner 
Manner 
Manner 
J~;ianner 
Complete 
THE~ HOME am 
At Hbme 
in Public 
At School 
'When Visiting 
$22.50 
EBF 
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aling filmstrips desc·ribe for boys and girls 
how the f ilyunit is constituted, whY' it is important, 
and how· y ungsters can help make it run smoothly. 
Our F ily to the Rescue 
Family nm~ 
Keepi _.Busy 
If.elpi~n Mother and the R"amily 
Rrothe a and Sisters 
Growi . Up 
C:Omplete et in C: $36.00 
Each film trip 6.00 
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TRANSPORTATION: 
ne photography in full color Shows travel 
'Which primary children themselves may 
• Children actualiy take trips-. They see 
Oh-the-sc 
ac-tivitie 
experienc 
goods mov 
personnel 
d. They inspect equipment. They learn about 
and safety measures. 
Airpl 
The Pa 
The F..l" 
BUses 
Trucks 
Boats 
c_omplete~ 
Each film 
es 
senger T.rain 
ight Train 
d Ships 
$:?0.00 
5.25 
EBF 
Material 
social at 
pupils to 
Each cont 
n this series is basic in every primary gr.ades: 
dies curriculum. Captions are written for 
read, thus providing dynamic learning experienc:es. 
ins review and discussion questions. 
rtation in . the. P.ast 
Transportation 
ansportation 
Water ransportation 
Air Tr nsportation 
Tiravel in Space 
Gbmplete set in C 
Each filmstrip 
$36.00 
6.00 
This ali efilm: presents a personalized visit to the 
Chicago idway Airport and an airpiane flight from 
Chicago to New York G~ty. _ The slidefilm is suitable 
for grad 1 two to :rt±Ye'.. 
Silemt B&W F-ree 

SOURCE ~~DRESSES 
1. AI•ll-1-I"-Dent, r:ncorporated 
~lr. L-. Fitz Gibbon . 
390 Wayne Street 
.Iersey Uity 2, New Jersey 
2~ American Music_ COnference 
332 South Michigan Avenue 
Glliic:ago 4, Ila.inois 
3 • .American Red cross 
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(May be obtained through your local Red Croas Chapter) 
4'. As:aociation F-ilms, Inc-orporated 
561 H1llgrove Avenue 
UaGrange, Illinois 
5. AUdio Visual Associates 
Box 243 · 
Bronxville, New York 
6~ Bailey R-1lms, IinC'orporated 
P~ o~. _Box 2528 . 
Hollywood 28, CRlifornia 
7-. c.-oronet F.:ilms 
Coronet Building 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
8~ . Eneyclopaedia Britannica Films, Incorporated 
1150 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 
9 • . Eye Gate House, Incorporated 
146-01 Archer Avenue 
Jamaica 35, ~ew York 
10. Filin Associates of c·alifornia 
10521 Banta Monica Boulevard 
Los Angeles 25, C.alifornia 
11. Gateway Productions, Incorporated 
1859 PC:r\'Tell Street 
San; Francisco 11, California 
12. Henry Ford l-luseum and Greenfield Village 
Audio Visual Service, Department of Education 
Dearborn, 14:ichigan 
13. Informative Classroom Picture Publishers 
31 Otta\'la Avenue, North vle:st 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
14. MoGraw:~H111 Book <Company, Incorporated 
~ext Film· Department 
330 West 42nd Street 
1-f:ew York 36, New Ybrk 
15. Metropolitan L~fe Insurance Company 
1 Madison- Aven\1Q: 
New:lbrk 10, ~ew York 
16 • . N"ational ¥oundation for Ini'antile Faraly.sis 
Division of Public Education 
120 Broadway 
New YOrk 5, New York 
1T; Popular Scienc.e 
~ext-Film Department . 
11cGr.aw-H111 Book Company, Incorporated 
330. West 42nd Street 
New YOrk 36, New York 
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18-. . Society f_,r v;1sual Education 
W. B. Motion Picture Service 
174 George Street 
N'ew York, New York 
19. United Air Lines 
School and C:ollege Servi:a:e 
35 Eas~Monroe Street 
Chicago 3, Illinois:' 
20. Uhited Stat_es Fbrest Service 
Uhited States Department of Agriculture 
Washington 25, . D~ c:·. 
21 ~ Uhited States Public: Health Service 
Department of Ireal th Education and \ielfare 
'Washington 25, D. c:. 
22. Uhited States Savings Bonds Division., 
Ihternal Revenue Bullding 
~lashington 25, D. c:. 
23. vlool RUreau Incorporated, The 
The Librarian 
16 ~vlest 46th Street_ 
New York 36, New York 
24. Young America Films 
Text-Film- Department 
McGra'\IT-Hill Book Gompany 
330 West 42nd Street 
New York 36, New York 
202 
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